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ABSTRACT
MATH STORIES: TROUBLESUMRELATIONSHIPS
A STUDY OF THE IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONSHIPS ON WOMEN’S
ACHIEVEMENT IN MATHEMATICS
FEBRUARY 2005
CHRISTINE DeGREGORIO, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
M.Ed., MASSACHUSETTS COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Patricia Crosson

Providing open access to higher education, community colleges extend the
promise of a college education to all who can complete the degree requirements of a
particular institution. One of the more universal requirements in community colleges is
the completion of at least one course in college-level math. For female students, many of
whom enter college without strong backgrounds in mathematics, the college-level math
requirement often represents a particularly difficult challenge.
The purpose of this study was to understand the ways in which personal,
interpersonal, and cultural relationships influence achievement in math for women
attending community college. By understanding these influences, community colleges
can implement curricular and pedagogical changes in mathematics instruction that
enhance opportunities for student success.
Participants included six female community college students at various stages of
completion of their math requirements. Qualitative methods were used to explore their
stories with a particular focus on how interpersonal relationships, both inside and outside
the classroom, affected achievement.
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A series of two interviews were employed to gather the data. Analysis consisted
of coding interview texts, developing summaries of each participant’s interviews, and
comparing and contrasting participant responses between students with varying levels of
mathematics achievement.
The study found that all participants, even those with strong math skills,
experienced some level of math anxiety, and that, in most cases, their math anxiety was
strong enough to affect performance. Findings also confirmed that interpersonal
relationships had a strong influence on student achievement. Those who experience the
highest levels of achievement spoke of positive parental figures who took time to help
them with math. In contrast, students who had the lowest levels of achievement spoke of
negative experiences with teachers, and told of receiving little or no support from parents
or others in their lives.
Further research is indicated to help students reduce their levels of math anxiety
in the community college classroom. Additionally, colleges must actively seek ways to
counteract the negative experiences students bring with them to the mathematics
classroom. Reducing student anxiety and promoting positive relationships with faculty
and others should help to increase student achievement and success in mathematics.
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CHAPTER 1
THE TROUBLE WITH MATH
Introduction
On a daily basis, I am in a position to hear the personal stories of women
attending a rural New England community college. Some women tell of families and
loved ones who encourage them to further their education; others tell stories of how
resilience in the face of poverty and abuse has provided the motivation for returning to
school. Their compelling stories are significant reminders of the importance of
relationships in defining and motivating personal success. This research honors the
stories of women and describes and analyzes the role of relationships in shaping and
defining their success as they study math at a community college.
I have chosen to focus on math because it is the most frequent cause of academic
distress reported by the women whom I counsel and advise. The tears and anxiety
produced in the face of the math labs, the failure of a straight-A student to pass a pre¬
calculus class, and the woman who changed her major rather than take a required math
course are just a few of the problems brought to me by female students within the past
year. More commonly discussed than problems with childcare or relationship issues,
math troubles these female community college students. It is my hope that by giving
voice to their stories, this study will shed light on new ways to engage and empower
women in the mathematics classroom.
The challenges faced by female college students studying math have been a topic
of research in academia for a number of years, with a particular focus developing in the
1970s and 80s (Sadker & Sadker, 1994). The increasing economic needs of women
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brought about by sweeping cultural changes, including changes in family systems and the
demands of business for additional skilled workers, converged in those years to bring
about an interest in funding research to understand why girls and women were not
participating to the same degree as boys and men in math, science, and technology
(Sadker & Sadker, 1994). By the late 1980s research provided evidence to show that the
education of females was compromised in American schools. Findings show that females
score lower on achievement tests than males and that these differences first become
apparent in middle school and continue through college (Sadker, 1999). Females, with
the exception of African American women, also experience diminished self-esteem
during adolescence (AAUW, 1995) that often continues into adulthood. Adolescent girls’
lack of confidence in their ability to succeed (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule,
1986; Katz, 1996) translates to a silencing of female voices just as girls are transitioning
to womanhood. The information derived from the research on gender and learning
implies that girls and women are being shortchanged in the classroom, and that their
needs as learners are not being met. And nowhere is this gender bias more apparent than
in the discipline of mathematics and the related fields of science and technology (Sadker
& Sadker, 1994).
For many female college students, the study of math presents a substantial
stumbling block and a potential barrier to success. In higher education, particularly at the
community college level, math skills function as a gatekeeper, effectively barring some
students from pursuing a degree. In this study, I focus on community colleges because
they represent the area of higher education that experiences the greatest loss of students
due to poor math skills (Dobrowolski, 2002).
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Community colleges offer open enrollment, promising access to higher education
to all who desire it. However, most community colleges require three credits of college
math to fulfill the requirements for an associate degree. This requirement presents a
significant challenge to students who are beginning or returning to college. For many
community college students, numerous courses in remedial math are necessary before
they are eligible to take college level math necessary to attain a degree.
A number of programs of study, including those in the potentially lucrative fields
of business, engineering, and computer technology, require mathematical coursework in
excess of three college credits. In these more technical programs, courses from pre¬
calculus through advanced calculus are required for graduation or transfer. Despite their
majority enrollment, female students are still a distinct minority in these advanced math
courses. At the postsecondary level, in the 1998-99 academic years, women were
significantly less likely than men to earn degrees in mathematics, physical sciences,
computer sciences, and engineering (U.S. Department of Education, 2001).
There is much we can learn from female students who are successful at math that
could be helpful to others. Female students report that the influence of parents, especially
fathers (Eccles & Jacobs, 1986) and teachers (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, & Uzzi, 2000), is
important in encouraging their mathematical aptitude and abilities. The significance of
these relationships is highlighted by the work of Gilligan (2002), who calls for a
reinterpretation of women’s experience from the perspective of their own images of
relationship.
Women learn in relationship to themselves, to others, and to subject matter
(Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986). In opposition to linear learning, wherein
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facts build upon facts, women have a need to connect with knowledge in a more personal
way. Meaning, usefulness, and real-life contextual applications take precedence over the
acquisition and manipulation of content (Johnson, 2002).
This study explored the ways in which personal, interpersonal, and cultural
relationships influence achievement in math for women attending community college. By
understanding these influences, community colleges may be able to implement curricular
and pedagogical changes that enhance opportunities for student success.
Background and Theoretical Framework
There is no doubt that in recent years women have made strides toward achieving
success in previously male-dominated fields such as law and medicine. They have fought
hard and won the opportunity to fly as military pilots, to serve in the Senate, and to
determine when or if they will have children. They have entered the workforce in everincreasing numbers and now represent a majority of students in higher education. On the
surface it appears that all is well. Yet, in subtle and insidious ways, gender bias is still
shaping the experiences of many women, including the lives and careers of female
students.
In some ways, gender bias is even more troublesome now than it was thirty years
ago (Katz, 2002). The advances made by some women give the perception that the
problem of gender bias has been solved. In fact, an apparent backlash has recently shifted
attention to researchers citing evidence that males experience more problems than girls in
today’s schools and colleges (Kindlon & Thompson, 2000; Gurian, 2001). Sommers
(2000), a psychologist, stated that biology, demographic shifts, and the biases of
feminism have shifted the balance in American schools to favor female students. Factors
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such as an increased presence of females in higher education and greater representation
by women in some fields previously dominated by men are held as examples that things
have changed. However, current census data shows that science, engineering and
computing fields are still dominated by men. Furthermore, from an economic perspective,
women currently are paid only seventy-three cents for every dollar earned by men (U.S.
Women’s Bureau and the National Committee on Pay Equity, 2002).
As increasing numbers of women enroll in college, men currently find themselves
in the minority on many campuses. However, there are still male enclaves within the
academy, specifically in math-oriented programs of study such as advanced mathematics,
computer science, and engineering. While women now consititute 56 percent of students
on the nation’s college campuses (Women and Education Statistics, 2002), they are not
likely to be enrolled in traditionally male fields such as business (70 percent male) and
engineering (85 percent male) in numbers that indicate their majority presence in higher
education. As David Sadker reported,
In today’s world of e-success, more than 60 percent of computer
science and business majors are male, about 70 percent of physics majors
are male, and more than 80 percent of engineering students are male. But
peek into language, psychology, nursing and humanities classrooms, and
you will find a sea of female faces.
Higher female enrollment figures mask the “glass walls” that
separate the sexes and channel females and males into very different
careers, with very different paychecks. Today, despite all the progress, the
five leading occupations of employed women are secretary, receptionist,
bookkeeper, registered nurse and hairdresser/cosmetologist. (Sadker,
2000, <| 7, 8)
Women who wish to enter professions other than those traditionally open to
females face a number of challenges on the nation’s college campuses. Factors such as
arriving at college already underprepared to participate in the boys’-club culture of many
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disciplines (Sadker & Sadker, 1994); the lack of a critical mass of female mentors and
role models (Sadker & Sadker, 1994; AAUW, 1995); and the absence of assertive
advising (Sadker & Sadker, 1994) are among the numerous challenges faced by women
interested in participating in the more lucrative, male-dominated fields of engineering,
technology, physics, and business (Sadker & Sadker, 1994; AAUW, 1995; Katz, 1996).
For women students, however, among the most important impediments are those that
stem from the gatekeeper function of mathematics coupled with poor math skills and the
lack of confidence many women have regarding their ability to succeed in math. The
result is that many female students require a number of semesters or even years of
remedial education before their skills are strong enough to allow them to take the
advanced math courses necessary for access to nontraditional majors and careers.
The community college, with its large female population and its faculty dedicated
to teaching and learning, would appear to be the ideal place to intervene by providing
courses and methods designed to help women overcome the challenges presented by the
mathematics curriculum. Yet despite being enrolled in higher numbers than men, women
on community college campuses tend to be enrolled in classes that require less math and
science skills than those taken by their male counterparts (Phillippe, 2000). This impetus
towards the de-selection of mathematics coursework by women continues to limit their
majors and fields of study, effectively barring them from a number of high-paying
careers.
Feminist theory provides the underlying framework for this study. Feminist
theory draws on early critical theorists such as Marcuse (Kellner, 2001) and Freire (1970)
but differs in that it recognizes that power structures imposed by capitalism and
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accomplished through oppression are also grounded in the construct of gender (DeVault,
1999).
‘Feminism’ is a movement, and a set of beliefs, that problematize gender
inequality. Feminists believe that women have been subordinated through
men’s greater power, variously expressed in different arenas. They
[feminists] value women’s lives and concerns, and work to improve
women’s status. (DeVault, 1999, p. 27)
Critical theory synthesizes personal experience with philosophy, social sciences
and social action (Ely, 1991). Marcuse (Kellner, 2001), an early developer of critical
theory, linked the ideal of freedom with the concept of human happiness. Marcuse
asserted that capitalist theories link happiness to consumption or access to capital. In
contrast, he posited that to be free is to have the ability to gratify one’s needs and to act in
self-fulfilling ways. For feminists, freedom means liberation from constraints imposed by
male-centered cultural beliefs (DeVault, 1999), including those imposed by economic
and educational inequities.
Freire (1970) took critical theory a step further and talked about freedom in a
slightly different way. Freire asserted that oppression of a particular group or class is
sustained by a two fold fear of freedom. Those who are the oppressors are afraid of losing
their freedom, while those who are oppressed are afraid to embrace freedom because to
do so would require them to reject the truths they have been taught to believe. Freire’s
concept of conscientizano moves beyond consciousness raising in that it breaks through
cultural barriers and historical traditions to allow people, in concert with others, to
become aware of their oppression and, as a group, lay claim to the process of liberation
(1970).
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Feminists have taken Freire seriously. They have sought ways to deconstruct the
received knowledge in academic disciplines and construct new, gendered understandings.
They have sought power as a group to change laws, structures, policies, and group norms
that hitherto reinforced patterns of oppression.
Devault (1999) called on feminist researchers to step outside of their comfort zone
by exploring new topics and looking, with a critical lens, at issues that have the potential
to change women’s lives. Luke and Gore’s (1992) treatise. Feminisms and Critical
Pedagogy, located feminism within the critical and liberatory traditions, yet contrasted its
perspective as being concerned with the “authentic needs and real identities (p. 131)” of
individuals. This study takes on the challenge issued by Devault and by Luke and Gore
by looking at the subject of mathematics from a very nontraditional perspective: through
the lens of interpersonal relationships. In the spirit of critical and feminist theories, this
research has produced data that has the potential to stimulate action and policy decisions
not just for a vague, ill-defined, academic audience but for a very real place, with living
and breathing students who may benefit from the information or directions suggested by
this study.
Finally, feminist theory recognizes that women and those working for the
advancement of women have not yet achieved equity, especially in the male enclaves of
math and science. Feminist research uses female-friendly methodology integral to
women’s styles of teaching and learning and works to apply appropriate methodology to
all women, including women of color and others who may be marginalized within the
dominant culture (hooks, 1984). This study contributes to the improved success of
women engaged in the mathematics curriculum at a community college by understanding
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the ways relationships affect achievement and by providing insight into the ways that
relationships may inform the methodology and pedagogy of math.
The Problem
Research on women who have succeeded in math has shown that they have
parents, teachers, or significant others who support them (Etzkowitz, et al. 2000); that
relationships and an ethic of care are important features of their development (Gilligan,
2002); and that they learn best in context (Belenky et al., 1986; Johnson, 2002).
However, research has not yet untangled the web of influences and relationships female
students bring to the mathematics classroom at the community college, including
relationships that sustain their success.
The problem addressed by this study is the need to break down the math barrier
for female community college students and thus open access to a number of professions
previously closed to women. To do this we need a better understanding of the personal,
interpersonal, and cultural relationships of female students and how these relationships
apply to the study of math.
The guiding question asked by this investigation is how women’s thoughts,
feelings, relationships, and ideas about math affect their ability to achieve success in the
study of math. Further, this study seeks to explore thoughts about interventions
community college could provide to effect positive changes in women’s attitudes and
achievement in mathematics.
Significance
This investigation contributes to our knowledge about community college
teaching and learning. An increased awareness of the experiences and challenges
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encountered by women in the community college mathematics classroom provides
important information for administrators and faculty as they redesign and develop future
course offerings. Implications of the study suggest that certain changes in pedagogy are
needed, and support current trends in community college teaching and learning that
include the development of learning communities designed to build linkages between
math and other disciplines.
One president of a New England community college states “the failure rate among
students taking developmental mathematics courses at [this college] is around seventy
percent” (Dobrowolski, 2002, p. Bl). In Massachusetts, community colleges are currently
contemplating a new plan designed to improve their developmental math programs.
Developmental math programs are a requirement for 80 percent of the nation’s
community college students (Dobrowolski, 2002). Women now make up a majority of
students attending community colleges (Phillippe, 2000) and constitute a majority of
students enrolled in developmental math. As community colleges prepare to revamp their
mathematics curriculum, this study offers vital information to those seeking to improve
success rates for women.
Research Design
This study’s research design uses a qualitative approach to data collection
centered on a series of in-depth interviews. Grounded in feminist theory and emphasizing
the importance of relationship and connection as an essential feature of women’s
development and learning (Brown & Gilligan, 1992; Belenky et al., 1986), this research
looks at women’s connection to and affiliation with the mathematics curriculum at a rural
community college. A comparison among students enrolled in various levels of math.
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including those enrolled in remedial math, those who have completed remedial math and
are currently enrolled in college-level math, and those who were able to enroll in collegelevel math without requiring remediation, provides the data from which the study’s
findings emerge. This study consists of one in-depth interview with each of the study’s
participants and a follow-up interview conducted several months after the in-depth
interview.
The title “Math Stories” was chosen to highlight the importance of voice and
relationships in the context of women’s search for meaning. Stories, cherished and passed
along by media, family, and schools, are a way of communicating and preserving culture.
In contrast to “love stories,” a term indicating a genre that perpetuates the androcentricity
of traditional male/female relationships, “Math Stories” allows space for women to give
voice to the perspectives, frustrations, and successes they experience in the mathematics
classroom. The goals of this study are liberating. By understanding and exposing the
experiences of women as they strive to achieve in math, this study empowers women and
institutions to create learning environments that reflect and acknowledge women’s
insights, strengths, and learning styles.
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CHAPTER 2
THE LITERATURE OF MATH AND LEARNING
In development of this study to explore the significance of relationships to the
development of women’s math skills at a community college, a review of the literature
provided a guide to understanding what is known and what is not known about women
and math. As a result, this investigation is designed to fill an apparent void in the
literature: the absence of studies and investigations based on the voices of women
students about their experiences as they undertake the study of math.
As I approached the design of this dissertation, I found that the problem of
understanding the importance of relationships to women’s math abilities required
knowledge of literature across a broad range of disciplines. The literature on the influence
of gender on mathematics abilities, while directly related to this study, did not provide a
thoroughly comprehensive theoretical grounding to substantiate this study. As a result,
my research brought me to several different fields of study, including the extensive
research literature on gender and learning, the perspectives afforded by feminist theory
and the literature that focused solely on community college students. These perspectives
provided the background and foundation for the qualitative nature of this study, taking
mathematics out of the quantitative venue of positivistic researchers and allowing female
students’ perceptions, beliefs, and stories to direct the discourse. Finally, after situating
the study within this cultural and philosophical framework, the literature on gender and
mathematics becomes relevant.
The literature on gender and learning is reviewed first because it provides the
theoretical grounding for this research, situating the inquiry within the perspectives of
voice and feminist studies. Researchers in the 1970s began to develop a body of research
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that looked specifically at female students in an attempt to identify the source of apparent
disparity between men’s and women’s academic and economic experiences. At this time,
educational researchers, in concert with feminist scholars in other fields such as
psychology and sociology, began to expand qualitative methods of inquiry. I have drawn
on this heuristic, including works by researchers such as Gilligan and Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger, and Tarule working in the field of psychology and David and Myra Sadker
working in the field of education, in designing the methodology and focus of this study.
As the research design developed, I found that it was also necessary to consult the
literature on community college students. Within this venue I found specific information
that informed the design of interview questions related to interpersonal connections with
college faculty and staff.
Once the study was firmly grounded in its theoretical base, and after
understanding more about the needs and motivations of community college students, I
was prepared to delve into the extensive literature on gender and mathematics. The
studies cited in the following literature review look at math and learning from
psychological and cultural perspectives in line with the study’s quest for understanding
and providing a basis that links learning and interpersonal relationships.
Gender and Learning
Beginning in 1972 with the passage of Title IX legislation, federal funds for
research on gender equity were made available to help confront and eliminate sex bias in
schools (Sadker & Sadker, 1994). The Women’s Education Equity Center and other
funding sources, such as the National Institute of Education and the American
Association of University Women, have provided much of the seed money for the
groundbreaking research on gender equity and gender bias in schools. The following
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section of this chapter explores the results of this early research as well as the growing
body ot literature that has been developed since 1972.
In 19$6. the research team of Belenky. Clinchy, Goldberger. and Tarule published
the results of a study that has become the standard starting point for discussing the
internalized psychological states in which women approach the formal educational setting
ol schools. Funded by a grant from the Funds for the Improvement of Postsecondarv
Education (FIPSE) in the late 1970s. and building on the work of Gilligan (1982) and
Pern (19 0). the research team of Belenky. Clinchy. Goldberger. and Tarule interviewed
90 female college students from six different colleges, including a community college.
The team also interv iewed 45 women from what they termed "invisible colleges*’ (1986).
Invisible colleges are agencies or other settings that offer parenting assistance and
support in an informal atmosphere. The focus of the team's research was to understand
how women interpret and acquire their understanding of truth, authority, and knowledge.
Finding that women acquire knowledge in ways that are significantly different
from those of men. Belenky et al. (1986) stated that, for women, connection,
collaboration, and understanding are linked. The researchers found that traditional modes
of education, including individualized competitive learning, standardized assessment, and
contentious discussions structured as debates, are antithetical to women*s ways of
knowing and learning.
Based on work pioneered by Pern7 (1970). Belenky. Clinchy, Goldberger, and
Tarule categorized five stages in the acquisition of know ledge representing the relevant
w ays that w omen come to acquire know ledge both in life and in formal educational
settings. The categories delineating w omen's w ays of know ing are:
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1.

Silence. Women perceive themselves to be subject to external authority.
Knowledge is absorbed but not processed.

2.

Received Knowledge. Women perceive themselves as capable of understanding
and transmitting knowledge, but not capable of creating it.

3.

Subjective Knowledge. Women perceive knowledge as personal, intuited.
Knowledge becomes subjective.

4.

Procedural Knowledge. Women are invested in learning. They participate in
attaining and transmitting knowledge.

5.

Constructed Knowledge. Women perceive knowledge in context. They create the
context, objectively and subjectively, for what they know. (Belenky, et. al., 1986)
The first two modes listed above, Silence and Received Knowledge, are

reminiscent of Freire’s (1971) description of the banking model of education. In the
banking model, the teacher is the knower and transmitter of knowledge; students acquire
knowledge from the teacher and pass this learning on to others in the same manner.
Subjective, Procedural, and Constructed Knowledge are more complex modes of
learning. In these modes, students relate to information on a personal level; they become
motivated to invest in learning and in the acquisition of knowledge. Students equate
learning to a larger context, interconnected with their experiences and others, thus
honoring their perceptions, senses, and intuition (Belenky et al., 1986). In the mode of
Constructed Knowledge, learning becomes a personal experience, even a passion, and as
such is passed on to others. It is important to note that Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and
Tarule reported that many of the women interviewed felt it was crucial for them to
believe in themselves as learners. The best teachers, they reported, were those who
encouraged women to “expand and articulate their latent knowledge: a midwife teacher”
(1986, p. 217). This research validates the idea that one’s concept of self, in conjunction
with one’s interpersonal relationships, is integral to all categories of learning, and
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especially to the categories of Subjective, Procedural, and Constructed Knowledge,
which encourage critical thinking and contextual learning.
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule’s research is important because it is one
of the best-known studies to employ a feminist approach and design. Even the language
in which the research is reported contains metaphors and examples that are familiar to
women. The term “midwife” has relevance and significance for women on an intrinsic,
personal level. It is precisely this connectedness and relevance that provide the
environment that the authors describe as best suited to meeting the needs of women
learners.
It is possible to make a connection between Freire’s banking model of education,
the categories of Silence and Received Knowledge, and the formal education
environments of some U.S. classrooms. In 1994, the research team of David and Myra
Sadker published their seminal research in a book titled Failing at Fairness: How Our
Schools Cheat Girls (1994). The Sadkers’ original research project involved scanning
textbooks and other instructional materials for traces of gender bias. What they found was
a pervasive sexism (1994) in the way information was presented to students in texts and
other print materials. According to the Sadkers, missing from the curriculum was
information about and illustrations of women, including their history, accomplishments,
and contributions.
In higher education, the Sadkers examined 24 of the best-selling texts used in
teacher education. Only 1 percent of the book-space in the entirety of these texts included
any information or facts on gender equity.
Adding to the stereotyped narrative [of the texts] was the male world
presented by the books. From the photographs to the index listings.
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education was pictured as populated and experienced by boys and men.
One text highlighted seventy-three famous educators, seventy-two of
whom were male. Another text featured the work of thirty renowned
educators, all men. The message to tomorrow’s teachers, most of whom
are women, was clear: even in this female profession, it is the men who
deserve to be remembered. (Sadker & Sadker, 1994, p. 174)
The Sadkers found that the texts least likely to include information or photos
about girls and women were how-to textbooks for teachers of science and mathematics.
The invisibility of girls and women in the math and science curriculum and in the teacher
education curriculum, along with all of the cultural beliefs and values that support this
invisibility (Sadker & Sadker, 1994), leads to an understanding of how women might
incorporate into their beliefs about themselves as learners the idea that they are limited in
the ability to produce knowledge.
Taking their research a step further, the Sadkers recognized a hidden curriculum
at work in schools. In a variety of educational settings from elementary schools through
higher education, the team videotaped over a thousand hours of classroom interactions
and observations spanning a number of years. The Sadkers found that teachers were
spending more of their classroom time interacting with male students than with females
students, and that the quality of interaction was substantially different for males than for
females. Teacher comments made to males greatly outnumbered those made to females,
and most often these comments encouraged the males to think critically. In contrast,
comments made to females tended to compliment the neatness of their work or focus on
their appearance (1994). The Sadkers maintained that a lack of inclusiveness in the
curriculum, coupled with less time and attention in the classroom, deprived females of an
education equal to that of males. What was missing for girls in formal education was a
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full and equal representation of females in the curriculum and an understanding and
respect for their needs and learning styles in the pedagogy of schools.
Blenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule (1986), along with the
Sadkers (1994) and others, posited that schools were originally constructed with male
students in mind and, therefore, do not recognize females’ needs for support and
encouragement, visibility within the curriculum, and a sense of connectedness or
interrelationship between what is being taught and how it is being taught. Since females’
learning styles are not valued in formal educational settings (Belenky et al., 1986; Sadker
& Sadker, 1994; AAUW, 1995; Katz, 1996; Orenstein, 1994), including higher
education, it should come as no surprise that a recent study of 56 four-year colleges
demonstrated that women learn less than men in college (Flowers, Osterlind, Pascarella,
& Pierson, 2001).
In a study of 19,000 college students, Flowers, Osterlind, Pascarella, and Peterson
(2001) were disconcerted by apparent differences in the amount of learning acquired by
women as compared to men during the course of their college careers. The study, using a
multi-institutional sample of freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors, compared the
scores of 19,000 students from 56 campuses on the College Basic Academic Subjects
Exam (CBASE) over a period of five years. CBASE is a standardized test that measures
scholastic achievement in the areas of English, mathematics, science, and social studies.
It also produces a combined score that provides a composite of all subject areas.
Participating students were from colleges in 13 states, including the South, East, and
Midwest, and were representative of those enrolled in all four years of college. The study
sought to understand three interrelated effects: the extent to which a particular year in
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school affects performance on the CBASE (Flowers et al., 2001), which year in school
has the greatest effect on student learning, and whether the effects of four years in college
differ in magnitude for students who enter college with different abilities and skill levels.
The study looked at the influence of various institutional contexts ranging from highly
competitive institutions to those with low levels of selectivity.
Findings showed that, beginning in the first year of college, women’s scores
started out lower than men’s and completing four years of college did not correct this
imbalance. When women’s scores were compared to men’s, the net effect showed that
women gained merely 69 percent of what men gained after completing four years of
college (Flowers et al., 2001). In mathematics, the data showed that women gained only
42 percent of the gains achieved by men. The study’s findings did not differ among
institutions. Findings were similar betweens schools with both high and low levels of
academic selectivity. The authors concluded that:
Estimates using the CBASE would tend to support the contention that
postsecondary education is a “gendered experience” that is not only
manifestly different for women but may also be structured toward
masculine rather than feminine intellectual orientations and learning
styles. (2001, p. 8)
A number of other researchers also believe that schools, from preschool through
college, represent a gendered experience (Sadker & Sadker, 1994; Orenstein, 1994; Katz,
1996). Despite apparent gains in recent years, equity in education has not yet been
achieved. Golombisky, a researcher and writer with a specialty in communications at
University of South Florida, wrote:
Educational equality for women will have been achieved when women’s
experience is accepted by society as equally valuable and valid as that of
men, when half the knowledge that is available is generated by women
and about women, when women are half the “government of education,”
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and when women’s ideas about education are equally viable and equally
implemented with those of men. (2002, p. 65)
Golombisky believes that an examination of language and communications holds
the key to designing more gender-equitable climates in education.
Feminist Research
In a review of the literature on mathematics and education, Lubienski (1999)
reported that the extensive research done on mathematics and learning has focused
largely on cognitive or achievement outcomes. A leading researcher in the field of gender
and math, Fennema (2000) asserted that much of what we know about gender and
mathematics has emerged from a quantitative research paradigm. Counting and
measuring overt behaviors has been the common practice for understanding the complex
cultural and sociological forces that shape the experiences of female students engaged in
the math curriculum. As Fennema stated, the quantitative framework offers only one
perspective from which to view the complex intricacies, subtleties, and interrelationships
that inform the study of gender and mathematics. Research by feminist scholars,
however, has the potential to help us understand how women think and learn within the
discipline of mathematics.
Research as we know it must be supplemented with new types of
scholarship focused on new questions and carried out with new
methodologies. Such scholarship will help in the identification of
important emphases for further new research; it will also ensure that
women’s voices will become a major part of all educational scholarship
(Fennema, 2000, p. 11)
In an effort to inform the literature on gender and learning, this research builds on
Fennema’s suggestions for developing new research perspectives for the study of gender
and mathematics. The following section will define the feminist approach that informs
the design and methods for this study.
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Feminist researchers radically deconstruct traditional research methods by
challenging beliefs about the ways in which knowledge is produced, organized,
and disseminated (Freidman, 1998). Three criteria inherent to feminist
methodology as described by DeVault (1999) are:
1.

A shift from focusing on men’s concerns to drawing out the “voices” of
women.

2.

An intentional effort to minimize hierarchical relationships between
researchers and participants, replacing the power and control held by
researchers with an invitation to participants to partake in the process of
creating knowledge.

3. A support of research that will lead to social changes that will benefit
women. “What makes practice distinctively feminist is its relevance to
change in women’s lives or in the systems of social organizations that
control women.”(p. 31)
This study is feminist in that it seeks to explore women’s experiences with math
in a nonthreatening, collaborative way and to understand how changes in
mathematics pedagogy and curriculum have the potential to benefit women.
Central to the design and analysis of this research are the constructs of
silence and voice. Freire (1970) talked of a culture of silence in which the voice of
the oppressed is not recognized or heard by the dominant culture. He stated that
schools and other cultural institutions are mechanisms of control used by the
dominant culture to effect, among the nondominant or oppressed, an
internalization of negative self-images that perpetuate uncertainty, insecurity, and
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a loss of self-confidence. The result is a culturally imposed silence imposed upon
groups who are marginalized and/or alienated from the dominant culture (Heaney,

2002).
This research is designed to address a specific silence within the culture of
mathematics by creating space for the expression of women’s voices as they
describe their experience in the math classroom. By exploring the interpersonal
connections that have guided women’s passage as math students, this study brings
about an understanding of the complex web of relationships that have shaped and
defined their passage. In opposition to silence, this research looked to unearth,
examine, and express the rich and detailed voices of female students participating
in the mathematics curriculum of a community college, to amplify their stories
and to add their perspectives to the literature on gender and math.
The metaphor of voice is central to the design of this study. Belenky,
Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986) linked the metaphor of voice to women’s
intellectual and moral development, claiming that self, mind, and voice are
intrinsically linked. Gilligan (1983) asserted that voice is the very heart of the
self. Personal, physiological, and cultural, voice includes the modulation of sound
and rhythm and “is mediated through language and culture, diversity and
plurality” (p. xvi).
Storytelling is one way of unlocking the voice of individuals (Marshall &
Rossman, 1999). In this study, women, sharing their stories of success and
frustration in math, defined their understanding of their math histories and
relationships. As with all good stories, the plot, characters, setting, and
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relationships expose the central themes and tensions of the narrative. To fully
understand these themes and tensions, this study employed the Listening Guide, a
methodology developed by Brown and Gilligan (1992) and described more fully
in Chapter 3, to deconstruct women’s “Math Stories” by analyzing their narratives
from the contrapuntal perspectives of self, relationships, and culture.
The Community College
Community colleges have a relatively new and unique place within the domain of
higher education. This section includes a description of the concepts and philosophy that
define the community college movement and examines the literature that reflects and
informs the educational experiences of women within the venue of the community
college.
From their experimental beginnings as junior colleges early in the twentieth
century, community colleges have evolved as hubs of educational activity providing a
range of postsecondary educational opportunities for millions of students. Community
college offerings are diverse. They include coursework designed to transfer to four-year
colleges as well as courses that offer opportunities in lifelong learning, developmental
education, job training, and technical education (Phillipe, 2000). Responsiveness to
community needs, low costs, and open enrollment policies have brought together at the
community college level diverse student bodies that include traditional college-age
students, nontraditional students, working and non-working students, ethnic minorities,
and many who may be the first in their families to attend college.
At community colleges race, class, and gender often converge, blending in unique
ways a variety of social and cultural identities. These social and cultural identities can be
described through Bourdieu’s (1979) concept of habitus. Habitus is one’s own distinct
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way of knowing the world that is the result of both unconscious cultural conditioning and
the environments in which one interacts (Bourdieu, 1979). It is “internalized in the form
of dispositions to act, think and feel in certain ways” (Flemming, n.d.) that are culturally
constructed and exist at a subconscious level. Habitus is one means of describing the
complex mix of thinking, feeling and believing that informs community college students’
decision-making processes.
Valadez (2000) applied the concept of habitus to African American women’s
thoughts about their programs of study and their understanding of how their education
might influence their future, including the world of work. Using a multiple-methods,
ethnographic approach that included interviews, observations, and a review of historical
documents, Valadez (2000) studied thirteen women enrolled in a Work Education
Program at Prescott Community College to understand whether this program had an
influence on the type of work the women could find after completing the program.
Valadez conducted frequent observations of the Work Education class; did an extensive
review of course materials, statistical data, and institutional reports; and interviewed the
female participants, gathering historical backgrounds, educational histories, and prior job
placements. Valadez (2000) determined that it was difficult for women to challenge their
habitus because this often meant negating the people and systems that shaped and formed
their identities. One student reported that she knew she would be on welfare for the rest
of her life. Other students reported that the instructor talked down to them and did not
validate their understanding of their situations and their lives. Valadez concluded:
The short-term nature of the course and the focus on preparation for
specific jobs in the local economy did not seem to broaden the students’
options in life. It did give them entree into a job, but it did not necessarily
place them on a path that would help them recognize their educational
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problems or even give them a hint at finding the path out of poverty (p
224).
Valadez (2000) found that, in order to be successful at the jobs that were
available, the women enrolled in the program would have to change their cultural and
social experiences. More than simplistic messages about the importance of hard work and
discipline would be required to lead these women out of poverty. Reminiscent of Freire’s
(1970) concept of conscientization, Valadez (2000) stated that the challenge faced by
women is to dismantle the social and cultural barriers that impede their progress. In doing
so, women can empower the resources and understandings of their habitus in ways that
could guide them in constructing their own paths out of poverty.
Researcher Michael Thompson (2001) stated that interactions between faculty and
female students, both inside and outside of the classroom, can be an effective method for
encouraging female students to participate in mathematics. In his study to examine the
connection between informal student-faculty interactions and educational gains in science
and mathematics courses, Thompson used the Community College Student Experiences
Questionnaire (CCSEQ) developed by Frielander, Pace, and Lehman (1990) to assess
academic, individual, interpersonal, and group experiences within two-year institutions.
A random sample of over 5,000 part-time and full-time community college students was
selected from colleges across the United States from 1990 to 1994.
The goal of Thompson’s research was to understand the influences of having a
job; of time spent at a job, with family, and with faculty members; and of gender on
science and math achievement. Within the gender scale of the CCSEQ was a subset of
questions reflecting the amount of out-of-classroom time a student spent communicating
with faculty members. Results showed that for both men and women the amount of time
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spent at a job had a significant negative effect on gains in math and science and a
negative effect on the amount of time spent informally interacting with faculty
(Thompson, 2001). Results also showed that gender plays an important role in three
variables. “Women have reported lower levels of informal [faculty] interaction, course
effort, and educational gains in science and mathematics than have men” (p. 6).
A significant finding of this study showed a direct link between informal studentfaculty interaction and students’ efforts and success in science and mathematics.
Informal time spent with faculty outside of the classroom has a considerable influence on
students, affecting their feelings, outlook, values, and interest in their college experience
(Thompson, 2001). However, findings indicated that the quality of the discourse between
male and female students’ informal interactions with faculty was significantly different.
When faculty treated female students in the same manner as they treated male students,
they were unknowingly discouraging female students. However, when they treated
female students in a manner that was female-friendly or noncompetitive, women were
encouraged in the classroom. The findings stated that an immersion in academic life, both
inside and outside of the classroom, along with female-friendly faculty styles, benefit
women studying math and science at the community college.
... If the science or mathematics course is characteristically impersonal,
competitive, or lacking in any encouragement and feedback, it may not
matter how much interaction female students have with faculty. It is a
cohesion of the teaching style, learning environment, and the amount and
quality of interaction with faculty outside of the classroom that enhances
academic growth and development of female students. (Thompson, 2001,
P- 8)
Kassab (2000) asserted that female community college students tend to persevere
and succeed in courses in which they believe they can be successful. A study of 210
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female and 102 male students at Oakland Community College in 1999 used a packet of
five instruments,1 including two measuring self-efficacy, to “examine the perceived
cognitive and environmental barriers that influenced traditional and nontraditional career
choices in community college women” (Kassab, 2000, p. 77). Results of this study were
based on the data collected from female students only and showed that there was a
positive relationship between women’s self-efficacy expectations in math and their
success in math courses. Additionally, women with higher self-efficacy beliefs in math
and science were more likely to show a preference for nontraditional careers.
Acknowledging that there is little research linking self-efficacy to career choices of
community college women, Kassab (2000) suggested that individuals may make career
decisions based on tasks that they know they can successfully perform.
Gender and Math
Much of the research on gender and math focuses on the debate between the
differences in women’s and men’s mathematical aptitude and abilities, and how these
differences affect participation in math-related careers. Physiological, psychological, and
social factors are all cited as the causes for differences in achievement. The literature in
this area is vast, encompassing many research perspectives and paradigms. This section
presents a summary of those factors most relevant to this study.
While physiological differences between males and females have long been
looked to as the source of differences in math ability between the sexes, medical
advances made during the 1990s brought the study of brain-based behavior to a higher

1 Instruments included a demographic questionnaire, the Occupational Self-Efficacy Scale (OSES Format
B, Betz and Hacket, 1981), the Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (MSES, Betz and Hackett, 1983), the
Occupational Outcome and Valence Assessment (OOVA, Brooks & Betz, 1990), and the Career Barriers
Inventory (CBI-R. Swanson & Daniels, 1995).
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level. Researchers in neuroscience posit that sex hormones play a major role in the
development of the human brain into two distinct forms, the male brain and the female
brain (Gurian, 2001). Distinguishable on MRI and PET scans, the brains of males and
females differ in a number of ways including size, development, and structure.
One example can be found in the corpus callosum, a group of nerves connecting
the right and left hemispheres of the brain. This structure is as much as 20 percent larger
in females than in males, “giving girls better cross-talk between the hemispheres of the
brain” (Gurian, 2001, p. 27). Difference can also be found in the prefrontal lobes, an area
that impacts speech, thought, and emotion, and in the occipital lobes, which process
visual information. The prefrontal and occipital lobes develop earlier and become more
highly developed in females than in males allowing females to take in more sensory data
than males and to have more self-monitoring skills, which make them less likely than
males to take moral or physical risks (Gurian, 2001).
Brain-based theorists also note that males have more development in the right
hemisphere of the brain, giving them better spatial and mechanical abilities.
Males tend to have more development in certain areas of the right
hemisphere, which provides them with better spatial abilities such as
measuring, mechanical design, and geography and map reading. (Gurian,
2001, p. 27)

This greater right-hemisphere development in males is believed by Gurian and others
(Moir & Jessel, 1993; Sylwester, 1995) to account for male/female differences in math
achievement. While acknowledging that some difference in achievement can be
attributed to cultural factors, Gurian believes the greatest reason for the differences in
male and female math skills is the better cognitive and spatial abilities of the male brain.
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In contrast, a study by Schmander (2002) cited the psychological factor of
stereotype threat as a reason for the decreased performance of women on math tests. In
her study, Schmander used a sample consisting of 33 male and 32 female Caucasian
students. All of the participants were involved in the study as part of their course
requirements. Earlier in the semester they all had taken a test to “assess the perceived
importance of gender identity to self-definition” (p. 196). In a second phase of the study,
participants were asked to take a math test based on 20 multiple-choice word problems
taken from the Graduate Record Exam. Each of the math problems required advanced
algebra skills to determine the correct answer. As a control, all students selected to
participate in this study tested in the range of 500 to 700 on the math portion of the
Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT). Half of the participants were told that their gender
identity was linked to their performance on the math test; the other half was not.
Individual differences in the importance of gender identity were examined
as a continuous variable in the design. Thus the complete design of the
study included gender of participant, a gender identity relevance
manipulation, and the importance of gender identity as predictors of math
performance. (Schmander, 2002, p. 196)

In groups of one to four, participants were greeted by a female research assistant
and taken to separate workstations. In these cubicles, a male voice spoke over an
intercom. The male voice stated that he was a researcher interested in developing a
standardized math exam and that he would be comparing individual scores of students
who took the test to the scores of all other students. With half the students, the male voice
added that he was also interested in how women scored in relation to men and that he
would be comparing women’s scores to men’s scores.
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Schmander was looking for a difference in performance when performance was
linked to stereotype threat. Stereotype threat is described as “a psychological predicament
in which individuals are inhibited from performing to their potential by the recognition
that possible failure could confirm a negative stereotype that applies to their in-group
and, by extension, to themselves” (Schmander, 2001, p. 194). Stereotype threat links an
individual’s personal belief about her/himself to recognition of her/himself as members
of a larger group, such as males or females. Results showed that when women’s
achievement was linked to their gender, their test performance was lower than men’s,
especially if in the earlier phase of the study they considered gender to be an important
part of personal identity (Schmander, 2001).
Several studies conducted by the research team of Quinn and Spencer (2002) at
the University of Waterloo in Ontario, Canada, validate the idea that stereotype threat has
an impact on women’s performance in mathematics but look at stereotype threat from a
different perspective than that of Schmander (2001). In one of Quinn and Spencer’s early
studies (Spencer, Steel, & Quinn, 1999), half of the 36 students participating were told
that a math test had shown gender differences in prior testing situations. The other half
was told that men and women performed equally well on the test. Results showed that
when participants where told that the test was gender biased, women underperformed in
comparison to men. Quinn and Spencer (2001) reasoned that stereotype threat, when
applied to a testing situation, can have the effect of suppressing women’s math scores.
In another study by Quinn and Spencer (2001), the team tested a group of 36
students who scored between 650 and 700 on the math section of the SAT. Participants
were given 18 difficult questions taken from the SAT that included a series of multiple-
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choice word problems. Students were asked to think out loud while they were taking the
exam. They were given only four minutes to work on each problem, heightening the
stereotype-threat conditions. Half of the group was told that men and women previously
had scored equally well on this test; the other half of the group was given no information
about gender.

The researchers found that when men and women were told that men and women
had previously scored equally well, women scored on a par with men. However, when no
such information about gender was given, women underperformed as compared to men
(Quinn and Spencer, 2001). Women were also less likely than men to devise strategies
for converting the word problems to numerical equations when no information about
gender was given. Quinn and Spencer (2001) interpreted the findings to suggest that
cultural stereotypes change the testing situation for women. In a recent interview Quinn
talked about the importance of eliminating stereotype threat. When the threat is
eliminated, Quinn stated, “Although women were taking the same difficult test, when
they experienced frustration, they no longer had to be concerned about their ability being
judged by the stereotype” (Thompson, 2001, % 32).
Quinn (in Thompson, 2001), in conjunction with an in-progress study at the
University of Connecticut, is currently interested in determining why women exit higherlevel math classes in higher education. In discussing her work, she speculated that as
women come in contact with situations that are uneasy or disquieting, they are more
likely to disengage from the situation or domain in which they feel diminished (Quinn,

2001).
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In a more recent study, Oswald and Harvey (2003) interviewed 12 undergraduate
women about their perspectives on math and used the findings gleaned from these
unstructured interviews as a basis for the design of a larger study of 96 women. This
larger study incorporated a series of questions designed to amplify the information
gathered from the first study. Results were presented and scored on an 11 point Likert
scale. On the basis of the responses to this second study, the participants were then
classified as Successfully Encouraged, Mathematically Adverse, or Stereotypically
Discouraged.
Results showed that the Successfully Encouraged women had positive math
experiences and had achieved the highest level of math education with 49 percent
reporting that they had completed calculus at the college level. They felt encouraged in
math by parents and teachers, had high perceptions about their ability to succeed, and had
little belief in gender stereotypes. The Mathematically Adverse group, in contrast,
reported a negative perception of their math abilities. This group was neither encouraged
nor discouraged by parents or teachers, was aware of but neutral on their feeling about
gender stereotypes, and held low self-perceptions about their ability to succeed in math.
The third group, classified as Stereotypically Adverse, reported that they lacked support
from teachers and parents and were very aware of the negative gender stereotypes
associated with women and math.
This study identified three uniquely different subjective perspectives associated
with women’s experiences in mathematics. The authors reported “This study is
theoretically important because, to date, previous theories have ignored women’s
subjective experiences and the interpretations women develop about math" (p. 7).
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As indicated by Oswald and Harvey (2003), a woman’s belief about her ability in
math is an important predictor of actual success. This belief in ones self-efficacy is built
into a psychological perspective first developed by Bandura (1997). Bandura’s theory of
self-efficacy, which underlies his social learning theory, compares an individual’s belief
in her/his own competence to her/his success in a given area of achievement. A leading
researcher in self-efficacy theory, Bandura focused on the link between a person’s
thoughts or beliefs about her or his ability to succeed and her or his level of cognitive
functioning. Bandura’s theory links an individual’s beliefs about her or his own
competence in a particular area to her or his level of motivation and performance.
It requires a strong sense of efficacy to remain task oriented in the face of
evaluative threats and judgmental failures. People who believe strongly in
their problem-solving capabilities remain highly efficient in their analytic
thinking in complex decision-making situations. (Bandura, 1989, p 729)

According to Bandura, what people believe about themselves influences their persistence
and their resiliency when they are faced with difficulty in goal achievement.
Bandura (1997) suggested that several influences combine to influence efficacy
beliefs, including the mastery of a given task, verbal persuasion, psychological states, and
vicarious experiences. The most important of these influences is the perceived mastery of
a task that an individual internalizes from her or his successful past performances
providing the motivation to continue with similar and more difficult tasks. Conversely,
failure at a task diminishes motivation by negatively affecting an individual’s perception
of her or his ability to succeed.
Verbal persuasion provides another influence on an individual’s self-efficacy
beliefs. Positive verbal comments provide impetus for individuals to apply extra effort to
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a task, especially when they already believe they have the necessary skills to accomplish
the task. However, negative or derogatory comments have a highly detrimental effect,
especially in individuals who lack confidence in their abilities.
Bandura further interpreted emotional states such as anxiety as having a strong
influence on self-efficacy because heightened emotional states can signify a vulnerability
to failure. A physical reaction to anxiety provides vicarious sensations that may increase
emotional arousal. Individuals vary in how they react to strong emotions such as anxiety.
Some may experience it as a positive motivator, while others may become disabled by
the experience.
Others, postulating that psychological differences account for the disparity in
math performance between males and females, rely on Bandura’s theory of self-efficacy
as a means of accounting for the discrepancy. Hackett and Betz (1989) were among the
first to correlate Bandura’s theory with women’s achievement in mathematics.
Studies of high school students in the United States (Eccles, 1983) and college
students in the United Kingdom (Erkut, 1983) have shown that women underestimate
their grades on exams while men overestimate their grades. This lack of confidence in
their abilities has a corresponding influence on females’ choices in college majors and
careers (Lent & Hackett, 1987). Women who already are predisposed against risk-taking
(Gurian, 2001) and then underestimate their ability in math are prone to deselect
mathematics coursework to avoid the risk of failure (Lent & Hackett, 1987).
Pajares & Miller conducted a study of 391 undergraduates made up of 247
women and 144 men (1994). Among the sample were 26 freshmen, 74 sophomores, 172
juniors, and 119 seniors from three large public universities, representing more than 30
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different majors. Using a variation of Hackett and Betz’s Mathematics Self-Efficacy
Scale (1989), students were asked to “judge their confidence to solve specific math
problems, to perform math-related tasks, and to succeed in math-related courses” (Pajares
& Miller, 1994,116).

Findings showed (Pajares & Miller, 1994) that students’ confidence in their
ability to solve math problems was a powerful predictor of their success in solving the
problems. Also, when students were confident that they could succeed in math-related
courses, they were more likely to choose majors that required the math-related courses in
which they expressed confidence.
Pajares (1997) also asserted that prior findings show that negative self-efficacy
beliefs, in contrast to a lack of skills, are the reason women avoid math courses and
careers. It appears that some women set up a negative feedback loop in regard to their
thoughts about math. Believing that they cannot experience success influences their
performance, creating a self-fulfilling prophecy. Figure 1, on the following page,
illustrates the interrelationship between self-efficacy on math tasks, problem-solving
performance, and choice of major.
Self-mastery or positive feelings about one’s ability to succeed are believed to be
the key to increasing self-efficacy and, therefore, achievement. Pajares and Miller (1994)
stated that “efforts to identify and alter these inaccurate judgments, in addition to
continued skill improvement, should prove beneficial” (p. 23).
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Figure 1. Mathematics self-efficacy assessment matched to related outcome
(Pajares & Miller, 1994, p. 198).

In an article for the journal Theory Into Practice, Pajares wrote extensively about
self-efficacy belief in self-regulated learning models. He stated that students with high
self-efficacy beliefs have the ability to monitor their work time and persist when they
meet a challenge. Conversely, students who have low beliefs in their ability to succeed
give up sooner and are more likely to disengage from tasks in which they encounter
difficulty.
Pajares goes on to describe a study by Zeldin and Pajares (2000) in which the
researchers explored personal stories of women working in math-related careers.
Findings showed that female students who succeeded in math and science careers had
parents and teachers who stressed the significance of academic success, encouraged
students to persist when they met academic challenges, and helped students break down
stereotypical perceptions regarding academic domains.
Wong (2002) took the discussion of self-efficacy beliefs in another
direction. Wong linked students’ self-efficacy beliefs directly to the degree in
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which they experienced positive parental and teacher support. Looking at 135
sixth graders and 91 ninth graders in a Southern California School district, Wong
sought to understand how teacher support and parental attachment affected
motivation and academic success. This two-part study first determined students’
percentile rank on a standardized achievement test and then compared students’
ranking with their perceptions of support and parental attachment from a series of
“stepwise, regression analyses” (p. 4). Findings showed that students’ perceived
scholastic competence was the greatest predictor of academic achievement.
Additionally, ninth grade students who perceived that their teachers were
supportive had higher academic outcomes, and all students who had strong
parental attachments and support had increased motivation and academic success.
Wong states that “how socializing agents (e.g., teachers and parents) respond to a
child’s performance, whether or not optimal challenge is provided, and the degree to
which personal goal setting is encouraged may be critical experiences in terms of a
student’s perceptions of competence in a particular domain” p. 4. Students who believe
they can succeed work with higher motivation and achieve at a higher level than those
who do not hold such beliefs.
Ratner, (1998) director of the Institute for Cultural Research and Education and
faculty member and researcher at Humboldt State University in California, summarized
the work of a number of math educators in citing the work of Russian psychologist Lev
Vygotsky as useful in understanding how combined psychological and social factors
impact the development of math skills. Vygotsky (1987) posited that culture and social
interactions displace biology in determining how individuals function, including the
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processes by which they learn. Biology, including brain development, hormones, and
neurotransmitters, serves merely as a conduit for information that is defined through
social and cultural processes, including interpersonal relationships. Vygotsky stated:
Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first, on
the social level, and later on the individual level; first, between people
(interpsychological), and then inside the child (intrapsychological). This
applies equally to voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the
formulation of concepts. All the higher functions originate as actual
relations between human individuals. (Nicholl, 1998, <][6)

According to Vygotsky, social interactions are central in shaping human
experience, including the ways we acquire knowledge. Ratner (1998) and others applied
Vygotsky’s theories to the means by which individuals acquire math skills. In contrast to
those who believe that genetics plays a role in determining mathematics ability,
proponents of Vygotsky’s theories would argue that interpersonal interactions, in concert
with an individual’s innate intellectual capabilities, play a major role in the acquisition of
math skills.
In what he calls his Zone of Proximal Development, Vigotsky (1987) pointed to
two important factors that influence a child’s ability to succeed: first, the range of the
native ability of the child, and second, the interaction and cooperation of that child with
another person.
Most of the psychological investigations concerned with school learning
measured the level of mental development of the child by making him
solve certain standardized problems. The problems he was able to solve by
himself were supposed to indicate the level of his mental development at
the particular time... . Having found that the mental age of two children
was, let us say eight, we gave each of them harder problems than he could
manage on his own and provided slight assistance. We discovered that one
child could, in cooperation, solve problems designed for twelve year olds,
while the other could not go beyond problems intended for nine year olds.
The discrepancy between a child's mental age [indicated by the static test]
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and the level he reaches in solving problems with assistance is the zone of
his proximal development. (Vygotsky 1986, p. 186-7)

Ratner (1998) extended Vygotsky’s logic to mathematical thinking, asserting that
mathematical symbols and processes developed in response to human need and ability are
not predetermined by genetic disposition. The normal brain carries out mathematical
operations as needed, and variation in ability among individuals with similar intellectual
aptitude must therefore be due to differences in social and cultural experiences.
The debate between biological and psychological factors in women’s achievement
is complex and includes multiple theories and perspectives. Psychological and
physiological factors embedded within the culture will continue to be explored as interest
in improving women’s achievement in mathematics continues.
One final study included in this section looks at the consequences of math anxiety
on academic success. This research is not directly related to gender and math; however, it
does speak to women’s ability to achieve and connects to the literature specific to
learning and mathematics. Mathematics anxiety has been defined as “a state of
discomfort which occurs in response to situations involving mathematical tasks which are
perceived as threatening to self esteem” (Cemen, 1987,1 1).
In a 2002 article written for Current Directions in Psychological Science,
Ashcraft describes in detail the process by which math anxiety disrupts the cognitive
process. “Math anxiety disrupts cognitive processing by compromising ongoing activity
in working memory” (p. 181). Further, highly anxious students often develop avoidance
tendencies, taking fewer and less-advanced math classes than students with lower levels
of math anxiety. Additionally, students who score high on tests that determine levels of
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math anxiety also score high on tests designed to determine other kinds of anxiety.
Increases in heart rate and other physical symptoms of more generalized anxiety
disorders were also present in math anxious students.
Ashcraft (2002) showed that math anxiety interferes with the mental processes
required for problem solving and that math-anxious individuals make more mistakes as
problems increase in difficulty: “Math anxiety lowers math performance because paying
attention to these intrusive thoughts [worries] acts like a secondary task, distracting
attention from the math task” (p. 184). Ashcraft’s suggestions for future research include
determining where and how math anxiety affects brain activity and whether math anxiety
produces similar activity as other phobic situations and stimuli.
Summary
The literature on learning, women, and math is vast and varied. And
studies of brain-based behavior, self-efficacy, stereotype threat, and even early
ethnographic research by feminist scholars such as Sakder and Sadker (1994) do
not get to the heart of the matter. By asking women to describe in their own
voices the experiences and relationships that matter to them in the mathematics
classroom, this study documents women’s stories and extracts from their
narratives an essence of experience that can be understood and applied to improve
the success of women in math, to expand women’s career choices, and to free
women from cultural and sometimes self-imposed barriers to success.
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CHAPTER 3
ALIGNING RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
This investigation employed a qualitative design and feminist approach to elicit a
detailed description of the experiences of six women participating in math courses at a
rural New England community college. By illustrating the relationships, insights, and
thoughts of women as they undertook the study of mathematics, a rich and detailed
narrative developed, giving meaning and understanding to the many complex interactions
that contribute to student success. In contrast to quantitative methods, which are based on
statistical or numerical analysis (Creswell, 1994), the qualitative design of this proposal
illustrates the personal understanding and experience of women as they negotiate the
study of mathematics. A further purpose was to provide information to community
college faculty and administration that will help them design policies and programs to
promote student success.
The literature on gender, learning, and mathematics is replete with studies
employing quantitative approaches to data collection. Missing, however, are efforts to
understand women’s achievement in math through the rich and informative voices of
female students themselves. Also missing is information in female students’ own words
about their relationships with those who have mentored, encouraged, or discouraged their
achievement in math. By listening to women as they speak of their lives in the classroom
and beyond, this study contributes to an understanding of the central themes, conflicts,
tensions, and beliefs held by women enrolled in mathematics at a community college.
Qualitative Methods
After completing an extensive literature review, I selected qualitative methods to
provide a counterpoint to the voluminous quantitative studies present in the literature.
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The qualitative researcher understands that intricate factors, such as connections between
individuals and their environments, their relationships, and their experiences (Maykut &
Morehouse, 1994), are interactive and constantly evolving aspects of the human
experience. The qualitative researcher’s goal is to gain access to the multiple perspectives
that can be understood within given situations. By employing qualitative methods, I have
provided a space to document the rich and detailed information shared by the study’s
participants and to formulate their Math Stories in ways that provide insight to their needs
and expectations in the mathematics classroom.
Feminist Approach
The feminist approach offers a natural framework for this research because it
understands and challenges a political and sociological worldview that asserts that malecentered interests dominate women’s experiences in schools, in work, and in life (hooks,
1984; Luke & Gore, 1992). The approach calls for a deliberate focus on the links between
acquisition of knowledge and many complex individual and environmental factors that
contribute to or suppress learning. By focusing on the perspectives of individual women
located at a particular site, this study provides an opportunity to explore and analyze the
many complex interpersonal interactions that contribute to the student experience. “By
locating our work in particular sites and with attention to specific practices, the
possibilities for genuinely reshaping discursive and embodied relations in pedagogy seem
within reach” (Luke & Gore, 1992, p. 10). By exploring the multi-voiced, multi-relational
perspectives characteristic of feminist research, this study provides a mode for
implementing the political and liberatory stance embraced by feminist theory.
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Setting
In order to ensure anonymity of the college and the study’s participants, the name
and location of the college will not be published. Instead, the college has been assigned
the pseudonym of Rural Community College (RCC). RCC is a public two-year
community college situated in a rural area of New England. According to the registrar’s
office at RCC, the college has a student population of approximately 2,400 students, 60
percent of whom are women. Most students (60 percent) take less than 12 credits per
semester. Fifty-four percent of students are enrolled in day courses only, 26 percent in
evening courses only, and 20 percent in a combination of day and evening courses. The
student population varies in age: 53 percent of students are over the age of 23. All but 4
percent of students live in the county where the college is located.
The college offers 23 degree programs and 11 certificate programs. There are 148
full and part-time facultt, plus 156 full- and part-time professional, support, and technical
staff.
Math courses at RCC vary in style, rigor, and substance, ranging from basic
arithmetic to advanced calculus. The level of math a student is eligible to take is
determined by her placement on the college’s Learning Skills Assessment Test (LSAT).
Administered by the college in its testing center, the LSAT is an untimed, multiplechoice, computer-mediated test designed to establish a student’s skill level in the areas of
reading, writing, and mathematics. The math section of this test offers a variety of
problems for students to solve. Displaying problems that progressively increase in
difficulty, the computer determines when the student has reached her maximum skill
level by tracking the number of answers that are given incorrectly. When the student has
reached a maximum number of incorrect answers, the computer ends the test. The skill
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level attained by the student when the computer ends the test indicates the level of math
course in which the student is allowed to enroll. If students’ are not satisfied with their
placement as determined by the LSAT, they may retake the test one time prior to
enrolling in a math class.
All community colleges in RCC’s state have the same developmental math
assessment test; however, each college designs its own program for working with
students who test at the developmental level. RCC’s developmental math program was
designed early in the college’s history by a faculty member who has since retired
(Ketchum, 2002). In RCC’s developmental program, if a student scores below the level
of pre-algebra, she must take classes in the college’s Math 800 series. The following
description of the Math 800 series comes from the 2002-3 college catalog.
Students intimidated by regular mathematics courses will find a
new approach in the Math 800 series, that allows them to progress at their
own rate, decide individually when they are ready to be tested, and to
work and study in a no-failure environment. The results of the [R]CC
Learning Skills Assessment Test determine where the student starts;
individual effort and program requirements determine where the students
stop.
This Series covers material in 20 modules from basic arithmetic
through pre-calculus. Students can advance at their own rate, and credit is
given individually. The series is designed for those who have been “turned
off’ by traditional mathematics classes, but need basic skills necessary for
their career goals or for preparation for more advanced mathematics
courses, (p. 133)
Each module of developmental math is assigned one credit. However, these
credits are for internal and financial-aid use only and do not count toward graduation or
transfer. As the college’s developmental math program, math modules support students
until they are able to take traditional college-level math. Students work at their own pace
until they feel they are able to take a test in a particular math skill. If they pass the test,
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they are allowed to move on to the next module. Students work on math modules in the
math lab, but the lab does not function like a traditional classroom. The role of faculty in
the lab is to be available to answer students’ questions and to help them work through
math concepts on an individual basis.
The reasoning behind the design of the Math 800 series was that it would be a less
competitive environment than traditional classrooms. However, with decreased space,
increased class sizes, and greater student-to-faculty ratios, the lab has become a place that
can be crowded, noisy, and understaffed (Ketchum, 2002). Currently there are 10 faculty
members, 5 male and 5 female, serving over 400 students using the lab. Located in an
area about 40 feet long by 30 feet wide, the math lab shares a large open space with the
college’s tutorial center. The only barrier between the lab and the tutorial center is a
portable wall about five feet high that does not extend from floor to ceiling. As a result,
students studying in the lab can hear nearby conversations between tutors and other
students. If a student in the math lab is ready to take a test on one of the modules, she is
able to go to an adjoining enclosed room separate from the lab/tutorial area. The math
faculty has tried to find alternative space that would be more conducive to the lab
environment but has so far been unsuccessful. It is fair to say that most students do not
like the math modules and would prefer to take courses in a traditional classroom
environment.
About 50 percent of students complete their developmental requirements each
semester and are able to enroll in college-level math. The other 50 percent either fail their
module or withdraw. If a student fails a module, she is given a grade of RE (re-enroll).
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and the course is not figured into her cumulative average. The student is then able to pay
for and take the course again until she receives a passing grade.
Population and Sample
The original intent was to select for the study students who would mirror the
college’s population. They were to reflect the various ages and socioeconomic statuses of
the college’s population and represent students who are enrolled in specific degree
programs as well as those taking remedial classes as a prerequisite to enrolling in degree
programs. Most of these criteria were met, however the age of the students selected did
not meet the original guidelines. While hoping to get a cross section of ages in the
sample, I found that younger students (those just out of high school) did not have
sufficient experience with college math, both at the developmental and college level, to
participate in this study. Additionally, in pilot interviews, traditional-age students
interviewed had not taken enough math to be able to articulate the source or cause of their
math problems. The result is that this study’s sample is made up of nontraditional
students ranging in age from 20 to 50. Most are parents, and all have significant financial
and personal responsibilities outside of school.
By design, the sample for this study includes two women who were taking or
needed to take developmental math classes; two women who had completed
developmental math and were enrolled in college-level math; and two women who were
taking or were eligible to take college-level math without being required to take
developmental math. This distinction was made to compare and contrast the thoughts,
feelings, and experiences of women in need of remediation with those who had persisted
through the process of remediation and those who had never required remediation.
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Participants in this study were selected from women I have come to know in my
role as a student support services professional at Rural Community College, as well as
from women referred to me by students at the college who were aware of this research.
An initial series of conversations with a larger number of students identified an
appropriate group of six women to participate in more detailed interviews. Those selected
for the more detailed interview held beliefs about mathematics that were representative of
students in the larger sample
Since community college students often work and/or raise families, an important
criterion for selection was the willingness of the participants to give the several hours of
time that the interviews required. For each participant, I carefully explained the interview
process and time requirements involved in the study prior to initial interviews to
determine whether students’ schedules would allow them to participate.
I feel that it is important to address the issue of diversity in this section of the
methods and design chapter. RCC’s rural New England location draws on a population
that is largely white; women of color make up a very small percentage of the population
at RCC. Because community college students typically attend school close to home, there
is little opportunity to create more diversity in the student population or sample. That
being said, every effort was made to solicit and include participants with diverse racial
and ethnic backgrounds. The initial pilot study included one woman of color, and the
final sample included one Hispanic student.
My role as a student support services professional at RCC allows me to interact
with students in a less threatening way than faculty and administrators. Since I do not
give grades or direct college policy, I am in a less hierarchical position than a faculty
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person or administrator. I enjoy talking to students and am a person that many feel they
can come to for support and advice or sometimes just to make a connection or visit. I
believe that students have trusted my intentions in doing this research and were willing to
talk honestly with me about their experiences.
Data Collection
The primary data collection method employed by this study was a series of two
interviews with six female RCC students. Mutually agreed upon locations, both on and
off campus, were chosen for each interview in order to limit any discomfort the
participants might feel due to location. The interviews were anchored by a series of openended questions (See Appendix A) designed to elicit participants’ thoughts and feelings
about their achievement and experiences with math. The questions encouraged students
to talk about their personal experiences with math both inside and outside of the
mathematics classroom, and about the relationships that have encouraged or impeded
their success. The interviews followed the logic of the participant, with the interviewer
making reflective rather than directive comments throughout the course of the interview
(Brown & Gilligan, 1992; Rossman & Rallis, 1998). Prior to the in-depth interviews, I
pre-tested interview questions with a small sample of four students to get a feel for how
students would respond to the questions and to evaluate the timing and placement of
questions.
All first interviews with the study’s participants were transcribed, and all
transcriptions included line numbers. After each first interview and subsequent
transcription, a transcript of her own interview was made available to each participant.
Participants were given the opportunity to reflect on their statements and to correct any
misperceptions that were represented in the transcription text (Rossman & Rallis, 1998).
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After writing about each student’s story in Chapter 4,1 printed out each student’s
section and returned it to her for comments. A second interview was then scheduled to
discuss the accuracy of my writing and interpretations and to correct any inaccurate or
misrepresented facts. Second interviews were shorter in duration than first interviews and
were taped but not transcribed. As with the first interview, the discussion followed the
participants’ logic and line of thought.
To help with the process of organizing data, the right-hand margin of each first
interview transcript page was widened to allow space for field notes in columns adjacent
to the transcription. My notes on the text indicated questions or reactions to the material
in the transcript.
Data Analysis
Once data was collected and transcribed, the analysis for this study was governed
by the methodology described in Brown and Gilligan’s (1992) Listener’s Guide. The
Listener’s Guide method recognizes the voice of the participant as she tells her story and
seeks to discern the meaning and context embedded within the story. The Listener’s
Guide also includes a technique called resistance listening. The goal of resistance
listening is to understand or interpret latent perceptions that are experienced but not
articulated by the speaker. The purpose of resistance listening is to identify signs of
uncertainty and conflict between the speaker and the “conventions or relationship within
a society and culture that are rooted psychologically in the experiences of men” (1992, p
29). Based on a concept originally developed by Fetterley (1978), resistance listening
allowed me to recognize and follow up on feelings of uncertainty and conflict that
emerged from the stories of women studying math. The Listener’s Guide method, with its
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component of resistance listening, was adapted for this proposal specifically to
understand the experiences and relationships integral to women in the mathematics
classroom and to allow for a recognition of the constraints imposed by relational,
cultural, and institutional norms.
The Listener’s Guide requires that each interview be listened to a minimum of
four times and that each listening incorporate a different perspective. The first listening
focuses on the “story” or narrative told by the student. The goal of this listening is to
understand what is happening from the perspective of the speaker. As the story is told,
the listener makes notes on the salient issues brought forth by participants. Another
feature of this first listening is a heightened awareness of silences, pauses, and the things
not mentioned. As telling as actual statements, these “silences” punctuate the narrative,
providing important information that might not be expressed in words.
Like a literary critic or a psychotherapist, we attend to recurring words and
images, central metaphors, emotional resonances, contradictions or
inconsistencies in style, revisions and absences in the story, as well as
shifts in the sound of the voice in narrative position; the use of first-,
second-, or third-person narration. In this way, we locate the speaker in the
narrative she tells. (Brown & Gilligan, 1992, p. 27)
In this first listening, and in the others that followed, I made careful notes about my
responses to the speaker, noting my insights and reactions along with any questions,
tensions, or areas of confusion generated by the interview.
The second listening took a different approach. In this listening, I looked for
participant’s first-person “I” statements, illustrating how the student spoke about herself.
As described by Brown and Gilligan (1992), this listening “brings us into relationship
with that person, in part by discovering how she speaks of herself before we speak of
her” (pp. 27-8). The personal and direct voice of the speaker telling her story in her own
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words evokes feelings and ideas about her in the listener, who comes to know her
thoughts, ideas, conflicts, needs, and concerns (Brown, 1997). This first-person account
is personal. The listener responds to the emotions of the speaker; connection is made.
The third listening focused on students’ relationships with teachers, parents, and
others who may have had a significant influence on achievement. Perspectives included
whether the speaker was encouraged or discouraged by the comments or expectations of
others and the possible influence these “others” may have had on her attitudes and
thoughts about her ability and achievement in math.
Finally, in a fourth listening, I specifically noted any contrapuntal themes that
constrained, suppressed or silenced students’ ability or desire to achieve in math. The
speaker expressed these vulnerabilities as self-doubt, confusion, uncertainty, and/or
insecurity.
In addition to the Listener’s guide technique, I used the concept of a voice poem
(Gilligan, Spencer, Weinberg, & Bertsch, 2003) to spotlight the participants’ descriptions
of her thoughts and feelings. The conception of a voice poem is to highlight each firstperson “I” statement within a given body of text along with the associated verb and
relevant accompanying information. A poem maintains the exact sequence in which the
phrases occurred in the person’s narrative. As the “I” phrases were extracted from the
narrative, they were placed on separate lines of text, resembling the lines of a poem. I
have used this concept of voice poem to capture thoughts and ideas central to informants’
feelings about math and or about the people who have influenced them. In each case, “I”
statements represent quintessential beliefs held by the participant that may strongly
influence her abilities or beliefs about her abilities in math. The voice poem for each
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student was created at the time of the development of the interpretive summary for each
student. Each student’s voice poem represents a significant statement of that individual in
reaction to math or a statement or to a person who influenced them in math.
For each listening, I highlighted the transcripts with a designated color of
highlighter. All items of note for the first listening were highlighted in pink, all secondlistening items of note were highlighted in yellow, and so on, until each listening had its
own distinct color-coded data set. As each listening was processed for each individual, I
used the highlighted transcripts and an adjacent column to record the data. In this column,
I noted the voice of the speaker and my reactions to and understanding of what was being
said (Brown, 1997). From these notes, I created summaries of each listening and then an
“interpretive summary” (p. 6) for each individual.
Participants were next assigned to a category and each category was made up of
two students. The category to which each student was assigned depended upon her skill
level as indicated by qualitative tests such as RCC’s LSAT or the College Board’s SAT
test in concert with the number of math courses she had taken at RCC. I next designated
descriptive headings for each category of learners. The students who scored out of
developmental math based on SAT and LSAT scores were given the designation of Gold
Stars. The Silver Stars represented students who scored into developmental math on the
LSAT and completed their developmental math requirements at RCC. Finally, the Bronze
Stars represented students who scored into developmental math on the LSAT but had not
completed RCC’s developmental math sequence.
I compared and contrasted the summaries of the two students designated to each
category. A final merged interpretive summary was generated for each category by
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comparing, contrasting, and blending the individual interpretive summaries of the two
college-level math students, the two developmental/college-level students, and the two
developmental level only students. A final comparison between the merged interpretive
summaries of each category of students provided the final analysis and findings of this
study.
The following charts provide a graphic representation of data analysis methods.
Table 1. Analysis Grid for Each Interview
Tape/Transcript
1st Interview

Notes
1st Listening

Notes
2nd Listening

Notes
3 rd Listening

Notes
4th Listening

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Notes
1st Listening

Notes
2nd Listening

Notes
3 rd Listening

Notes
4th Listening

Student #1

Taped
Narrative
2nd Interview

Interpretive
Summary

Student #1
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Interpretive
Summary

Voice Poem and Individual Interpretive Summary, Student #1

Table 1 outlines the process for developing the individual interpretive summaries
for each interview. Table 2 outlines the process of cross-referencing the individual
interpretive summaries for each category of students to generate a merged interpretive
summary for the study’s three sets of students. The three merged summaries provided the
basis for the study’s findings and suggested changes in community college pedagogy and
curriculum.
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Table 2. Matrix for Final Analysis

Individual
Interpretive
Summary

Student 1

Student 2

Student 3

Student 4

Student 5

Student 6

Gold Star
College Level
Only

Gold Star
College Level

Silver Star
Developmental/
College-Level

Silver Star
Developmental/
College-Level

Bronze Star
Developmental
Only

Bronze Star
Developmental
Only

_

Merged Interpretive Summary
Gold Stars

Merged Interpretive Summary
Silver Stars

Merged Interpretive Summary
Bronze Stars

Cross-Case Analysis Comparing and Contrasting Cohorts

Role of the Researcher
In my role as a student support services professional, I meet both formally and
informally with students at Rural Community College. My current position is
Coordinator of the TRIO2 Program, a federally funded program for first-generation
college students, where I function as a counselor or mentor to students. I am also the
advisor for the Nontraditional Student Organization, where I help students organize and
participate in social and cultural outings and field trips. I have also developed and taught
several courses at the college that focus on student development. These introductory
courses are designed to help students discover their learning styles, manage their time,
and develop other skills associated with college success. In addition to my role at Rural
Community College, I also teach a number of graduate courses in education
administration at a nearby state college. One course, titled “Gender Equity Issues in
Education,” is designed to create an awareness of gender issues among teachers and
administrators working in public and private schools.

2 TRIO is a federally funded program administered by the Department of Education to assure the equal
educational opportunity for every individual, especially those whose parents have not attended a four-year
college, who are economically in need, or who have a disability.
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In my roles at both RCC and the state college, I frequently encounter female
students who are passionate and vocal about their experience with math. More than any
other subject, math inspires women to articulate their experiences, and especially their
vulnerabilities and discouragement in the classroom. While I have long considered this to
be unfortunate and unnecessary, it was not until my involvement in 1996 with the
Western Massachusetts Gender Equity Center, located at Springfield Technical
Community College, that I became aware that the problem had a greater significance and
greater consequences for women than I had previously imagined.
While training to be a consultant for the Gender Equity Center, I learned that
females, in general, have doubts and insecurities about their ability to achieve in math
and that this decreased confidence leads to decisions that direct them away from
continuing to study math and science beyond courses required in high school or college.
For me, the marriage of this professional training with personal observation provided the
motivation to understand this problem in a more detailed way and to discover whether
there are ways to improve math opportunities and success for female students.
As I began writing the proposal for this dissertation, I initiated a review of the
literature and became re-sensitized to the roles assigned to women in education and also
within the larger culture. Objectified in advertising and other media, underrepresented in
business and politics, distinct minorities in fields such as engineering and computing, and
denied the financial benefits associated with equity in the workforce, women experience
diminished cultural status on multiple levels in our Western, industrialized society. To
counteract these inequities, I purposely chose to use feminist research methods to provide
a space for female students’ voices to be heard. I believe that by honoring the ways in
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which women speak of their own experiences, we are provided with unique insights into
their reality. This research provides the opportunity to access information from the
study’s participants to support and sustain women’s achievement in mathematics at the
community college level.
Validity
In order to maintain a rigorous academic focus for this inquiry, I have used a
variety of techniques to validate and verify my findings. First, a careful and systemic
color-coding of data allowed me to organize the information in such a way as to allow for
comprehensive and cogent data analysis. I also employed member checks (Rossman &
Rallis, 1998), sharing transcripts and drafts with the study’s participants. The member
checks also functioned as a starting place for the second interviews allowing me to follow
up on participants’ comments in a detailed and thorough manner.
A third method I employed was to participate in an interpretive community
(Taylor, Gilligan & Sullivan, 1995; Tappan, 2001) made up of other female educators
and doctoral students. All members of this learning community have used or are using the
Listener’s Guide as a dissertation research method. Meeting regularly for support and
interpretation of each other’s work, members were familiar with this research and have
provided guidance and suggestions throughout the development of this dissertation. This
community of scholars has worked diligently to ensure that data collection and analysis
for this study was handled carefully and correctly and that the methodology employed by
the Listener’s Guide was properly interpreted.
Limitations
As a study focusing on six women enrolled in a single community college, this
inquiry was clearly limited in its scope. Designed to locate the main themes, tensions, and
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patterns of beliefs held by a group of women, the study sought to understand the
challenges they faced while studying math at a community college. The study was
designed not to generate information that can be generalized across community college
campuses but, rather, to serve as a foundation for more detailed studies that examine how
women from a variety of other community college settings articulate their experience in
the mathematics classrooms. Results indicate that follow-up studies at larger schools with
more diverse student bodies are needed.
An additional limitation was my role as a student support services professional at
RCC. This role has allowed me to interact with students in a less threatening way than
faculty and administrators; nevertheless, the potential existed for me to be viewed as a
person who holds a position of authority. However, since I do not usually give grades or
direct college policy, I was in a less hierarchical position than a faculty person or
administrator. I enjoy talking to students and have many students who come to me for
support, advice, or sometimes just to visit. I believe that the students who participated in
this study trusted my intentions in doing this research and willingly talked honestly with
me about their experiences. I made every effort to ensure student confidentiality and to
involve students in commenting on and clarifying their contributions to the data collected
by this study.
Summary
This chapter detailed my intention to add the personal stories of community
college women to the plentiful literature on women and mathematics. Developed to allow
women the opportunity to express their opinions, feelings, and experiences about
mathematics, the investigation adds a richness and texture to our knowledge base that
cannot be expressed through traditional quantitative methods alone.
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By detailing the relationships of the women who have participated in this study, I
have uncovered information that has the potential to guide institutions and instructors of
mathematics toward ways of improving mathematics education for women, including
suggestions for pedagogical and administrative innovations. By providing information
that suggests intervening and providing innovative remediation at the community college,
this study has the potential to afford female students a greater range of opportunities and
career choices and has the occasion to extend positive feelings and expectations about
mathematics to friends, family, and community.
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CHAPTER 4
KELLY, SUSANNA, MELISSA, KAREN, NATALIE, AND HELENA
Introduction
Tucked away in a tranquil mountain setting. Rural Community College sits
perched on a hillside overlooking meadows and ponds to the south and snow-covered
fields and forests to the north. Ironically the college sits on the site of the city’s former
“poor farm.” Remote and isolated from the center of the city, RCC is accessible only by
automobile or by once-hourly public transportation from downtown and outlying areas.
RCC’s buildings are flat, modem, cement gray structures intersected by linear
slabs of darkened glass. In stark contrast to the green and rolling hills and mountains that
surround it, the college rises from the landscape as incongruous as Hawthorne’s white
whale rising from the sea. Intimidating to some, homelike to others. Rural Community
College sits poised to offer access to higher education to all who seek it. The only
requirements for admission are completion of the College’s Learning Skills Assessment
Test and the submission of an application to the admissions office. Once a student is
accepted, her/his achievement of an associate’s degree is contingent upon completing a
program of study that includes courses in her/his major and several required courses
including physical education, two English courses, and one course in college-level math.
It is fair to say that at RCC as well as at other colleges, the math requirement is often a
cause of concern for students.
At Rural Community College, most students are required to take developmental
math before attempting a class in college-level math. How much developmental math is
required is indicated by their scores on the Learning Skills Assessment Test. This inquiry
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looks at the stories told by six female students as they speak of their experiences with
math in relation to the individuals who have influenced their varying levels of
achievement. The major focus of this study is to analyze the correlation between
participants’ interpersonal relationships with families, friends and teachers in an effort to
determine whether these relationships have influenced students’ academic performance in
mathematics.
Beginning in February 2003 and continuing through August 2004,1 interviewed
the six women participating in this study. In February 2003,1 completed a first series of
interviews. I completed a second series of interviews during the summer of 2004. The
second interviews all took place off campus; however, all first interviews took place in
my office, located in a quiet area on the main floor of the administrative building at the
college. In the office, which is decorated as a warm and inviting space for students, the
participants and I sat across from each other in an area situated away from my desk. The
office door was closed during interviews to ensure privacy and keep distractions to a
minimum. There was a beautiful view out the windows overlooking a long field of white
snow broken by clumps of birch and stands of pines. I would like to think this beautiful
wall of nature provided a comforting backdrop for participants as they shared their math
stories with me. In each case, their stories told of events I could not have predicted at the
start of this inquiry, but they validated the concept that women’s lives are composed of
complex webs that merge interpersonal relationships with personal experience - lives that
are relational and lived in concert with others.
Sample
Students selected for this study ranged in age from 19 to 52. All of the women
who participated were students whom I had come to know through my work at the
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college. Some I had met in my role as coordinator of the TRIO program; others through
my role as advisor to the college’s Nontraditional Student Organization, a collegesponsored club that organizes and promotes social activities and connections for students
who did not attend college directly after high school. A series of pilot interviews
preceded the interviews that were included in this study. All of interviewees, including
those in the pilot study, were selected from among students I knew or had recently met.
The only prerequisites for participation were that participants had the ability to give a
significant amount of time to the project and a willingness to talk about their experiences.
I segmented the interviews into three categories based on where students were in
math at the beginning of the first interviews in 2003.1 labeled each group with a colored
star. The first group was the Gold Stars, Kelly and Susan, both of whom scored out of
developmental math. Kelly scored out of developmental math by performing well on her
SAT test when she first attempted college more than twenty years ago. Susanna scored
out of developmental math on her LSAT test at RCC. The second group, the Silver Stars,
was represented by Melissa and Karen. They both had originally scored into
developmental math but had completed their developmental-math requirements and were
eligible for college-level math. The third group was the Bronze Stars, Natalie and Helena.
These two had scored into developmental math and were either attempting or thinking
about attempting the developmental series. The concept of labeling the categories with
stars was taken from the practice during my school days of awarding different colored
stars to signify students’ achievement. The gold stars identified those students whose
achievements were excellent, the silver stars represented students who showed great
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effort, and the bronze stars identified students who were passing but needed to work
harder.
The following chart identifies the three categories described above and lists the
individuals and the criteria for their inclusion in each section.

Table 3. Data Analysis by Category
Gold Stars

Silver Stars

Bronze Stars

Kelly and Susan
Kelly - Not required to
take LSAT due to prior
admission to a four-year
college.

Melissa and Karen
Melissa - Scored into
developmental math on
LSAT.

Natalie and Elena
Natalie - Scored into
developmental math on
LSAT.

Susannah - Scored at
college level math on
LSAT

Karen - Scored into
developmental math on
LSAT.

Helena - Had not taken
LSAT due to math
anxiety.

No developmental math
required.

Developmental math
requirements completed.

Developmental math
requirements not
completed.

The following narrative introduces each student’s story by grouping: the Gold
Stars come first, then the Silver Stars, and finally the Bronze Stars. Participants’ names
have been changed to mask their identities. The discussion of each participant’s story
consists of three parts. The first is titled “Her Story”. In this section, I present each
student’s story as told from her perspective. In a second section, titled “Relationship
Story”, I trace the web of relationships associated with the student’s success with math.
This section repeats some of the information from the prior section but infuses it with
layers of relationship and meaning gleaned from the third and fourth listenings as
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described by Brown and Gilligan’s (1992) Listener’s Guide. After commenting on each
student’s story and relationship story, I write a summary for that individual student.
Kelly and Susanna - The Gold Stars
The Gold Stars were so named because they were the high achievers in the
interview cohort. One student, Kelly, was admitted to a state college in 1976. Because
she had previously been accepted to this four-year college and had taken the SATs, she
was not required to take the Learning Skills Assessment Test upon admission to Rural
Community College. The second student in this cohort, Susanna, successfully completed
the LSAT, scoring above the level of developmental math. This was a significant
achievement since she had been out of school for more than ten years before returning to
college.
Her Story - Kelly
Kelly is a lively and engaging woman who, at the time of this study, was in her
early 40s. Throughout the interview, Kelly spoke from a voice of self-confidence and
poise. Tall and thin with long, black, wavy hair, Kelly met with me in my office at RCC
during the spring semester of 2003. Flamboyant and striking, Kelly would come to
meetings dressed in jeans, with rings on all of her fingers, which were finished off with
long, red fingernails. Looking younger than her years, Kelly exuded vitality and a zest for
life. I had known Kelly for several years through her participation in the Nontraditional
Student Organization. Throughout these years, I had observed Kelly as she returned to
school and assumed increasingly complex tutoring and work-study responsibilities, all
while balancing family commitments to her husband and three teenage children.
Like many community college students, Kelly had found a place for herself at
Rural Community College that included a blend of community membership, friendships
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with a wide variety of students, and work (she was a clerk in the Human Resources
Office). Upon completion of a certificate program in Business Software Systems in the
spring of 2003, Kelly returned to the college in the fall to complete a degree in Business
Administration.
Kelly’s entrance to higher education actually began more that 25 years ago when
she attended a nearby state college right out of high school. Initially confused about her
academic goals, Kelly dropped out of school and started a family. In 1999 she began
attending Rural Community College. Kelly had changed majors since returning to college
four years ago. Initially she started out in Computer Science, but she quickly changed to
Business Software Systems. The reason she changed majors was that her confidence
waned when she received a grade of B+ in a computer programming class. At the time of
our first interview, Kelly was enrolled in the Business Administration program.
An outstanding student, Kelly worked very hard to ensure that she would get As
in her classes. Beyond working toward a grade, Kelly was intent on mastering the
material in her classes. In the past semester, Kelly had taken a statistics class and passed
with an A, but she was not satisfied. She did not feel she had sufficient command of the
course material, reporting that she did not know the material in a way that felt like she
had mastered the subject matter.
Holding a strong self-efficacy belief in her ability to do math (Bandura, 1983;
Pajares & Miller, 1995), Kelly was very confident in her math skills. She reported that
she had always loved math, but she also reported that she had more problems with
reading and writing. Kelly was amazed that other people hated math, and became very
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animated when she talked about how other students in her math class did not seem to care
about math and took their classes lightly.
Unwittingly, Kelly’s feelings about math linked to the concept of stereotype threat
(Schmander, 2001) when she talked of her personal beliefs about math in relation to other
students in her business math class. Kelly mentioned that in her business math class,
“There are a bunch of guys that sit in the back of the class - they never know what is
going on and they always do bad, they’re always like, ‘Oh well’ - they just don’t get it. ..
. I don’t get how they are doing so poorly.” Kelly was confused by the apparent lack of
engagement by the males in her class. Disquieted by the males’ disengagement, Kelly
dug into her class work, completing each and every problem assigned by her professor,
making sure that each solution was accurate. The presence of men in the classroom and
their apparent disengagement from the subject matter, in effect, provided Kelly with the
impetus to excel in this class. It is interesting to speculate on how Kelly might have
experienced this class had the males in this classroom been successful and engaged.
During the interview, Kelly talked about taking an advanced math class next
semester. At this point, Kelly’s voice shifted from one of self-confidence to one of
anxiety. She stated that she was “freaked out” about taking a pre-calculus class required
for a degree in Business Administration. The reason for her distress was that the teaching
style of the professor teaching this course does not blend well with her learning style.
Kelly was very concerned about her ability to absorb the material in the pre-calculus
course. For this reason she is considering transferring to a nearby, four-year college
before completing her associate’s degree in Business Administration.
I don’t just want to have the A and come out thinking, feeling like I didn’t
get anything out of it but an A in the class. You know what I mean? I want
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to have learned something-So that’s why I won’t take it [pre calculus].
I’m sure I’ll have to take it up there, and I’ll take it up there.
While Kelly clearly likes math, the math problems that give her the most trouble
are word problems. Stating that she had dyslexia and trouble reading, Kelly worries about
whether she correctly interprets the word problems she encounters when doing math.
It’s hard sometimes trying to [do word problems], because my words
sometimes get mixed up, trying to figure out exactly what they’re asking.
Because all you have to do is switch a couple of words around and you
don’t have the same question that you did before.... So if I can read it
correctly, then I’m okay. But if it comes out messed up - so word
problems take me a long time. Like I have to read them over a number of
times and even after I think I have it and I’ve done it, I go back over it
again because I’m not sure of myself that I have read it correctly or that I
got it [understood it] in the right way.
Mathematical formulas are easier for Kelly to learn than the process of applying
the formulas to word problems. Once she knows a formula, “all you do is plug in the
numbers and just do the math and you’re okay.” The challenge is figuring out which
formula to use in a particular scenario. Kelly felt that her teachers had done a good job of
teaching the numbers piece of math but gave them poor grades on teaching how to apply
formulas to specific word problems. “For somebody that was normally a good math
student, I think the hardest part of statistics is the word part of it.”
Relationship Story - Kelly
As an RCC student, Kelly had developed a network of friends and associates on
campus. Through her job as a work-study clerk in the Human Resources Office, she had
become acquainted with many of the people who were employed at the college. Kelly
had also developed strong ties to some of her teachers; however, her relationship stories
speak most strongly of issues raised in her family of origin and in her confidence in her
own abilities as a student. Less striking were her comments on the influence her teachers
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had on her success. However, as Kelly’s story began, she first spoke about her teachers
and their influence on her success in math.
In talking about her teachers, it was clear that Kelly did not credit them with any
significant influence on her academic success. Speaking from a strong voice of selfconfidence, Kelly mentioned that she had been in the ninth grade when she decided that
she liked math. She didn’t credit any of her math teachers as being exceptional; rather,
she had determined that she liked math by making a conscious analysis of her own
strengths and abilities as a student. Nowhere in the interview transcripts did she state that
her teachers provided any positive support or encouragement with math.
At one point Kelly credited one of her business professors at RCC with
encouraging her to change her major from Computer Science to something in business.
The same professor also urged her to take a variety of courses until she found an area or
discipline that she really enjoyed. This was the only positive reference to a faculty
member at the college that is found in the transcripts.
On the other hand, Kelly reported that one RCC professor had a negative effect on
her achievement. During a conversation about her mediocre ninth-grade math teacher,
Kelly stated that she had not had any really bad math teachers until she took a recent
math class at RCC.
K: Yeah, I liked it [math] and did really well in math back there.
C: Who was your ninth grade math teacher, do you remember?
K: His name was Mr. G., I’m pretty sure that was my ninth grade teacher.
He wasn’t exceptional or anything, but he was Ok. I don’t think I had any
math teachers I feel were bad math teachers . . . Except the last one over
here [at RCC].
Kelly’s negative experience with the RCC math teacher occurred in the Fall 2002
semester when she took a statistics class as an elective. She remembered that she liked
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statistics when she was in high school and thought it would be fun to take it again. Kelly
knew the RCC statistics teacher and liked this teacher on a personal level, but she found
that she did not enjoy taking a class with this teacher. She passed the class but did not
learn the material. In fact, Kelly was outraged that she received an A in the course
without really grasping the subject matter.
K: And so I don’t know how I made it through statistics because it was
pretty much just self-taught because [the teacher] is not a good teacher.
This person goes way too fast and teaches like you already know it.
C: Right.
K: And I bet 95 percent of the students [in this statistics class] get tutors
because I’m sure that they need them. I mean I got an A in statistics ... I
don’t know how I got the A, you know. I feel like I came out of class not
knowing anything. I mean, I did well enough to get an A in class but I
don’t feel like I really know it.
Kelly’s inability to understand the material in statistics had a negative influence on her
self-confidence. Her voice wavered and one can hear the tension as she spoke of her
decision not to take a more challenging math class the next semester.
And if that’s going to be the case for pre-calc, I don’t want to take it
because I want to get something for my money. I don’t just want to have
an A and come out thinking, feeling like I didn’t get anything out of it but
an A in the class.
Kelly’s self-confident voice reasserted itself again as she went on to talk about her
decision to get a tutor when she was floundering in statistics. While she did not feel that
working with the tutor was particularly helpful, Kelly talked about how she and her tutor
worked together in a collaborative fashion, one that often benefits female math students
(Sadker and Sadker, 1994).
K: Yup, I got a tutor. And she was okay. I mean, she had taken the same
class with the same person, and she was kind of feeling the same way I
had felt - that she really didn’t have a handle on it but they had nobody
that would tutor the class, nobody.. .. And so it was like, it was kind of
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like we were almost working together to try to have her tutor me because I
don’t think she had a handle on it either.
Kelly acknowledged that she and the tutor had worked together to leam the
material. Much to Kelly’s credit, being the exceptional student she is, she stayed
with the class, tolerated her frustration, and worked very hard to get an A.
While teachers did not have a great influence on Kelly’s experience with
math, her family of origin did play a large role in shaping her education. During a
conversation about her early memories of math, Kelly related the story of her
early upbringing. Kelly was raised by her maternal grandparents on a farm in a
rural area of New England. Kelly stated that she was the only child in her family
who had been raised by her grandparents, both of whom had dropped out of
school in the eighth grade.
While Kelly did not go into the specifics about how she came to live with
her grandparents, she did make it clear that her mother had gone through a
difficult time just after she was bom, and she believed that the decision to place
Kelly with her grandparents was a good one. Kelly’s grandparents had differing
and conflicting effects on Kelly’s educational upbringing. Speaking fondly of her
grandparents, Kelly stated that her grandmother grew up in a different era during
a time when high academic expectations for women were not considered
important.
K: And my grandmother just really wasn’t keen, I think she kind of
thought more, “Oh, when you graduate from high school you can do the
best that you can and then you’ll get married.”
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Kelly s grandfather, on the other hand, had a stronger influence on her education.
She reported that her grandfather was the one she tried to please by getting good grades
in school. She speaks lovingly about her relationship with her grandfather.
K: Even if he thought that [you’ll just get married], he never let you know
it. He was the one if you wanted praise when you got your report card
home, you’d bring it to him and not my grandmother because my
grandmother was like, “Oh, that’s good, that’s nice.” So, he was the one even my kids would go to him and show him when he was alive, show
them their report cards because he would always praise them for it.
One of Kelly’s fondest early memories involves her grandfather helping her to
learn her times tables. She was about eight or nine years old at the time, and she can
remember sitting on the basement stairs while her grandfather worked below and quizzed
her on her times tables. With great affection in her voice, she stated:
I remember being in elementary school and having my grandfather help
me with my times tables, when you first had to learn your times tables.
And we used to sit down in the cellar together. ... He spent a lot of time
in the cellar, but he used to make wine and hard cider. But I remember
sitting on the cellar stairs and he’d be down in the cellar and he’d be
asking me my times tables. And I loved that.
As Kelly talked about her early life with her grandparents, she told me how she
had gone back to live with her mother for one year when she was about three years old.
During this time Kelly lived with her mother and her mother’s second husband. Kelly’s
grandmother was still involved in her life, taking care of Kelly while her mother worked.
Kelly reported that she would try to run away from home while living with her mother in
order to get back to her grandmother’s house. Her grandmother, seeing that Kelly was not
happy, asked Kelly’s mother, “Can I have her back?” Kelly’s mother agreed that Kelly
was not happy and consented to allow her daughter to return to the grandparents’ home.
Kelly’s mother visited her at the grandparents’ home about once a week.
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As Kelly recounts this story, she tells of a recent conversation that she had had
with her mother.
Yeah, and my mother, this is so funny - like this is way off the subject,
we’re not talking about math, but my mother a couple of weeks ago called
me up and I knew she always kind of felt like this. As a matter of fact a
couple of years ago I wrote her this letter to tell her that if she had any
guilty feelings whatsoever about feeling like she left me or anything, that
she shouldn’t feel that way because I don’t feel that way. A couple of
weeks ago she called me up and said, “Do you think you have problems
because I left you?” and I said “No.” And I told her I had a good life;
everything was good. And she was like, “Okay, but I really want to know
the truth.” She just all of a sudden, she heard something on some kind of a
talk radio thing. But she felt that way for years, I’m sure, because I could
tell by little comments that she’d make every now and then.
While Kelly stated that the conversation was off topic, these reminiscences about her
early years, her memories of her grandparents, and her current conversation with her
mother flowed associatively from our conversations about math.
In addition to teachers and family members, Kelly also talked about her peers,
about their experiences in math, and about her reactions to their comments. Early in the
interview, Kelly talked about having to take a class with a teacher who has a reputation of
being a “terrible teacher”. Kelly mentioned that she knew many people who had taken
this teacher’s class and flunked. One student, a close friend of Kelly’s, had taken the class
twice and failed each time. Another friend would come back from class and say, “Ok, I’m
lost.” Talking about her friends caused Kelly to feel anxious and resentful because people
whom she regarded as being good students were not doing well. As evidence for this, she
stated that many of the students who had failed this math course were getting As in other
classes. Kelly believed that good students were getting bad grades, and this was not
acceptable to her. She felt that good students should be able to get good grades in any
class.
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Kelly was also shocked by the attitudes of other students in her current business
math class. “I don’t get how they’re doing so poorly,” she commented. Kelly stated that
there was not a lot of homework in this class; however the teacher provided many
practice problems for students who chose to do them. As with her more difficult statistics
class, Kelly gave this course her best effort.
K: I mean the teacher tells us that if we want to do the problems, just to
give us practice we can do them.
C: Do you do them?
K: I do. I do them all, every single one.
C: And you make sure they’re all right?
K: Yep.
A dedicated student, Kelly devoted the time necessary to complete all of the problems.
By doing so, she built confidence in her abilities as a math student and increased her
grasp of the subject matter.
Follow-Up Interview - Kelly
Kelly and I met for a follow-up interview on a Monday during August 2004 at a
busy restaurant, where we caught up on her progress since our last meeting in 2003.
Kelly informed me that she had graduated with her second associate’s degree in the
spring of 2004. When asked what her degree was in, she replied that her first associate’s
degree was in Business Software Systems and that her newest degree was in Business
Careers.
Kelly was planning on transferring into the Business Administration program at a
nearby college in the fall of 2004. When I asked her why she had never completed
Business Administration, she replied that it was because, “I won’t take pre-calc at RCC.”
When questioned further, she admitted that she did not like the teacher who was teaching
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pre-calc. The professor who taught pre-calculus was the same person she had for statistics
- the class in which she earned an A, but felt was a waste of time.
At the time of this second meeting, Kelly had already sent her application and
transcript to the new school and was waiting to hear when she could register for classes.
Her plan for the fall was to retake statistics “because I want to know it better than I do so
I’d rather take it over. You can use statistics in everyday life so I’d like to know it”. Kelly
hoped to complete her bachelor’s degree in three to four years.
Toward the end of our interview, Kelly stated wistfully that she had first started
college in 1976. “Now almost 30 years, no 28 years later, I am going back.”
She had high hopes that she would be able to complete her degree while working two
jobs because “I have been told that Business was the one program that was very working
person friendly and most people [enrolled in the program] are in the business world”.
Kelly went on to tell me that her daughter was starting her junior year at a small
school in eastern Massachusetts in the fall. Her daughter was originally a science major
with a minor in Spanish but was thinking about changing her major to math when she
returned to school. As we talked about her and her daughter’s math ability, we pondered
whether nature or nurture was responsible for Kelly and her daughter’s math ability.
Kelly was not sure. In high school no had one ever helped her with math; she just did it
because it came naturally to her. The same was true for her daughter. Kelly could not
remember ever having to help her daughter with homework. “I never helped her; she was
the kind of a kid who just did it. She never asked, never needed any help.”
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Her Story - Susanna
Susanna and I met for our first interview in my office in February 2003. It was a
bitterly cold day, and the night before our meeting there had been a fierce ice storm. Our
conversation began with descriptions of how we dealt with scraping the ice off our cars
that morning. By the time our meeting took place, the sun was shining brightly outside of
my window as we sat down to talk. Susanna was happy to participate in the interview but
was very much intimidated by the presence of the tape recorder. Although tense at first,
Susanna grew more relaxed as the interview progressed.
Susanna, a young, vibrant woman in her mid-30s, is a single mother of one
school-age child. One of RCC’s top students, Susanna found time to work both as a
hairdresser and as a work-study student in RCC’s Admissions Office. She returned to
school in 2001 at the suggestion of a friend and found that she enjoyed taking classes and
participating in school activities. At RCC, Susanna had formed strong friendships with
other adult students and was a member of the Nontraditional Student Organization and
Phi Theta Kappa. At the time of the interview, she was currently enrolled in two
programs, the Entrepreneurial Certificate Program and an associate’s degree program in
Liberal Arts. Her long term goal was to write and illustrate children’s books.
Sweet and soft-spoken, Susanna was in the process of finding her voice. She was
beginning to stand up for herself in her interpersonal relationships and was in the process
of exploring and expanding her educational goals. While Susanna’s earlier school
experience provided her with clear evidence of her academic abilities, her voice became
apprehensive and tentative as she spoke of her ability to succeed in math.
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Susanna had always been a good student, but throughout her story one hears a
voice of apprehension and anxiety about math intertwined with a, unremitting fear of
failure. To counteract these feelings, Susanna, a methodical student, had carefully
planned how she will approach taking math at RCC, stating that she would take it last and
would sign up for a tutor as soon as possible after enrolling.
At the time of our first interview, Susanna had not yet taken any math at RCC.
She was not required to take developmental math because she had scored into
intermediate algebra on the Learning Skills Assessment Test. During our first interview, I
complimented Susanna on her math scores on the Learning Skills Assessment Test.
When I asked her whether she had always done well in math, Susanna confided that she
had had a long-standing aversion to math stating, “I’ve never really enjoyed math and
I’ve never really done well in it.” When I asked her how she could account for her scores,
Susanna responded:
I ended up going to the Adult Learning Center [before taking the LSAT]
and I ended up there just for a few months during the summer a couple
times a week. I went in and there was a high school math teacher who was
familiar with the math I would need to know to pass the LSAT.
Prior to enrolling at RCC, Susanna had met with a college admissions counselor.
It was Susanna’s first day on campus. In her conversation with the counselor, she talked
about her fear of math. “I was just talking about that was my one fear - having to take
[math modules]. I’d heard a lot about the math modules, and I just feared having to go
through all of that.” On the advice of the admissions counselor, she worked with the math
teacher at the Adult Learning Center to review for the math portion of the Learning Skills
Assessment Test. The result was that Susanna scored out of developmental math and was
free to take college-level math.
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Susanna’s decision to return to school was motivated by a desire to earn more
money than she was currently making as a hairdresser. She stated that she was not
making any more money now than she did when she started her career more than ten
years ago. She was at a point in her life where she felt free to do something just for
herself. In this case, it was attending college. “I just figured that my son was getting
older and when he was in school I wanted to be doing something and I’d always enjoyed
school.”
In high school, Susanna took pre-algebra during her freshman year and algebra I
in her sophomore year, earning A’s in both classes. Susanna credited her teachers with
her success. One teacher was especially helpful, using real-life examples to illustrate
math concepts. This teacher’s methods, which included contextual teaching and learning,
blended well with Susanna’s learning style. In her junior year she took algebra II with a
different teacher. This is where she first encountered difficulties with math.
Susanna ended the class with a cumulative grade of C, and she noted that this experience
generated a great deal of anxiety in her. This anxiety stayed with her when she enrolled in
geometry during her senior year. She found her geometry class so stressful that she
stayed in class for only one week: “I only stayed there for a week and I realized that I
wasn’t going to understand it and I didn’t need it to graduate.” Susanna left her geometry
class in high school and had yet to return to the mathematics classroom.
As Susanna and I talked about her experience in Algebra II, she told me
something that took me by surprise:
And then I think the geometry class was just -1 was so nervous because I
know I had had that D [from the first semester of algebra II]. I had never
had a D in my life. I think I just panicked after a week or two. I said, “If I
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can’t do well, I don’t want to get kicked off of the National Honor
Society.”
This young woman, a single mother struggling to raise her child on a hairdresser’s
salary, had been a member of the National Honor Society in high school. When I asked
her why she didn’t go to college directly from high school, she replied that her mother
did not believe it was necessary for women to go to college. Her mother refused to give
her the money to take the SAT tests she needed to go on to college. Susanna’s mother’s
refusal to allow her daughter to attend college has been a major influence in Susanna’s
life.
In the fall of 2002, Susanna took seven classes at BCC and received six As and
one B+, missing an A in her business class by two points. She attributed her B+ in
business to the fact that she had had very intense personal problems that semester when
she ended a long-term relationship with her son’s father. Susanna felt that ending this
relationship was so unsettling that she was not able to give all of her effort to her studies.
By the spring of 2003, Susanna had worked through her problems with her son’s
father and, while they were living apart, they remained friends. She had begun a new
relationship with someone else and was happier and more centered this semester. Her
long-term goal was to write and illustrate children’s stories. She had always liked to
sketch, draw, and paint and was hoping to take art classes at the college to perfect her
skills. Always practical, she was taking business courses because she wanted to know
how to run a business. “I’m more interested in how to run the business so that I don’t
make an error that costs me a lot of money or something.” By taking business courses at
RCC, Susanna employed the same success oriented skills she used when she took it upon
herself to attend the Adult Learning Center prior to taking the LSAT. Susanna was a
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committed student who had persisted in getting an education through careful
investigation, planning and action.
Relationship Story - Susanna
Teachers and other professional educators had had an important influence on
Susanna’s academic achievement, especially in the area of math. Upon applying for
admission to RCC, Susanna had been fortunate enough to meet with a wizened
admissions counselor. This counselor had advised her to attend the Adult Learning
Center for a summer before taking her LSAT. Following the counselors advice, Susanna
had found a teacher at the Center whose teaching methods complimented her learning
style. The result was that Susanna had passed her LSAT with flying colors, scoring into
intermediate algebra. By taking the admissions counselor’s advice, Susanna had saved
herself from developmental math, eliminating a significant cost in terms of time and
money from her college experience.
Susanna’s next step after taking the LSAT was to sign up for classes. Meeting
with her academic advisor, Susanna “freaked” when the advisor, complimenting her on
her high math scores, suggested that she take “this math and that math.” What the wellmeaning advisor could not know was that Susanna’s perception of prior unsuccessful
experiences with math had produced a profound fear of math linked not just to her ability
at mathematics, but to a deeper loss of confidence in her own competence as a student.
As Susanna continued to share her math story, she talked about her pre-algebra
teacher from her freshman year in high school. This teacher’s methods had allowed
Susanna to visualize mathematical concepts by relating the concepts to something
familiar, something she could recognize or understand: “She would go into her closet and
pretend to take a pizza out and explain things so you could understand it. And start
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talking about food and I could picture a pizza.” Successful in this math class, Susanna
went on in her sophomore year to take algebra with the same teacher, earning an A for
the year. Because of her high grades in these two classes, Susanna had requested a
placement in an accelerated algebra II class because she thought it would look good on
her school transcript. Things did not work out as she had planned.
S: Well it didn’t [look good on my transcript]. I ended up getting a bad
grade, I got a D. It was the first D ever in my whole life.
C: How come?
S: The teacher could not explain -1 would go up to her desk, I would ask
her questions, she’d explain it the same way that she did in front of the
class previously, and I never ended up being able to grasp it enough to
really do well so I struggled to keep a B in the class for a while, then it
ended up going to a C and then to a D.
Susanna’s new teacher did not use the same teaching methods as her previous teacher.
“She would just sit there, writing things on the board and explaining and to me it was all
just numbers going in circles and I just never .... I didn’t connect it with the real world.”
Susanna’s teacher was not able explain math concepts in a way that Susanna could
understand, resulting in her first D during the third semester of that year. Susanna ended
the year with a cumulative average of C. However, the experience had shaken her.
In her junior year, Susanna took geometry, but the distress of her D in algebra had
shaken her confidence. She voiced her anxiety, stating, “I think the geometry class was
just - I was so nervous because I knew that I had had that D. I had never had a D in my
life. I think I just panicked after a week or two.” Susanna dropped out of geometry, but
not just because the work was difficult. She was afraid to take the course because she was
protecting her academic status, which, for her, represented a significant personal
achievement. “I said if I can’t do well, I don’t want to get kicked off the National Honor
Society.”
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Susanna’s math teachers had profound effects on her perception of her own ability
to succeed in math. One teacher’s style built confidence in her skills, but the other’s style
ultimately undermined Susanna’s faith in her abilities. While math was the academic
subject that produced this crisis of confidence by bringing it to the surface, at the same
time Susanna was also struggling with another powerful relationship - her relationship
with her mother.
In a significant turn of conversation, Susanna’s voice of anxiety over her math
skills changed to one of regret as she spoke of the influence her mother had had on her
decision not to attend college after graduating high school. When Susanna mentioned that
she had been worried about her math grades because of her membership in the National
Honor Society, I could not help but ask why, with such high grades, she decided to go to
hairdressing school instead of college. Her response was that her mother did not believe
women needed a college education.
On several occasions, Susanna’s mother sabotaged her daughter’s attempts to
attend college. In one instance, she denied Susanna the money she needed to take the
SAT. Susanna reports: “It was only like 20 dollars, but she kept saying that we didn’t
have it. I don’t know how much it costs today, but it wasn’t a lot. But I was kind of stuck
and I thought, well, I don’t need it.” Susanna knew she did not need the money because
she understood that she would be unable to change her mother’s mind about allowing her
to attend college.
Susanna’s mother deflected another attempt by Susanna to attend college when, in
her senior year, Susanna looked into attending a Connecticut school: “My mother wasn’t
supportive about me going to college. I had checked into a college in Connecticut I liked
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and she just - she wasn’t going to be very supportive.” The wistful hesitation that crept
into Susanna’s voice when she revealed that her mother would not support her wish to
attend college is a telling and contrapuntal premise in this narrative. Susanna’s mother’s
sabotage continued well into her daughters 20s.
Before I had my son, I checked into going to RCC because I thought she
might agree to that because it wasn’t a big deal. I got all approved for
financial aid, had all the paperwork done. She went with me to the school.
She talked me out of it... I wasn’t strong enough to say, “I’m going to do
this.” She talked me out of it, making me worry that I wouldn’t have
enough money to pay my car insurance.
Susanna’s mother had always worked for lawyers and perceived herself as able to
earn a good living. Susanna believed that her mother did not understand how drastically
the business world had changed in recent years. Susanna talked about applying to
lawyers’ offices for positions, but being turned away when employers found she did not
have a two-year degree.
Her mother’s ban on attending college was so powerful that Susanna did not
enroll in college until three years after her mother’s death. “Well, she passed away three
years ago and I kind of did this after -1 think I would have done it either way, but did
this after.” Susanna voice was tentative as she pondered whether she would have returned
to school if her mother had not died. Her voice wavered as she stated hesitantly that she
thought she would have returned.
Susanna’s inability to stand up for herself, waiting three years after her mother’s
death to attend college, quite possibly increased the tension around her performance in
her courses and her attempt to take a college-level math class - the one course she was
planning to leave until the very end of her program of study. In a wistful voice, she
stated, “That will be the last thing I do. I’m afraid.” Susanna’s speech was peppered with
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descriptors such as “I’m afraid,” punctuating her hesitancy and anxiety about her ability
to succeed in math.
Directly after speaking about her mother, Susanna talked about narrowly missing
an A in her business class the previous semester. “Everybody thinks I’m crazy for being
upset about it, but I was. When it first happened I was just - .” As her words drifted
away at the end of this sentence, the wistfulness in her voice returned, providing a clue to
the complicated web of success, uncertainty, and regret felt by this very capable student.
In line with Susanna’s characteristic perseverance and her capabilities as a
student, she had thought through the way in which she would approach her upcoming
date with math class. Like she did when she attended the Adult Learning Center before
taking the LSAT, she had fashioned a plan.
I had actually said in the past that the second I sign up for a math course, I
am going to sign up for a tutor the same day because even though I tutor
and I am working with [as a tutor] tutoring math now, I feel like I just
won’t make it without it [a tutor]. I just know I won’t.
Other significant individuals who had influenced Susanna in math include two
men: her father and her stepfather. Susanna’s father was a surveyor. He would spend time
with Susanna explaining various components of his work. It is unclear whether Susanna
was uninterested in his work or whether he was unable to explain it to her in a way she
could understand, but Susanna was not interested in what he was talking about and did
not engage in these conversations. The following comments reveal that she was confused
about why she could not connect with her father as he explained his work.
My father - he’s retired now, but he’s a surveyor and when he worked he
would start explaining these things like setting this elevation here, going
here, and I had no idea what he meant. And he would always explain it to
me like I understood. And I’d go “Oh really.” I never got it... I don’t
know. I’m not sure why.
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Susanna’s confusion about why she did not engage in her father’s explanations was real,
and the reasons why were unclear to her.
In contrast, Susanna clearly remembered her stepfather helping her with her
algebra homework. “He was really good at math. He got me understanding it, then I’d get
to school and I’d either get it or I wouldn’t. He’d always be amazed: ‘You understood it
at home, what happened when you got to school and had a test?”’
Susanna’s stepfather’s question was an apt one. Her understanding of what
happened in school was that she would become anxious about getting the answers right
when she got to class. The effect of this was a billowing anxiety that would undermine
her achievement.
The anxiety of it all I think would just hit me and I would - with math,
you make one tiny mistake on this huge problem - you could have a
problem that fills the whole paper. You make your mistake up by the top
and your whole problem is wrong. You’ve worked all that time, and no
matter what you do, once you’ve had that one mistake that’s wrong in the
beginning, no matter what you do with the rest of the problem it’s
doomed. You’re going to get the answer wrong even if you had the right
concept in mind, even if you knew your concept if you just added two plus
two and got five - something so stupid that you would never do up in the
beginning, pretty soon by the end you’re wrong. ... It’s always the little
thing in the problem, it’s not the most abstract part of the problem, it’s the
simple little thing that you take for granted.
For Susanna, doing math in the comfort of her own home with her stepfather was
not an anxiety-producing situation. She was free to understand, practice, and make
mistakes. It was in school where she perceived a competitive environment where her
anxiety increased. Here she felt pressured to succeed and not make mistakes. She had a
lack of confidence in her ability to do the calculations correctly, fearing that one small
mistake would result in her “doom.”
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Follow-Up Interview - Susanna
Susanna and I met again for a second interview in August 2004. We talked at an
outdoor restaurant by the shore of a mountain lake on a beautiful afternoon. Susanna had
a draft of the text of her story and relationship story with her. She agreed that my writing
of her stories was accurate. I had hoped that she would talk more about her relationship
with her mother, but the conversation turned more to her new relationship and how much
happier she was now than when we first talked.
In the year and a half since our first interview, Susanna had still managed to avoid
math class. She was in no hurry to finish her degree and still planed to leave math to the
semester before she graduated. She stated that she would take only math that semester
and again stated that she would work with a tutor as soon as possible after beginning the
class.
The week following this second interview, I was informed by one of Susanna’s
friends that she had become engaged the weekend after our meeting. This was interesting
news because Susanna had talked at length about her new relationship during our
interview and had commented that she had no plans to marry. When I saw her again in
September 2004, she told me that she was very surprised and very happy about her
pending marriage, and I wished her much good luck.
Melissa and Karen - The Silver Stars
The Silver Stars, Melissa and Karen, were so designated because they represented
the level of academic achievement just below that of the prior group, the Gold Stars. The
two women whose interviews are detailed in this section scored into developmental math
classes after taking their Learning Skills Assessment Tests at RCC. They had finished
their developmental math series. Melissa had not taken college level math, while Karen
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hadcompleted her college level math. While differing in age and personality, the two
shared a common bond in their struggle with math. Melissa, in her early 30s, was a free
spirit. She was returning to school after spending her 20s traveling around the country.
Karen, in her early 50s, was returning to school after being at home for many years while
raising her children.
Her Story - Melissa
I first met Melissa a few days before her first interview when she was referred to
my office by the Tutorial Center for information about a program for which I am the
coordinator. As we spoke, it became clear that she would be a good candidate for
inclusion in this study, and we scheduled a time to meet later in the week.
The interview took place in my office on a Friday morning in February 2003. The
sky was gray and overcast and the day was bitter-cold, but Melissa brought a light and
liveliness to the setting. In her early 30s, Melissa was bursting with energy. Tall and thin
with long blond hair, she looked as if she would be more at home on the beaches of
southern California than in snow-covered New England. Melissa exuded wit and
intelligence, and her interview was both animated and insightful. She used bold and
colorful language coupled with energetic and vibrant gestures as she told her story, and
the hours we spent together seemed to evaporate as the day shifted from morning to
afternoon.
As I write about Melissa’s interview, please note that some words or phrases are
written in capital letters. I have done this to convey the special emphasis Melissa placed
on these words that is not adequately expressed in more traditional text.
At the time of our interview, Melissa had been at RCC for two years. She started
as a Business major but had decided to change her major to Liberal Arts because of the
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pre-calculus math requirement required for the Business Administration degree. “I only
have to do algebra [in Liberal Arts], I don’t have to finish pre-calculus, and the way I was
going in the mods it would have taken me another two years ” This change of majors was
a major disappointment for Melissa. She felt it had changed her entire life by limiting her
to a range of basic studies rather than the specialized business skills she had hoped to
develop while at RCC. At the time of our first interview, Melissa was taking college-level
math in a modular format, working independently in the lab and earning one credit at a
time.
Melissa had a tutor but found that math was still VERY difficult for her. While
she felt able to do “hands-on math, business math, accounting, specialized retail math,
and things like that,” she struggled with algebra and geometry. Melissa’s voice of
frustration was evident as she spokes of what taking math was like for her at BCC.
It is the most disliked subject I’ve ever had in my life. It’s hard to describe
because when I’m in class it goes so fast that I don’t even understand what
they’re talking about. I took a regular algebra class; I was in it for half a
semester - I felt STUPID, I had no idea; she [the teacher] was zooming
right past it. I had no comprehension of what she was talking about.
Deciding that math in a classroom setting was not for her, Melissa switched back
to the modular setting where students work independently, at their own pace, with
occasional support from instructors. Unfortunately, Melissa did not find this arrangement
any more helpful.
Now I’m in math mods and I’m getting nothing out of it because there are
not enough teachers who give specialized help and instruction for what is
going on. I have to stand there for 15 minutes to raise my hand, and I think
that’s just ridiculous. Either they need more teachers to go around and
help these students, or they need to do something with the entire math
program because I have NEVER, EVER in my life heard of such a
program.
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In an attempt to find a more comfortable solution for taking math, Melissa also
had taken a pre-algebra class online. Although she finished the course, she did not feel
she had learned anything. In the online course, whenever she was stumped on a test
question, she just looked up the answer in her book. She stated that there was no
motivation to internalize the material when she knew she could have the book in front of
her.
Melissa’s math anxiety was longstanding. She claimed it has been “FOREVER”.
In the following quote, Melissa graphically described the intensity of her dislike for math
saying, “I took algebra in high school, but I never grasped it; never fully understood it.
Pre-calculus, I’m not even worried about it; If I enjoyed it, I would probably be OK, but I
hate it so much. I HATE IT LIKE LIVER.” The line “I hate it like liver”, linked to a
visceral repulsion that was intense and primal. Childlike in its phraseology, the line
indicated that Melissa’s troubles with math have been with her since her elementary
school days in rural Vermont.
Melissa reported that as a child she had attended a regional school with 236
students from kindergarten through grade 12. In this school, she could remember there
being only one math teacher. Melissa credited this teacher with her longstanding
revulsion to math. As a young child she had been terrified as the teacher walked around
the room carrying a ruler. There was an implied threat in the teacher’s behavior that
caused the children to reassure themselves by thinking, “It’s the 80s; you can’t touch us.”
Third grade jumped out at Melissa as being especially difficult. She remembered
not getting any support from her parents as she struggled with tests on the multiplication
tables.
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I do remember that in third grade we would have these tests and it was just
multiplication tables and I would struggle and struggle and struggle and
the thing is, I never really did homework at home because my parents
didn’t care, you know, or they didn’t really have time, or I don’t really
know what the situation was, but it just became a pattern really.
When Melissa went to school to take tests on her multiplication tables, her third-grade
teacher would make comments such as “Melissa, you got a 76 AGAIN!” These
comments added layer upon layer of fear and shame that caused her to feel segregated,
separated out from the smarter kids in her class. Because she did not have parental
support at home, it is likely that these feelings of separation and segregation bridged
home and school.
At RCC, Melissa “dreaded” the time she was required to spend in the math mods
and felt resentful of the fact that she was being held back from graduation because of
math.
I sit there for three hours a day, five days a week doing math and I think
that’s ridiculous.... I can’t tell you how hard it is not to follow your
brains out every single day because you know you’re not going to
graduate because of math.
The phrase “not to follow your brains out” is an interesting one. One interpretation of this
phrase implies that Melissa had cognitively shut down; her thought processes and her
ability to engage mathematically had checked out. It was all she could do to challenge
herself to continue, to persevere, and to not follow her brains out of the college door.
The frustration Melissa felt in math class was in direct contrast to her experiences
in her other classes, where she is excelling. While describing a course in which she was
doing well, she spoke at length about a field trip the class had taken the day before. The
weather was cold and rainy, but the professor gathered the class in the college van and
took them into the field to do acid rain tests.
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M: In the freezing cold, none of us gave a shit because we were learning
and having fun. And it was completely hands-on and he made it more
interesting. I had no concept of acid rain, really, until after that lab.
C: How does that lab help?
M: Because it was just hands-on, it was right in your face. You’re doing a
problem, you’re seeing the problem with acid rain in the county. You’re
seeing the problem that’s happening, which motivates you to do
something more positive.
C: Right.
M: I get into math and I want to have that same attitude and I’m like,
“What am I contributing?” I don’t [see it], it’s just so frustrating. And I
still take a mod quiz every week. Every week I do my quiz.
To get help with math, Melissa had signed up for tutors at RCC’s Tutorial Center.
Perhaps in a subconscious attempt to deflect away from working on her math, Melissa
had developed a trend of befriending her tutors, turning her tutoring sessions into social
events. “I’ve had several tutors, half of them - we’ve become such good friends that we
don’t do math which is very frustrating because I’m like, ‘Oh great, another friend.’” To
her credit, however, she reported that she brought her math book with her everywhere she
went and was not reticent in asking for help from whoever was at hand.
When asked whether anyone in her family was good at math, her response was
that her “step-monster” was a math whiz and that her half-brother was “an absolute
whiz.” Melissa’s parents had divorced when she was young, and she was raised by her
mother. She never felt comfortable with her father and his new wife. The theme of
separation and segregation reoccurred as she spoke of her father’s new family. Melissa
stated that she and her “step-monster” never got along, and Melissa did not feel
comfortable in her presence.
Melissa reported that her biological mother “hates math as well.” When Melissa
asked her mother to help her with math, her mother would refuse saying, “Get it away
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from me.” Because of math, Melissa’s mother never accomplished her dream of
becoming a nurse. Instead, she worked as a certified nursing assistant for hospice.
Melissa’s plans for the future involved becoming a real estate agent to pay off
some of her bills, and then returning to school to get her bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration. Her short-term goal, however, was to go to New Hampshire over the
weekend to spend some time with her maternal grandparents. The reason for her visit was
to have her grandfather help her with an extra-credit assignment for her environmental
class. Together they were going to build birdhouses.
Relationship Story - Melissa
Throughout Melissa’s story one hears a constant voice of frustration with math,
but also with her familial relationships and even with herself. While math was the
apparent source of her distress during this interview, she also felt that time and
circumstances conspired to hold her back. When talking about changing her major from
Business to Liberal Arts, she stated “I’m 31 years old; I don’t have time to go, ‘Oh, I can
hang out here and finish my math in the mods.’ That’s not in the timeline.... So it’s very
frustrating.”
Very early on in the interview, Melissa’s frustration with math emerged. In a
staccato-like series of statements, the intensity of Melissa’s distaste for math took on a
poetic vehemence. In response to my question about whether or not math had been a
longstanding problem, Melissa replies with force. The following voice poem extracted
from this segment highlights the intensity of her distaste for math.
I just have no desire
I have no motivation
I don’t enjoy it
I hate it so much
I hate it like liver
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Very quickly, Melissa told of an early elementary school experience where math
and fear first became intertwined to breed hatred. She spoke of her school in Vermont
and her experience with a third-grade teacher.
We had one teacher and she was, I think she was a reformed nun or
something because this woman carried a ruler around. And we’re like “It’s
the 80s, you can’t touch us”. And she was just crotchety and we didn’t
want anything to do with her, she terrified you. So she made you hate back
and that was the thing. And she segregated special children who were her
bright ones and the ones who weren’t the bright one she treated awful.
And I was treated awful. It’s stupid. It just goes from the beginning, it
stems from the beginning.
Beneath Melissa’s hatred of math was a third grader’s rage and terror. Her fear was so
intense that when I asked whether she could believe that she would ever be good at math,
she replied, “Not after the experience I had in grammar school - no.”
Compounding this negative school experience were Melissa’s parents’ lack of
interest in her success and her mother’s avoidance of math. Melissa reported that she
never did her homework, and her parents did not seem to be interested in her schoolwork.
She was not sure whether this was because they did not care about her success in school
or because they did not have the time to spend with her. She remembered taking tests on
her times tables over and over again without success. Her teacher would point out her
lack of achievement time after time, saying, “Melissa, you got a 76 AGAIN,” adding
what Melissa calls “layer upon layer upon layer” of frustration, feelings of failure, and a
sense of segregation and disassociation that continued to affect her performance.
Further on in the interview she talked about visiting her grandfather to build a
birdhouse for her environmental class. Shards of her earlier experience are peppered
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throughout this section of the interview. She told of speaking with her environmental
professor about her score on her last test.
I went up to him and said, “I’m really embarrassed about my test”. And he
was, “You got a 78, what are you embarrassed about?” I go, “That it has a
7 in it. You know that s my problem.” And he was, “I drop the lowest test
score. And I said, “I don’t care. Can I do extra homework?” And he goes,
“Yeah, go build some birdhouses.” And I’m like, “Excuse me?”
I don’t have the skills so tonight I’m going to Keene, New
Hampshire so my 76 year-old grandfather can help me build birdhouses.
Melissa learned in the third grade that a score in the 70s was not good enough.
Her third-grade teacher made her feel inadequate, unsuccessful, and segregated from her
peers. Her college professor, in contrast, did not see her grade as a failure. At her request,
he assigned an extra-credit assignment; however, what he could not know was that this
assignment would send Melissa on a journey fraught with ambivalence.
The visit to her maternal grandparents’ house was threatening, yet infused with a
latent wish for a Norman Rockwell like experience. Melissa’s mother set up the
ambivalence. Melissa stated:
I only want it to be something fun because I never, ever do anything with
my grandparents. My mom didn’t really get along with her parents, so for
the last 10 years I have struggled to maintain some sort of friendship or
relationship with my grandparents, but they are the biggest control freaks
- they are just so out there that it’s not even worth it half of the time. So
my mother calls me up and she’s like, “You’ll understand why I don’t go
to see my family. Have fun tonight!”
Melissa’s grandparents are French Canadian. Her grandfather worked at Keene
Gas and joked that he once went to college - in one door of Keene State and out the
other. Her grandmother married at seventeen and “spent the rest of her life resenting
everyone because of that, because she wanted to go to college.” Melissa’s mother was her
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grandparents first child, and her birth was the reason why Melissa’s grandmother did not
go to college.
It is sad because she treated my mother horribly growing up, which is the
reason why my mother distanced from her family ... so they’re [Melissa’s
grandparents] angry at the world and society and it reflects the
relationships they made with future generations.
Melissa reported that she often felt segregated and diminished by her mother’s
family and tried to impress them with her college success. She explained that her cousins
were going to college and her grandparents were paying their tuition; however, her
grandparents were not providing any financial support for Melissa’s education.
Melissa’s immediate family consisted of her mother and father who were
divorced and living apart, and a younger half-brother who lived with his biological
mother. When asked about which people she knew who were good at math, Melissa
responded that her stepmother and half-brother were both gifted in math; however, she
also reported that her stepmother, whom she calls her step-monster, never wanted to have
anything to do with Melissa. Melissa’s half-brother was attending Northwestern
University. “He is at Northwestern right now, not here. So, I hate that; that really bothers
me. But at least I’m going back to school.”
When talking about her family, Melissa mentioned that her mother, like her
grandmother, had not accomplished her career goal of becoming a nurse, opting instead
to work for hospice as a certified nursing assistant. The barrier to Melissa’s mother
accomplishing her goal had been math.
M: It was just - as a matter of fact, my mother wanted to be a nurse;
never did it because of math.
C: Really?
M: Never did it because of math. She needed chemistry, she needed pre¬
calculus, and she never did it.
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C: What does she do now?
M: She’s a stinking CNA for hospice.. .. And that really bothers me
because she could have done that [become a nurse]. She could have
finished her dream. My mom has very low self-esteem anyways.
Melissa was disappointed that her mother had been unable to achieve her dream
of becoming a nurse after years of expertly caring for terminally ill patients, and her
voice of frustration echoed through the transcript, providing insight to the tension she felt
and adding layers to the pressure Melissa experienced in the mathematics classroom.
When talking about math, Melissa stated that she could do math problems when
they are linked to context. If she could visualize problems, such as figuring dimensions
and sizes for real estate, the math was second nature to her. The experience was different,
however, when the problems were more abstract, such as in her math book. She wanted
her work to be perfect, to look neat and to be correct. The following voice poem, taken
from this section of the text, is where Melissa shifted from talking about her mother to
describing her own frustration in studying geometry.
I flip out
Throw pencil after pencil
Build a house with the pencils
Change my attitude
I’m back to being pissed off
I’m so hard core
Melissa stated she had no problem figuring out dimensions or square footage
required for her future work as a realtor, but she became frustrated when working out the
proofs of a geometry problem in class. “You see a house; you have to figure out the
dimensions. Okay, I can do that. That’s not a problem. 25x divided by. .. . But the
equations that are this big and you come out with an answer that is this big after your
paper is filled out - that drives me insane.”
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Follow-Up Interview - Melissa
Melissa and I met for a second time on the day of her graduation from RCC. It
was a warm and sunny afternoon as we took a short walk through the park. Melissa
talked about how she had finally made it to graduation. She revealed that after much
frustration, she had decided not to complete her college-level math at RCC. She
circumvented the math requirement by taking a statistics class at a nearby state college
and transferring the credits back to RCC.
Melissa had taken a two-week, condensed statistics class at the state college in the
spring of 2004. The class met for five hours each day during the two-week period. As the
class began, she pleaded with the teacher to help her get through. “I will do anything to
pass this class. I will clean your house; really, just help me pass.” Melissa said that her
teacher was kind, and this kindness went a long way toward reducing her stress. She also
stated that she liked the classroom setting offered at the state college because she
experienced it as less stressful than RCC’s math classes or math modules. It was with
much pride and satisfaction that Melissa reported that she had, “worked her butt off’ and
earned a B+ in the class. This grade allowed her to graduate from RCC in May 2004. Her
future plans were to obtain her real-estate license, pay off her college loans, and then go
on to complete her bachelor’s degree.
Her Story - Karen
Karen is a lively and cheerful woman who, at the time of the first interview, was
struggling in many different areas of her life, one of which was math. Karen and I had
known each other for three years through her membership in the Nontraditional Student
Organization at RCC. A robust woman in her early 50s, Karen talked frequently about
her home, her family, and her joy in returning to school.
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Recently, Karen’s world had been rocked by her husband’s disclosure that he was
leaving her for another woman and filing for divorce. Left with two teenaged boys, a
daughter in college, and no means of support other than a work-study job, Karen was
fighting to stay in school and finish her degree. Even though she was struggling in her
personal life, Karen was always ready to take others under her wing. Karen described
herself as a true people person, always ready to help others. This year she had befriended
a disabled student, paving the way for that student’s successful integration to college life.
The first interview with Karen took place in my office one afternoon in February
2003. It was an overcast day, and Karen came to the office all bundled up for winter. At
the time of this interview, Karen was recovering from the shock of her impending divorce
and an incident that had occurred over the past summer in which she had been accused of
cheating on a test in the math lab. She struggled to stay on topic during the interview;
however our conversation took many twists and turns as her story unraveled. Throughout
the interview, Karen replied to my questions in a disjointed and staccato like manner,
changing thoughts frequently mid sentence.
The interview began as I asked Karen what it was like studying math at RCC. Her
reply was “This is the best experience I’ve ever had because I’ve had all the help and
support to perform.” She stated that she liked the tutor she had and, in spite of a recent
negative experience, that she liked the format of the math mods because she knew right
away whether she has passed or failed a test, and then had the opportunity to take the test
over and over until she passed it.
Karen had been taking math for the past two years and had finally reached
college-level math. When she first looked at how much math she would have to take to in
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order to take college-level math, she was “so overwhelmed.” In the summer Of 2002,
Karen and other students were accused of cheating in the math lab. Karen thought it was
a result of her passing too many mods over the summer, of having too much success. She
attributed her success to the help of a skilled tutor. However, the instructors in the lab
were suspicious. As a result, instructors would no longer go over test results with any
students in the lab. When talking about her experience in the lab, she commented:
She [the math teacher] accused me of cheating right off the front, and of
how many math mods I’m doing. And I’m working so hard I don’t need to
be called a cheater, but everybody in the math mod center was being
called cheaters. And that’s not good when you’re trying to work so hard.
So then they weren’t going over the quizzes 'cause they were saying we
were cheating.
Karen, much to her credit, did not take this accusation personally and continued to work
well with the instructors in the math program.
Using words such as “panic” to illustrate her feeling toward studying math, Karen
described what it was like for her to take a math test. “I don’t always make the right
decision - I panic and I don’t read it right because I have trouble with reading,
comprehension.”
Karen was clearly conflicted about her experience with math. As a woman who
presented as a truly kind person, it is difficult for her to state anything negative about her
current math situation. She would rather deny her feelings than make a negative comment
about her current math program. When she felt uncomfortable with where a conversation
was going, she often changed the topic.
Karen’s voice of denial came through loud and clear when she talked about her
math experience. In one sequence, Karen began by talking about what happened to her
during a recent testing experience, and then went back to her first attempt at attending
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college more than 30 years ago. She described her reactions in relation to talking about a
student who left the Environmental Program the previous semester.
K: I get up there [to take a test] and I get blank, and then I walk away and
say, “Oh. That’s what this is.”
C: It comes to you later?
K: Yeah, but I’ve really enjoyed the math center, and this is why I left
RCC 33 years ago.
C: Why?
K: Because of math.
C: You’re kidding. Explain.
K: And this fella who’s over in the Environmental Center, he quit school
last semester because of math. . .. He’s in the Environmental Program and
they’re trying to get him to come back - and he says, “when you change
the math requirements for this program, then I’ll come back.” I said that
33 years ago. When you change the teacher, which was the one teacher
they had in math - one teacher taught the class. I took it. I went to him and
I said, “I need help with this,” and back then he just looked at me like ....
I said, “When he’s [the former math teacher] gone I’ll come back and
finish.” I said it right to my advisor - I was good friends with him, but I
told him straight out why I was leaving.
C: And you were away from higher education for 30 years because of
math?
K: Because of my math, and this is why this kid quit last semester. I said,
“Don’t do it.” I did it for 33 years because of my math and now I’m still
fighting with the math, but I’m still going to keep going. And it’s like
beating your head against the wall trying to.
Karen had strong feelings about having been away from school for so long. Math
had been her gatekeeper many years, effectively keeping Karen from coming back to
school. In her role as a helper, she was concerned that the young man in her
environmental class did not make the same mistake. At the same time, her own math and
test anxiety still frustrated her.
Karen talked about her math anxiety frequently throughout the interview, and she
used the words “panic” and “anxiety” regularly when the conversation focused on math.
Karen also tended to divert the conversation away from math at every turn. The following
excerpt shows how Karen expertly deflected the conversation away from math to talking
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about interpersonal relationships. She began the conversation by describing a conflict
between herself and her former math teacher from 30 years ago, then changed the
conversation to talking about the teacher’s son and others.
K: They didn’t have math mods then, did they? I don’t think so.
C: I don’t know.
K: If they did nobody told me about it because I went to him [her former
RCC teacher] for help. See, he had a son that was my age - Paul - and I
used to ride horses around and he used to, I think he [former RCC teacher]
had troubles with his wife. My father ended up marrying his ex-wife.
It is interesting to note how Karen linked her former math teacher to the math teacher’s
son, then to the son’s wife, and finally to her father’s remarriage. For Karen, math did not
exist in isolation as a stand alone academic subject. Subjective components were
intertwined with the subject matter, and talking about math became linked to these
subjective, interpersonal experiences.
Other examples of this subjectivity and diversion occurred when a math question
led Karen to conversations about the difference between the Methodist and
Congregational churches, childhood vacations to Florida, her pending divorce, and even
her former job as a census taker. It was toward the end of the interview, when I asked a
question about whether anyone in her family was good at math, that her subjectivity
became most apparent. The conversation began with Karen talking about her children’s
math abilities. Karen segued into talking about her own learning disability, her age, her
mother, and finally about a daughter whom she gave up for adoption when Karen was 16
years old.
K: My kids are pretty good in math. That’s why I think there’s a little
disability in there. ... I think maybe as time goes on things will get better,
maybe not. Maybe it’s my age. I see it in my mother too.
C: Yes?
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K: And it’s funny because my eldest daughter, she’s 34, and she said that
when she met us she clicked right away.
C: When you met her?
K: Well, I had her when I was 16.... Yeah, in fact, I had her July 19th
and wouldn’t put her up for adoption and they kept klonking me and it was
Christmas time and they said, “give her to somebody for Christmas, they
want her for Christmas.” And I wanted to keep her; I loved my boyfriend.
I had been going with him, but his father was a teacher and he wouldn’t
allow us to get married. He told him if he married me he would take
everything away from him.
Going on to describe the great pain she had felt at giving her daughter up for
adoption, Karen stated that the baby stayed with children’s services for six months before
Karen would release her for adoption. Karen’s family was in no position to help her keep
the baby because her mother, with four other children, had just left Karen’s father. At the
age of 16 she was suddenly a child of divorce, an out-of-wedlock mother, and a young
woman rejected by her unborn child’s father and paternal grandfather.
Karen went on to state that her daughter contacted her 12 years ago, and that they
had been in touch ever since that first contact. Her daughter is a nurse and had assured
Karen that she was raised by good parents who gave her a good life.
Relationship Story - Karen
The middle child of five children, Karen was raised by her mother and father who
divorced when she was 16. She described her early years as happy. Her father, a
carpenter who worked seasonally, was the family provider, while her mother remained at
home to raise the children and manage the household and business accounts.
Karen’s parents decided that her older brother would be the one of their five
children to go away to college. The family invested in his education, and he graduated
from the University of Massachusetts. At the time of our interview he was a successful
real estate developer in Florida, where he owned several substantial properties and had a
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beautiful home. Karen, on the other hand, found herself struggling to pay the mortgage
on her isolated country home, which was badly in need of repair. It did not occur to her to
feel resentment toward her bother, but she did mention that maybe she should “sneak in
with him,” The meaning of this phrase is puzzling. It could be interpreted that she would
like to slip into his home, to escape her problems and live there without her current
worries, or it could imply that, if she asked to visit, she would not be invited or be
welcomed.
One of the contrapuntal themes that originated with her family of origin is the
instability created by her parent’s divorce, which occurred as she turned 16. The divorce
left her mother in a difficult financial position, much like the one in which Karen found
herself at the time of this first interview. Along with cultural mores of the time, Karen’s
parents’ divorce and the ensuing problems it caused created an instability that contributed
to Karen’s decision to give her first child up for adoption.
As Karen talked about her school experience, her speech was filled with
references to individuals with whom she had interacted along the way. Her sixth-grade
teacher was a male, and Karen credited him with presenting math in a way that she could
understand.
C:
And so how did he [sixth-grade teacher] help you with math?
K:
You know what, it was the way he presented it. .. . Having a male
teacher is different from having all women teachers. That is the difference.
You can relate, you can feel comfortable because he’s a teacher.
Karen felt comfortable learning from a male teacher, and she reported that the sixth grade
was her best year in school. In high school, Karen took math classes through algebra and
reported that she did not have any problems with math.
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The conversation next flowed to Karen talking about her learning disability.
Karen said that she had been partially deaf in elementary and high school. She stated that
she was often put in the back of the class and spent time “looking out the window and
just dreaming about what I was going to do when I went home.” When asked whether she
had ever used a hearing aid, she replied that when she had been tested her hearing had
been fine. Her problem seemed to have been sensory and involved difficulty in putting
tones and words together, which affected her ability to filter out background noise. For
this reason she avoided large crowds and enjoyed being with people who spoke in a loud
voice. This may also have been one of the reasons she enjoyed working independently in
the math lab rather than taking math in a classroom setting.
When she first attended college in the 1970s, Karen had a math teacher who was
so abrasive that she dropped out of school and vowed not to return until the teacher
retired. Karen reported that her father eventually married this math teacher’s ex-wife. In a
contrapuntal way, rather than continuing the discussion about her math teacher, his exwife, her father, and all the family stress centered on these relationships, Karen deflected
the discussion to a sequence about the differences between the Baptist and
Congregational churches.
She [math teacher’s ex-wife] went to my grandmother’s church; because
we went to the Baptist church and my grandmother went to the
Congregational church and so did his [Karen’s father] family. Eventually
my father talked my mother into moving to the Congregational church, but
I liked the Baptist church. I had better friends there, I liked it. See, the
Congregational church is higher society, higher income.
Throughout Karen’s interview, one can discern contrapuntal themes by noticing when she
deflected the question, and this deflection occurred most commonly when she was talking
about difficult interpersonal relationships.
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Karen was quick to point out that what she needed to succeed in math were
people who had positive feelings about her ability to succeed. She stated that the key to
her achievement was “to keep positive, never say [negative things] - keep positive and, if
you can, find good tutors to help.” Her favorite math teacher at the time of this interview
was currently a woman who interacted with her in a positive way. However, of a different
teacher Karen commented:
I don’t know what it is, she can be so negative and that’s true. Because she
said [something negative] under her breath one day that she turned me
right off, I just wanted to run the other way. But I’m trying so hard - I
need that positive [reinforcement].
Especially in need of positive energy at this point of her life, Karen was facing
one of her biggest challenges. Her husband had recently left her for another woman and
was seeking a divorce. Karen believed that one of the reasons her husband left is because
she decided to return to school. “I was here 33 years ago and I wanted to do this. I made
up my mind, but I have lost my husband [because of this].” True to form, in the next
sentence she deflected the conversation away from her husband to talking about someone
else in the math lab. The next sentence in the transcript reads, “I was talking to this
fellow at the math center and [I said], ‘I could do math mods day and night.’”
Over the summer, Karen was one of several students accused of cheating in the
math lab. The accusation was based on the fact that she had made significant progress,
working through several mods in a relatively short period of time. Karen stated that she
had not cheated and credited her tutor with the progress she made at the time.
C: Is there any individual that you credit with your success in math?
K: Mary, yeah, she has helped me fly through these math mods and this is
where the teacher said “How did you do this? You had to cheat, how could
you get through this?” No, I worked very hard and Mary did too. I’m
getting to the point where I’m up with her, and then I have to go further. ..
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. She helped me because she’s been doing it. So she helped me learn what
she’d learned. That’s why I said I’m not a real good one sometimes
reading and stuff, and she’s been through it and knows exactly - “You
have to memorize this Karen, to get through this.” So she knows what I
have to do.
C: She’s been helpful here?
K: I wouldn’t have made it without her. Because when I started on the
math mods this semester I was so unconfident. A week and a half went by
until I got her to tutor me. I couldn’t take the test. And then after, we’d
work and then when she’s done it’s like it clicked.
Karen reported that she worked better in teams, whether in the business world, in
her family life, or at school. As such, Karen was part of a mentoring team that worked
with children in a local elementary school. The school, which is in a disadvantaged area
of the city, had a substantial number of children from disadvantaged backgrounds. Karen
reported that the children who were assigned to her were frequently the most troubled.
Using her deflecting technique with the school-children, she recently intervened when an
activity she had developed for her group became too real.
C: What do you mentor them in?
K: Just reading, encouraging them to learn, expressing their thoughts and
their memories. We got into - yesterday - family stories and stuff. Some
of them were getting kind of gory. So I said, “Let’s think of happy and
funny ones, you know like with your pets and stuff’.
A moment later, Karen said that the school where she volunteered had increased
the screening of mentors and had issued her a badge. She seemed to resent the school’s
supervision of mentors’ activities. “They take you under their wing and they own you that’s what it felt like. I was very much controlled. But I did enjoy it, and I will enjoy it.”
True to her style, she stated the unpleasant aspects of mentoring in strong terms, and then
quickly switched to talking enthusiastically about the experience.
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Karen believed strongly that children need stability in their lives and that the
mentors had a responsibility to stay with the after school program. Her voice was
plaintive as she described how she felt when mentors chose not to attend.
K: Some people say, “Oh, I think I’m not going to be there.” But the
children, it’s important for the children, just like at home; it’s important
that you don’t leave. Be a parent, you know?
C: Right.
K: That’s shocking, very disturbing. So you have to have a ground, a
mentor that’s there - that they know is going to be there. They cling on to
you and if you’re not there - some of the mentors didn’t show up some
days - the kids get really upset.
It is clear from the above except, that Karen was shocked and disturbed when
mentors were not there for the children. This motif was also evident when she spoke
about her husband’s abandonment of her and her children and, later, when she spoke of
the child she gave up for adoption years ago.
While we were discussing members of her family who were good at math, Karen
mentioned that her boys were good at math, and that they had been trying to help her fix
things around the house since her husband left. At this point in the interview, Karen
suddenly began to about the daughter she gave up for adoption more than 30 years ago.
This daughter, Karen stated, is good at math.
Karen said that when she first met her daughter 12 years ago they had “clicked”
right away; however, at the time Karen’s husband held this daughter’s presence against
Karen and was unpleasant to the daughter when he met her. As Karen began to talk about
how unpleasant it was to have her husband treat her newly found daughter this way, she
deflected the emphasis away from her own experience to talking about her husband’s
family.
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My husband holds that against me too, but when I met her 11 years ago
she was - my husband, that’s the way he was and I didn’t really care
because that’s the way his family is; they’re not loving. Like his mother
says, “we don’t show our love, it’s there.”
A moment later, Karen mentioned that her daughter’s adoptive mother was not
happy about her adopted daughter’s decision to find her birth mother. “Her mother can’t
accept me because I’m a threat to her.... But I love her parents — they kept her in school,
and she’s a happy little girl.” Again, in this example, Karen showed the discomfort and
ambivalence she felt about her daughter’s adoptive parents by stating the negative and
then commenting that she loved her daughter’s adoptive parents.
With great grief, Karen continued to tell about her struggle to try to keep her
baby. As the discussion continued, I switched off the tape. Karen and I talked at length
about her daughter and about her feelings of resentment toward those who had the power
to convince her to give up her child. She was told that the child was sick, that she needed
to stay with foster parents who could give her the care she needed. Karen felt that no one
could have given her daughter the love and care that she, the baby’s own mother, could
have given. Karen felt guilt and sorrow about abandoning her child, yet she knew at the
same time that she would have been unable to keep her.
Follow-Up Interview - Karen
My second interview with Karen occurred in August 2004, when I met with
Karen at a local restaurant. We caught up on her progress since our last interview. Karen
reported that her life was still quite stressful. Her divorce was pending and she had no
income. She was living off her credit cards, and her aging mother had developed
symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease. In the face of these difficulties, Karen had been able to
graduate from RCC in May 2004 with an associate’s degree in Business Administration.
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However, she was not pleased with this accomplishment because she just barely passed
the two math classes she needed for this degree (Elementary Statistics - D+, Pre-calculus
- D). Because of her math grades, Karen’s GPA had dropped below the 3.0 required for
automatic transfer and tuition reduction under the state’s Joint Admissions Program3.
Karen explained that the reason she had not done better in these courses was that she had
not been able to keep up with the teacher. She had been working with a new tutor (her
previous tutor had not progressed this far in the math program). The new tutor had not
been as successful as her former tutor in helping her learn the material.
Karen believed that in order to learn math she needed to process information
sequentially. Learning math concepts in a step-by-step, linear fashion was difficult for
Karen. Her tutor had helped her learn formulas by going over one problem at a time until
she was able to calculate a formula on her own. Staying focused through this process had
been a struggle for Karen.
Karen was able to articulate the difference between the art class she was currently
taking and her math classes. She stated “With art, whatever you do is good. In math, you
are either wrong or right.” Karen explained that her art teacher was always positive about
her work; her work was not judged on its “rightness or wrongness,” it is about the
process. Her art teacher commented on her work and was helpful in suggesting an
adjustment here or there but never judged her work as “wrong.” In contrast, Karen stated
that math was not about the process but rather on getting the right answer, and this
emphasis on rightness or wrongness was a source of stress and anxiety.

3 RCC has a formal joint admissions agreement with the state university system. Students enrolled in this
option who graduate with a 2.5 GPA are guaranteed admission to any school within the system. If students
graduate with a GPA of 3.0 or higher, they receive a 33% reduction on in-state tuition.
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Natalie and Helena - The Bronze Stars
The Bronze Stars were students for whom math represented a formidable
challenge to achieving college success. The students selected for this section reported
feeling trapped by their math anxiety and skill level. One student selected for this section
required remediation in developmental math from the most basic level of addition and
subtraction, while the other had such an acute math anxiety that she found it difficult
even to take the Learning Skills Assessment Test. They differed from the Silver Stars by
the level of remediation they required before they could take college-level math and/or by
the intensity of their math anxiety and the effect it had had on their lives.
Natalie and Helena are the two students discussed in this section. They come from
significantly different backgrounds and experiences, and, at first glance, they do not
appear to share any similarities. As their stories unfold, however, one can find
comparable threads running through their lives. Both women had experienced startling
life events in adolescence that had resulted in long-term consequences in their academic
achievement. Additionally, they are illustrative of the diverse cultural and sociological
backgrounds from which community college students are drawn.
Her Story - Natalie
In the winter of 2003, Natalie was a 21 year-old single parent struggling to finish
the spring semester before giving birth to her second child, expected in June. I met
Natalie for the first time only a few days before our first interview took place. The
previous year she had worked with someone who helped her fill out her financial aid
forms. That person, a woman who was no longer at the college, had occupied my office.
When Natalie came to the same office this year, she was surprised to find a new person
working there. I agreed to help her with the financial aid forms, and we worked together
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to file them online. As we came to know each other, I asked whether she would be
willing to participate in this inquiry. She agreed, and a meeting was scheduled for the
following week.
We met in my office for this interview during the third week of February 2003. It
was very cold and windy outside and Natalie was bundled up for the weather. Dressed in
denim coveralls, Natalie appeared tall, thin, and quite pregnant. She mentioned that she
had slipped on the ice the day before and was supposed to be home resting. However, she
needed to take her son to daycare and had decided to come to campus for this interview
as well as to attend classes. The interview took place during a break between her classes.
Natalie was a bundle of nervous energy. Throughout the interview she barely sat
still, shifting position frequently as she played with her hair and sipped from her oversize
cup of decaffeinated Dunkin Donuts Coffee. Because she looked visibly tired, I suggested
that we could meet at another time, but Natalie replied that no other time would be any
different from the present.
While Natalie was visibly stressed and overwhelmed, she also had the ability to
be organized and focused. While waiting a few minutes for me to clear my desk and set
up the tape recorder, she spent the time checking on dates and schedules in her planner
and making a list of things she needed to do in order to register for the next semester.
Natalie had tested into basic math on her Learning Skills Assessment Test and,
after three semesters of math, she is still “stuck” in a basic math module, “fractions,
decimals, and things like that.” Because math modules are not graded, students can re¬
enroll without penalty, and Natalie had repeated her current module several times.
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Natalie did not feel that the structure of the math modules and labs were best
suited to her learning style because she felt she was likely to take advantage of the re¬
enrollment policy rather than push herself to complete a module. While there is a
standard three-miss attendance policy in the math lab, Natalie stated that it is not
enforced. For Natalie this arrangement felt too amorphous. Knowing her study habits, she
believed it was too easy for her to miss a class under the current system.
There’s not enough structure, I don’t feel - I feel you can just come and go
when it’s easier and not go to class sometimes because it’s only math
mods and they didn’t really have - they have that three days you can’t
miss or whatever but they never do anything [if you miss more than three].
Natalie did not like working independently and would have preferred to take math
in a classroom setting. She had attempted math in a classroom setting the previous
semester and was successful in completing one module, but she was placed back in the
modules after failing an exam. “And now I’m in math mods and I’m still stuck,” she
stated. When asked what being stuck means to her, she replied, “Not being able to
complete; I’ve been there since January.” Natalie believed that she was never good at
math and that getting through the developmental series was all but impossible.
Natalie had left school at age of 15, during her sophomore year of high school.
She was home tutored through her junior year and then took and passed the GED in 2000.
The reasons for the interruption in her schooling were the suicide deaths of her twin
brothers. The first died when Natalie was 14, and the second died a year later. The
emotional turmoil caused by her brothers’ deaths was a devastating blow to Natalie.
Oh, just the loss, myself being so young - being 14 years old, it was the
first week of my sophomore year and when somebody dies so close to
you, especially to suicide, your brother. I mean, just the way of living in a
small town and the way one looks at you and trying to go back to school

and trying to get away from the gossiping and the rumors and also try to
focus - it was very overwhelming and I couldn’t concentrate.
Stunned and grief stricken, Natalie became unable to focus in a school setting and
was tutored at home. She reported that the tutor had come to her home for several hours a
day during the week, but Natalie had had trouble focusing on her schoolwork. With much
regret, Natalie reported that, because of her brothers’ deaths, she felt robbed of her
education and her adolescence.
N: I was doing it [being tutored at home] just because I had to do it. I was
more trying to figure out what was going on at 14. You go through, as
girls and young boys, your own changes, and when your lose something
like that C: It’s hard.
N: I feel definitely I was robbed from a lot of things. My education, but
everything.
Natalie stated that her life had just “stopped” for several years; however, when
she found out she was pregnant at 19, “It just kind of changed my whole life.” Once she
knew she was pregnant, Natalie had enrolled in a human services program named
Healthy Families4. This program had helped her study for the GED and had connected
her with a transitions counselor at RCC who worked exclusively with single parents.
Since returning to school a year ago, Natalie had been “plugging away” at her
schoolwork and had had a successful Fall 2002 semester. During that semester she had
been able to complete one full math module. When she had discovered that she was
pregnant again, however, she had “lost it.” She now stated, “I never feel like I’ll ever
accomplish the math, I just don’t.” Knowing that her pregnancy would greatly affect her
ability to concentrate on school, Natalie had again lost her focus.
N: I got tutored every Tuesday and Thursday.
4 The Healthy Families Program is a state-funded program administered by a local child-care agency. Their
services include home visits to first-time teenage parents.

C: Yeah?
N: Before an exam, so I was always prepared. And once I found out I was
pregnant and things like that, I just kind of slowly stopped getting tutored
- my mind wasn’t paying attention on math, you know?
Natalie reported that she had had no trouble with math in elementary school and
that she had done well with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. However,
since she had not used her math for a while, she felt it was harder to begin again.
N:
I mean adding and subtracting was good. I felt comfortable doing
that and dividing and multiplying and I guess, like I said, once you’re able
to learn it and you’re taught and you can do it on a regular basis and you
have to do it, you get to enjoy it. But once you just don’t and you kind of
put it to the side for a while and just jump back into it C:
Then it’s harder?
N:
It makes you more frustrated. I mean, all numbers and it makes
you frustrated and why bother - that’s how I feel. You don’t need math in
the world.
A number of people in Natalie’s family are good at math including, her sister and
a cousin who works for the FBI. The person who most helped her with math had been
one of her twin brothers. Natalie also acknowledged that several people at the college had
had a positive effect on encouraging her to continue taking math. One such person was an
academic advisor in the college’s Advising Center; another was a member of the
mathematics faculty.
Natalie also reported that she had never been shy about asking for help when she
needed it. She had used tutors at the tutorial center on a regular basis and had asked for
help from faculty and friends as needed.
Toward the end of this interview she began to talk about her mother’s school
experiences, reporting that her mother had been accepted to Northeastern University at
the age of 17 with a scholarship, but had become pregnant and did not go on to college.
In her 40s, her mother had been accepted to Smith College’s Ada Comstock program, but
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decided had not to attend. Currently, Natalie’s mother was writing a book about the
experience of her sons’ double suicides in collaboration with a ninety-year-old, wellknown, and respected psychologist. Natalie’s father had dropped out of high school at
seventeen and served in Vietnam. He had worked as a supervisor in a rural state highway
department. He had retired after his sons’ deaths.
Relationship Story - Natalie
The most significant relationship issue in Natalie’s life was clearly the double
suicides of her twin brothers. Their deaths occurred within one year of each other,
beginning when Natalie was just 14. Living in a small town exacerbated the grief Natalie
felt because she perceived that, in a town where everyone knew everyone, people were
talking about her and her family. At the age of 14, she was searching for her own
identity; however, this search was overwhelmed by feelings of loss and prolonged grief.
Natalie described how the tragedy of her brothers’ deaths had upended her
adolescence, throwing her search for identity out of focus. The following excerpt from
the transcript was in response to my question about how her brothers’ deaths affected her
life.
N: Oh, just the loss, myself being so young - only 14 years old, it was the
first week of my sophomore year and when somebody dies so close to
you, especially to suicide, your brother. I mean, just the way of living in a
small town and the way one looks at you and trying to go back to school
and trying to get away from the gossiping and the rumors and also try to
focus - it was very overwhelming and I couldn’t concentrate. So that is
when I got tutored, which was a lot easier, but it was too easy.
C: Yes?
N: Because it was only a couple of hours a day, Monday through Friday,
she [the tutor] came in. One on one it was good, but my mind wasn’t at
school at all.
C: It wasn’t there?
N: I was doing it just because I had to do it. I was more trying to figure
out what was going on at 14. You go through, as girls and young boys,
your own changes, and when you lose something like that -
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C: It’s hard.
N: I feel definitely I was robbed from a lot of things. My education, but
everything.
C: Yeah.
N: Childhood. Then after the other one passed away I still C: His twin?
N: Yeah, identical twin.
C: How did he pass away?
N: Same way. In ’98 - suicide.
C: I’m so sorry.
N: Yeah, it is awful. So that happened and then I just stopped. I didn’t
focus on anything and then when I found out I was pregnant at 19, it kind
of changed my whole life.
Natalie’s life was turned upside down as she struggled with coming of age amid
the sorrow and loss that surrounded her. After losing “everything,” including a chance for
a successful educational and social experience in high school, she also lost her search for
self. Her first pregnancy “changed her whole life.” It brought her back by refocusing her
attention toward life and the future, which allowed her to move forward.
Natalie credited a counselor from the Healthy Families Program as the person
who helped her regain her focus after her first child was born. The Healthy Families
Program provided support and counseling in Natalie’s home during her pregnancy and
after her son was bom, teaching parenting and life skills. The counselor helped her
through the GED process and connected her with a transitions counselor at BCC.
She got me focused and helped me, which I needed a little push to get
involved and meet different people like Jane Doe [college transitions
counselor who worked with single mothers] to get involved with these
programs so I could go back.
Natalie’s second pregnane was, like the first, now interfering with her ability to
concentrate. She talked about not being able to pay attention to math. In fact, she did not
feel the need to persevere with math and at this point her math classes had been put on
hold.
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Natalie credited her relationship with a college advisor and a member of the math
faculty with the limited success she had experienced in math. Natalie did not articulate
that the relationships were especially meaningful; however, she did state in both cases
that the college professionals had advised her not to give up. “I think pretty much Sally
[math teacher] and that lady [admissions counselor] who told me not to give up. Sally,
when the first day of class when I got anxiety and she said, ‘Just go, just go to class.’”
Follow-Up Interview - Natalie
Natalie and I met for a follow-up interview in August 2004. We sat together with
her daughter, now 15 month old, in a busy diner to catch up on how she had progressed
since our last interview. While she had made progress toward completing her degree,
Natalie stated that she had not made any progress in math since we last met over a year
ago. “I’m never going to complete them [math mods]. They are the only things that will
hold me back from graduating.”
Natalie must take five math mods and a college-level math class to be eligible for
graduation. She had no qualms about completing her academic classes but was
overwhelmed in the face of the math requirements. Natalie stated that she could graduate
in the spring of 2005 if it were not for math; however, she had been reluctant to take even
one math class since our last meeting in 2003. “I’ve been avoiding it and it’s funny
because when I first went there [to RCC] everyone said, ‘Do your math mods,’ because
they hold a lot of people back from graduating, and I didn’t think I’d be one of them.”
When asked why she did not do some of the mods over the summer, Natalie replied that
her welfare benefits had been suspended and she was required to work over the summer.
When I asked what it was about math that was so difficult for her, Natalie stated
that it was the setting of the math lab that was most difficult for her. The noise from the
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nearby tutorial center and the number of students working there made it hard for her to
remain focused. She reported that she knew that she could do better in a classroom
situation with a teacher who could help her focus. However, in RCC’s classroom setting
the teacher went too fast and she could not keep up. Natalie suggested that the perfect
math environment would be a classroom setting where she could move ahead at her own
pace. This setting would blend the flexibility of the math mods pass/re-enroll system with
the support of a classroom teacher in an environment where students worked together in a
focused and supportive way.
Her Story - Helena
At the time of our first interview, Helena was a young woman in her mid -30s
who was married with two children, an eight-year-old son and a six-year-old daughter.
We first met when she and I were invited to co-facilitate a workshop at a local women’s
conference in March 2001. At the time, I found her to be very bright, creative, and
engaging. As we worked together to develop our workshop, I learned that she was
thinking of returning to school, planning to attend RCC in the fall of 2002.1 did not meet
Helena again until the spring of 2003, shortly before this interview, when we happened to
pass each other in an RCC hallway. After asking me how I had been, she inquired about
what I was doing. I explained to her that I was working on my dissertation and that it
focused on women and their math stories. Her eyes lit up and she said, “Have I got a
story for you.” As a result of this encounter, I decided to interview Helena, and after
hearing her story, I knew that I would include her in this dissertation.
Helena and I met for a first interview in my office at RCC during the first week of
March. I was sure that I had finished all of my interviews but was intrigued by Helena’s
interest in this project. Tall, thin, stately, and energetic, Helena was animated as she told
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her story. Rich in detail and emotion, Helena’s story painted a picture of Mexican culture
that included glimpses of the rigidly stratified middle-class lifestyle she experienced
growing up in the city and the relative freedom afforded her on weekends and in the
summer when at her grandparents’ rural hacienda.
Born and raised in Mexico, Helena was the oldest daughter of a middle-class
family. She was raised by her mother, who stayed at home, and her stepfather who
worked as a diplomat for the Mexican government. Weekends and extended summer
vacations were spent at her grandparents’ hacienda in the countryside. Helena reported
that her life was filled with friends and cousins and all participated in frequent family
celebrations.
Helena had been coming to the United States off and on since she was 15 years
old. She first visited as a teenager when her grandfather, concerned about her self-esteem,
suggested she attend a YMCA camp in New England. From that time on, her summers
were spent at the camp, and she came to love the area. Helena returned to the U.S. to
work full-time for the YMCA in New York City when she was in her early 20s. She met
and married her husband while she was living there, and had recently become a U.S.
citizen.
At the time of the first interview, Helena was in her second semester at RCC, and
was enrolled in a certificate program in Human Services. As a certificate program
student, she was not required to take the Learning Skills Assessment Test. During the
first few minutes of this interview, Helena’s math anxiety surfaced, and it became clear
why she had chosen to enroll in a certificate program. It was specifically to avoid taking
the math section of the Learning Skills Assessment Test.
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C: Have you done any of your math yet?
H: No.
C: Have you taken the placement test?
H: No.
C: Why?
H: Because I’m scared of math.
C: You’re scared of math?
H: Math is my hardest subject. The hardest subject of my life - where
I’ve had to do one hundred and thirty percent.
Helena’s went on to explain that when she was growing up and going to school in
Mexico, math had been her most difficult subject. Her mother and stepfather tried to help
her by hiring tutors, but to no avail. Helena was a good student and had no other
problems in school; only math created a special challenge. “I am a good student, but if
my parents spent any extracurricular-activity money on me, it was for math tutoring. We
had five [tutors] in my life in math. . .. Math was really the only obstacle in my life.”
Helena had been coming to New England for many years, drawn here by her fond
memories of her camp experience. She had loved camp, had made many friends, and had
looked at camp as a way of escaping the restrictions placed on her by her culture and her
family. In Mexico, she explained, young girls were restricted in how they could dress and
act. Roles were more rigid than in the U.S., where she believed young women were
allowed more freedom of choice.
Helena explained that the educational system Mexico is structured differently than
in the U.S. There are six years of what is called primary education, then students go to
high school, which is equivalent to seventh, eighth, and ninth grades in the U.S. Those
who continue their education after ninth grade go to preparatory school. Generally, the
students who continue on to preparatory school are the ones who are planning to go on to
college.

When Helena was 15 years old she was in her next-to-last year of high school
[eighth grade]. At this time she found herself faced with a difficult decision. She was
invited back to the U.S. to attend camp as a counselor-in-training, a position with some
status and offering the potential to work toward becoming a counselor. Accepting this
invitation, however, would mean that she would have to miss the major math exam that
would allow her to pass on to the next grade in school.
With all the confidence of youth, Helena decided to go to camp for the summer
and take the math exam upon her return several months later.
I went back and I studied like crazy because my best friend is a math
genius and we felt very comfortable. I studied and went back to take the
test. I am really nervous, I have nightmares about taking that test. I still
dream about the day I took the test and since then, math has been my
enemy. ... It has been something that haunts me at night; it’s something
that as a young adult changed my life. If I hadn’t failed that math exam, I
would have stayed in Mexico, I would have graduated with my
classmates.
Helena reported that on the day of the test she had felt the pressure so intensely
that it caused her to get her menstrual period even though she had not been expecting it.
H:
Psychologically, the day I had to take my exam I was so scared. I
didn’t need to [was not supposed to] get my period that day -.
C:
Oh no.
H:
I got my period that day. That’s how psychologically it affected
me. I remember sitting in that stupid classroom, you know, and not only
was I older than the other girls taking the class, all the other girls were
wearing uniforms and I was not wearing a uniform so [that meant] I was
older. I was sitting in the middle of the classroom without a uniform.
That day in the classroom Helena was frightened and self-conscious. These
feelings were exacerbated by the physical discomfort of having her menstrual period.
Helena also felt out of place because she did not look like the other students. She stood
out because she was not wearing a uniform. To the other students, this meant she was
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older and had not yet passed her test. It is probable that her insecurity and selfconsciousness combined to produce an anxiety that interfered with her performance and
contributed to her failing test grade.
Helena did not pass the test and was not able to move on to the next grade,
causing great embarrassment and shame for herself and her family. Both she and her
parents were affected by her failure. Helena reported, “My parents gave me the biggest
punishment.” The punishment they gave her was to make her repeat the grade.
Repeating the eighth grade caused Helena great distress. She remembered that she
had previously been a school leader, a cheerleader of sorts for her class, and, in the
process of cheering on her classmates, she had berated the students in the lower grades.
Now she was faced with the stigma of staying behind in high school with students she
had mocked, while her former classmates moved on to preparatory school. The separation
had a particular sting because she became both physically and socially removed from her
friends and former classmates.
H:
The layout of my school was that the first [primary] and second
[high school] grades were on the lower level, while the third grades
[preparatory school] were on the upper level. So I stayed in the physical
lower level while my classmates and friends moved on.. .. And
physically it was like they were up and I was down.
C:
Wow. That must have been hard.
H:
It was horrible. It was not acceptable where I grew up to repeat a
year; it was not like normal. It’s a bad social thing.
Helena did eventually finish high school and attended two years of preparatory
school; however she needed to take one final math test to pass on to the last year of
preparatory school. She was unable to pass because she scored just short of the 80 percent
needed to move ahead.
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Helena’s greatest strength was that she had a great ear for languages and was
especially good at English. Her summers at camp had sharpened her ability to speak the
language. “I spoke English perfectly, and I could teach at a Language Institution. I started
working at 17, and while my classmates were still in school struggling with everything
else, I was making money.” Instead of finishing preparatory school, Helena went to work
and felt superior to the classmates who were still in school. She was able to teach
English, which had been her long-time career goal. “I had achieved the goal [of teaching
English]. With unconventional methods, but [it was] equally acceptable, so it was fine.”
After their formal schooling was finished, Helena went on to say, Mexican girls
of her social class had few options open to them. They were expected to be secretaries or
teachers until they married. Marriage was the true vocation for which the girls were
trained. Helena reported that even those who went to college did so to get their ADC
degree, which translates to “ama de casa” or “woman of the house.” She described
attending finishing school with her friends. There the girls learned how to entertain and
how to behave as the wives of the professional men they were slated to marry.
I remember going with one of my best friends to a school where they
literally would teach us to set the table. Like the proper silverware, what
kind of glasses to use, how to be a good hostess .. . how to make perfect
baked cakes so that when the business partner of your husband came to
your house for dinner, you had a presidential dinner. Honestly.
As we talked at length about what taking math was like for her, Helena stated that
“math has no life,” implying that it had no meaning or value for her. She eloquently
voiced the disconnect she experienced as she talked about mathematics:
It was a cold, rigid, sterile environment. It was something you watched on
the blackboard and you copied or developed on your paper. I never
internalized it, I never felt it part of me or my life. I know the price of
things and I knew to make a budget or stuff like that, but it [math] was just
an alien or foreign thing that didn’t seem to take life.
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Helena was offered an escape route from math and her stifling life in Mexico
when, after she had been a counselor for several summers, the YMCA offered her a full¬
time position as camp director. She jumped at the opportunity. A few years later she met
her husband while working for the YMCA in New York City. Her role in New York was
the coordinator of an international youth program. After her children were bom, Helena
found it difficult to both work and raise a family, and she found that she regretted the
hours spent away from her children. Remembering the relative affordability of life in
New England, the family eventually returned to western New England, where it was
more affordable for Helena to stay at home. Unfortunately, shortly after returning to New
England her husband was laid off from his job in the computer industry, and the family
was forced to sell their home and move into an apartment. Her husband had recently
become employed as a computer specialist for a local defense contractor and the family’s
economic outlook was now brighter.
Toward the end of the interview, we talked at length about Helena’s career goals.
Since returning to RCC, she had become interested in cross-cultural studies and was
considering changing her major from a certificate program in Human
Services to an associate’s degree program in Liberal Arts. She struggled with this choice
because of the math requirement for the Liberal Arts degree. Her long-range plans
included attending Smith or Mt. Holyoke College.
Relationship Story - Helena
The most important relationships in Helena’s life were centered on family and
friends. She spoke throughout the interview of her mother, her grandparents, her children,
her husband, and her closest childhood friend, Lucy. The focus of Helena’s life was the
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relationship she had with her family of origin. As the oldest child, she was privileged and
“adored” by her grandparents. As a member of a large family, she talked about the fun
she had playing with her cousins at her grandparents’ hacienda. During a recent visit to
my office, she described attending the wedding of her closest female cousin in the
summer of 2003. She described the large tables that were brought outside and decorated
with flowers. The tables were piled high with food, and family and friends danced in the
courtyard until early the next morning.
Some memories of her youth that continued to haunt her were the shame of not
passing her math test in the eighth grade and not completing preparatory school. Being
the oldest child in her family, she reported that she was “a really bad role model” for her
younger brothers and sisters. Her mother was concerned for her future, but Helena’s
voice of self-confidence came through as she interpreted her experience from a positive
perspective.
I switched it. I tell my mother - and it [not finishing school] became a real
tragedy in my life -1 said, “Mom, you don’t have to worry, I’m going to
make it. Not because of math is my life ruined.” I said, “There are people
who don’t know how to read or write and make it.” Making it is not based
on, I felt, was not based on my schooling. [It is based] in my initiative, in
my openness, in my risk-taking and in many other things, and, I think,
through life I have always proven to my mom that I’m making it. But I try
to make my mother feel proud of me and I know she is proud of me. And
also my brother and sister. I always have to stress to them that I did this
but it was wrong; you should stay in school. Look how much I have to
struggle; look how much tougher it is. Stay, stay, stay [in school].
Helena’s family tolerated her decision not to complete preparatory school. She laughingly
stated from a voice of self-confidence, security and love that her family “could not live
without” her.
H: I guess my family, to a certain extent they are rebels, and even if it
wasn’t an acceptable thing, it wasn’t the end of the world.
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C: So they tolerated it.
H: They could have decided to cut me out of the family if they were not
going to tolerate it. If you don’t follow the rules of the house, you are out
of the house. You’re out of the family, and people honestly say “you’re
not my child any more.”
H: Really?
H: That really happens to this day. But, my family in that sense is more
acceptable [accepting].
C: You’re lucky.
H: [Laughing and self-confident.] They cannot live without me.
However, there was one person in Helena’s family with whom she did not get
along: her step-father. When I asked her whether there was anyone in her family who was
good at math, her reply was:
H: My stepfather, he was good in math. He’s a chemist. But, our
relationship was not good. He tried to help me with math, but it was just
like a personal - whatever came from him I would reject.
C: Right?
H: And I don’t think he was very nice either. As much as I rejected him,
he rejected me. So that’s why we opted for special tutoring and all that.
Quickly, Helena changed the topic and began to speak about one of her tutors.
The tutor was her best friend, Lucy. Helena reported that her friend was a “whiz” at math
as well as other subjects. Lucy had great confidence in Helena. Before Helena took her
fatal math exam in the eighth grade, Lucy commented, “Helena, you’re doing great. You
should have no fear for this exam.” Helena and Lucy were confident that Helena would
pass her test. When she failed, they came to believe that it was fear and anxiety that kept
her from passing.
Helena said that she was made anxious by the fact that she had to return to her
original school to take the math test, and that everyone there would know whether she
passed or failed, adding significant pressure for her to pass.
In order for me to pass that exam, in Mexico, it was not like I could take it
anywhere else. Even if I had been out of my school for years, I had to go
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back to that school. I guess maybe if I had taken it somewhere else it
wouldn’t have been so bad, but it was there [at her old school], and I was a
failure. And [even] the doorman knew you well.
When Helena did not pass, she felt the shame so intensely that she was sure that even the
doorman at her school was judging her.
Helena and Lucy continued to stay in touch, and in many ways Helena was now
perceived as the more successful of the two. This was because Helena had a family while
Lucy, a successful business executive, had decided to concentrate on her career. At one
point in the interview, Helena described talking to Lucy’s parents and consoling them
about their daughter’s unmarried state.
H: I think of my friend Lucy, the one I told you helped me with math. She
did go to college; right now she’s the director of MTV, the music TV. She
was marketing director for Volkswagen in Latin America. She’s this high;
she’s like wow! And, the problem is that her mother - and she just got
married this weekend, thank God - because her mother was suffering so
much.
C: Because she was not married?
H: She had a, career-wise, an excellent life. But her mother and poor dad
- every time I called them, like “Hi, how are you?” they were like “Oh,
Helena, she’s not married yet. What are we going to do about it?” They
suffered, they suffered so much. Her [Lucy’s] professional success
translated into suffering for her family.
The fact that Helena had a husband and children caused her to be viewed as a
success in the eyes of her family’s Mexican community. It had made up for her past
failures. The fact that Helena had returned to college was “no big deal” for her family
because, as Helena explained, in Mexico higher education is not endowed with the same
status as it is in the U.S.
Helena talked at length about how, in Mexican society, a person’s status is
dependent on her or his family’s status. However, here in the U.S. Helena’s lineage and
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the status it afforded her in Mexico was not relevant because people did not know her
family or her family’s position in Mexican society.
It is probably not such a big deal there because people have different
hierarchy ranks, not so much [with] schooling. Does your father, your
mother, what family do they come from? What kind of car do you drive?
It’s not necessarily based on education. Those things don’t apply to me
here. My parents, who knows them? Who cares who they are? They are
not valuable on my hierarchy scale here. The only way I can achieve some
hierarchy here is if I get that education.
The type of education Helena wanted was to finish her bachelor’s degree at a
prestigious college such as Smith or Mt. Holyoke. She perceived math as the only
obstacle in her way. Several weeks before this interview, Helena had taken a step to help
clear this obstacle from her path; she attended a math workshop offered by a member of
the math department at RCC. The topic was overcoming math anxiety. She excitedly
reported that at the workshop she had discovered that math anxiety is a learned behavior,
and this learned behavior can be changed or unlearned.
Helena liked the math teacher who gave the workshop. She had met the teacher
before but never dreamed that this individual taught math because the teacher was so
lively and engaging.
It’s very interesting because I’ve always seen her because she has a class
after me. Like when my class come out she comes in. .. I always thought
she taught - I see numbers as concrete things and for some reason I always
thought she taught something more alive.
Helena stated that when she did take math at RCC, she hoped to have the same woman
who taught this workshop as her teacher.
As our conversation progressed, Helena remembered that her husband was also
good at math. While talking about him, she commented that his family did not value
education, and he, while bright and capable, was not expected to go to college. Helena
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met her husband in New York City, where she was working as a coordinator in charge of
developing an intercultural program between Mexico and the U.S. She described her
husband as a “New Yorican,” or a first-generation Puerto Rican bom in New York City.
Helena stated that his family placed less emphasis on education than hers.
C: How about your husband? Is he good at math?
H: If he ever explored that, potentially. I think he could be a great
numbers person. Honestly. If you say what is this and this and that, he’ll
say boom! Or, he’s into computers now and he just started doing that four
years ago. He’s achieved a lot. His story is very different. He was never
encouraged to leam anything.
C: Really.
H: If my parents were bad compared to others, his were worse. At least I
know the fear of showing a report card. As far as his family, a report card
was a paper that came home; he was never encouraged to go to school
after high school. He became a factory worker and that was as far as they
[expected him] to go. But he has great potential. That’s one of our goals
too. Now he’s doing all these computer certifications, which have helped
him a lot. And it’s fascinating for him to overcome. Also, that stigma that
he wasn’t meant to do anything better, because that was honestly what he
was taught. That he would be in blue-collar service.
Helena planned to spend the summer of 2003 studying for the Learning Skills
Assessment test. A sociology professor at RCC had given her a math book, and Helena
planned to study math on her own, or perhaps to enlist the help of the Adult Learning
Center.

Follow-Up Interview - Helena
On a warm summer day in the summer of 2004, Helena and I sat together by the
banks of a mountain stream. As her two children splashed and danced in the cool water,
Helena and I reviewed my writings about her. As we talked, I asked several questions
about her schooling in Mexico to be sure that I had accurately portrayed her story. During
the course of the afternoon, Helena revealed more intimate details of her life in Mexico.
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She told me that her family came from Mexico City; however, she was bom on a
ranch in Matamoris, just over the border from Brownsville, Texas. Her mother had been
sent there during her pregnancy after she was abandoned by Helena’s father. It was
unclear to Helena whether her parents were ever married; no one in her family ever
talked about this. Helena stated that in Mexico there is a cultural stigma to being a child
without a father. This stigma had caused her to feel different and to feel a sense of shame.
In response to these feelings, she had become determined to “make something of myself’
in order to prove to her family and friends that she had worth and value.
Helena said that not having a father had some unexpected benefits. She was sent
to live with her grandparents in Mexico City as an infant while her mother remained in
Matamoris and eventually remarried. Helena remembered this as a good experience.
Helena’s extended family members felt sorry for her fatherless state and made an extra
effort to embrace her. Because of this, she had always felt different, yet special, within
her family. When she returned home this past summer to attend her sister’s wedding, she
was delighted to be greeted with much joy and affection. She said that she was greeted
“like a celebrity.”
There were two dark spots, however, in Helena’s tale; one relates to her stepfather
and the other to her middle-school math teacher. In this second interview Helena talked
of the abuse she had suffered at the hand of her stepfather. When she was still a child, her
mother and stepfather returned to Mexico City and moved to an apartment in the same
building as her grandparents. At this time she was forced to move from her grandparents’
home to live with her mother and stepfather; the memory of this move still caused her
great pain. Helena stated that her stepfather never accepted her and treated her differently
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from her half-brother and half-sister. Her siblings, his biological children, had new
clothes, toys and bicycles, while she was neglected and sometimes even beaten by her
stepfather. She felt she could not tell her mother or other family members about the
beatings. If her grandfather knew about the abuse, Helena feared he might kill her
stepfather, bringing more shame and notoriety to the family. So she remained silent, her
voice stifled by the oppressive, machismo Mexican culture.
When Helena turned 15, she openly defied her stepfather for the first time. After
one particularly difficult argument, she began sneaking clothes out of her house, throwing
a few things out of her bedroom window each day and hiding them at her aunt’s house.
On an appointed day, she ran away from home to take refuge with her aunt. Knowing that
her stepfather would look for her first at her grandparents’ house, she felt a brief sense of
safety with her aunt, uncle, and cousins. Soon, her stepfather discovered her whereabouts
and came to get her. She recounted with horror the experience of hiding in the bathroom
with her aunt as her stepfather kicked in the door.
Eventually, Helena was allowed to live with her aunt and uncle, but the
unintended consequence of this tumultuous time was that Helena was not able to
concentrate in school. It was during this period of time that Helena took her preparatory
school math test and failed forcing her to drop out of school.
Another significant individual that Helen remembered was her eighth grade math
teacher. Helena still vividly remembered this teacher with horror. In Helena’s school,
there was only one math teacher, Senora Marubi. Senora Marubi taught all of the math
classes for the sixth, seventh and eighth grades. Helena stated that, like her stepfather,
there was no escaping her “I still have nightmares about her.” Senora Marubi would sit
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on top of her desk and look down sternly at the children. Helena felt judged and
experienced an overwhelming sense of shame in her presence. It was as if she were once
again being cruelly judged as a fatherless child. Helena recalled that Sefiora Marubi’s
expectations were that her students would fail, because, “If we failed she would always
be better than us.”
Several years later, Helena was asked to teach first grade in this same school. She
remembered with delight the first time she encountered Senora Marubi in the teacher’s
lounge. She felt like returning as a teacher was her vindication. As happened with her
family of origin, the other teachers embraced Helena, insulating and protecting her from
any real or imagined threat that Senora Marubi might impose. In this school, Helena felt
safe at last.
Returning to the present, Helena updated me on her progress. Graduating in the
spring of 2004 with a 4.0 GPA, she had earned her associates degree in Liberal Arts. In
September 2004, she would start at Mt. Holyoke College as a junior. Her plans were to
earn straight As at Mt. Holyoke and then to go on to Harvard Law. She stated, “Wouldn’t
that impress my family back in Mexico - a Harvard lawyer in the family?”
Helena had been able to graduate in 2004 because she had found a way to
circumvent RCC’s math hurdle. In the spring of 2003, Helena finally had taken the LSAT
and had tested into basic math. Upon learning that she faced up to two years in math
modules, Helena had consulted with an academic advisor, who had told her that if she
could transfer in a college-level math class from another college, her math requirement
would be satisfied. In the spring of 2004, Helena took a statistics class at a nearby state
college. She reported that she spent hours and hours studying for this class and with the
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help of a kind and supportive instructor she had earned an A in statistics. This A satisfied
her math requirement, allowing her to graduate. Her grade also taught her a valuable life
lesson. She stated, “I always believed that if I failed once in math, I would always have to
fail in math. Now I know this is not true. People who encourage you to think you can
succeed make all the difference.”
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CHAPTER 5
INTERPRETING THE INTERVIEWS - DATA ANALYSIS
The main focus of this study was to determine whether interpersonal relationships
have an effect on women’s success in the mathematics classroom. The research design
for this study was originally based upon the assumption that there would be common
interpersonal experiences and perceptions among the two individuals within each
designated cohort group (the Gold Stars, the Silver Stars, and the Bronze Stars). It was
also expected that cohort groups’ experiences would be significantly different when
compared and contrasted to each other. With these assumptions in mind, the first two
sections of this chapter are dedicated to presenting an analysis of findings within the
parameters of these original assumptions. The first of these sections discusses similarities
and differences within categories of gold, silver, and bronze by exploring the common
experiences shared by the two individuals within each cohort. A second section analyzes
similarities and differences across cohorts in an effort to compare and contrast the gold,
silver, and bronze groups. A third and final section offers an analysis of the study’s
findings in terms of the literature reviewed in Chapter Two. This analysis explores the
themes of gender and learning, self-efficacy beliefs, gender and math, and the importance
of interpersonal influences on student success with math, and discusses these themes in
light of the study’s findings.
Within-Cohort Analysis
The Gold Stars - Kelly and Susanna
In this study, the term “Gold Stars” was used to represent those students who
were not required to take developmental math at RCC. Both Kelly and Susanna were
designees of this category; Kelly because she had attended a four-year college years ago
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and was exempt from developmental math by virtue of her SAT scores, and Susanna
because her high score on the LSAT exempted her from developmental math.
Kelly and Susanna’s math stories share a great number of similarities along with
several distinct differences. From an academic perspective, both were high-achieving
students who were determined to succeed in college. As members of the college’s honor
society, Phi Theta Kappa, they had a commitment to academics and to community
service. Each had held high-profile work study positions, through which they had
developed strong relationships with college faculty and staff. Both Kelly and Susanna
had made use of the college’s student support services, including those provided at the
Tutorial Center, where they had used tutors when needed and had also worked as tutors
for other students.
Both Kelly and Susanna had positive experiences with RCC’s academic advisors.
Kelly’s advisor, upon learning that she was not happy in her computer science program,
urged her to keep taking classes until she found a field she really liked. Susanna had a
positive experience when a wise advisor suggested that she brush up on her math skills at
the Adult Learning Center before taking the LSAT.
Despite all of their apparent academic success, both Kelly and Susanna
experienced a crisis of confidence in the face of math. For Kelly, the crisis occurred when
she did not understand the material in her college-level statistics class. Not used to
feeling disorientation in the classroom, Kelly looked anxiously to others for confirmation
that she was not alone in her confusion. Unwilling to internalize her distress and disrupt
her efficacy beliefs in her abilities, Kelly looked to external sources, citing her teacher’s
and tutor’s ineffectiveness as possible causes of her disorientation and distress.
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Susanna’s crisis of confidence occurred when she earned a D in Algebra II in high
school. Unlike Kelly, Susanna responded to this grade by internalizing her feelings. She
understood that she did not like the teaching style of her instructor. However, this
teacher’s ineffective teaching style was compounded by Susanna’s latent fear of failure
which was linked to a power struggle in which Susanna and her mother were engaged.
The effect of this confluence of events was an increased psychological tension associated
with her grade in math. Susanna internalized her anxiety, and bonded it to math, and as a
result, she developed a more pronounced and long-term fear of math.
When conversing about learning math as children, both Susanna and Kelly
reported positive experiences with father-figures who functioned as tutors and supportive
helpers. Kelly’s grandfather provided time to give her special attention. He quizzed her
on her times tables as she sat on the cellar stairs watching him work below. Susanna
reported that both her father and stepfather talked with her about math. Her father
unsuccessfully tried to explain his work as a surveyor to her, while her stepfather more
successfully took time to sit with her and teach her algebra.
Susanna and Kelly faced different challenges in their difficulties with math, and
these challenges were reflective of their different personalities and coping styles. Susanna
had always been a strong student and had been a member of the National Honor Society
in high school. Her fear of math stemmed from her feelings of failure in a high-school
math class and could be isolated to anxiety about math computation. She feared that
making a mistake in adding or subtracting would make her answer incorrect, even if she
knew the procedures or formulas.
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Kelly, whose overall anxiety level was lower than Susanna’s, showed less anxiety
about computation but did worry about her ability to understand and integrate the
material. Both Kelly and Susanna were worried about making mistakes, but at different
skill levels. Kelly’s concerns focused on higher-level problem-solving and word
problems, while Susanna’s anxiety was more basic, rooted in a fear of making a
computational error. A comparison of Kelly and Susanna’s voice poems highlights this
difference.
Kelly’s Voice Poem

Susanna’s Voice Poem

I
I
1
I
I
I

I’ve never done well.
I just feared all of that
I would have been in trouble
I ended up getting a bad grade
I never ended up being able to grasp it
I didn’t connect it with the real world.

don’t know how I got the A
came out of it not knowing anything
don’t feel like I really know it
want to have something for my money
want to have learned something
don’t want to have to teach myself.

Do you know what’s going on?
Do you understand?
Nobody knew.

I was so nervous
I just panicked
That discouraged me
I’m afraid
The whole thing is fear.

Kelly needed to understand the concept or problem and wanted a teacher who
could impart that knowledge. She desired knowledge and mastery and did not want to
have to teach herself. Susanna’s math anxiety was different. It represented a more
generalized anxiety located in a fear of failure, a fear of getting a bad grade. Susanna’s
fear stemmed from her high-school experience and was most likely linked to an internal
struggle between herself and her mother.
While both women were anxious about math, each had devised a different
strategy for dealing with the math barriers they faced. Kelly had to take pre-calculus to
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complete a desired bachelor’s degree in Business Administration. Rather than take the
pre-calculus at RCC, Kelly decided to defer the Business Administration degree and the
math class until she transferred to a four-year college. Susanna, on the other hand, had
devised a plan for taking her college-level math at RCC. She was planning on saving
math until her last semester and then getting a tutor as soon as she signed up for the
course. Always practical, she chose to face her fear of math within a familiar school and
support system.
It is also important to note that Kelly and Susanna both came from nontraditional
families. Kelly was raised by her grandparents, and at the age of three, when threatened
by the loss of her grandmother, she ran away from her biological mother in an attempt to
get back to her mother-figure. An important influence in Kelly’s life, her grandmother
often told her that marriage, not college was an important goal for a woman. Susanna was
also raised in a nontraditional family composed of her mother, sister, and stepfather. In
spite of Susanna’s high academic achievement in high school, Susanna’s mother
prevented her from attending college. Kelly and Susanna found no support from the
females in their families to continue their education past high school. In their attempts to
attend college, each woman reported that the females who raised them did not believe
women needed a college education to succeed in life.
The Silver Stars - Melissa and Karen
The designation of “Silver Stars” represents those students who scored into
developmental math on the LSAT, who persevered through the developmental math
sequence, and who completed their college-level math requirement. Melissa finished
developmental math at RCC and completed college-level math at another institution.
Karen took her entire math program at RCC. As silver stars, both Melissa and Karen
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displayed significantly higher levels of math anxiety than the Gold Stars, and each
struggled with math to a much greater degree than either Kelly or Susanna.
At first glance, Melissa and Karen appeared to be as different as two people can
be. Melissa was young, single and bounding with energy. Karen, in contrast, was middleaged and the mother of four children who ranged in age from adolescence to adulthood.
Melissa was living on her own, and Karen, separated from her husband, lived with her
two sons and was struggling to keep her home. Although their differences are numerous
and varied, a common bond is a long-term struggle with math. Careful analysis of their
stories and patterns of relationships points toward a number of influences that account for
their math troubles.
Melissa and Karen both had parents who divorced during their school years. They
both noted that neither their parents nor other significant adults took the time to help
them develop their math skills. Melissa reported that her mother had been unwilling and
perhaps unable to help her with math. Karen stated that no one had helped her because
she did not need help with math before attending college. Unlike Kelly and Susanna, who
spoke of adults who took time with them to study math, Melissa and Karen speak instead
of parents who were engaged with interpersonal and relationship struggles, and whose
personal dreams were unfulfilled.
A chronic and sustained math anxiety is another theme common to Melissa and
Karen. While Melissa traced the source of her math difficulties back to the third grade,
Karen stated that her problems with math began when she first attended college just after
high school. In both cases, their math anxiety began with exposure to poor, ineffective
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and even cruel teachers and had persisted for a period of several decades without
remission.
Both women reported an ease and comfort when doing hands-on math in areas
that interested them, such as real-estate calculations or the accounting necessary to run a
home or small business. However, they each found more complex mathematical
calculations to be frustrating and anxiety producing. Unlike Kelly and Susanna, who
expressed anxiety at the level of complex calculations and problem solving, Melissa and
Karen experienced math troubles at much lower levels of computation. Their stories
describe frustration with early phases of the learning process and anxiety that began even
as they contemplate studying math. Additionally, their self-efficacy beliefs were low
which most likely provides a source for their stress. Math anxiety took over well before
Melissa and Karen got to the point of figuring out problems or doing calculations by
interfering with the learning process. Interestingly, both Melissa and Karen described
their frustration as brain-based. Melissa wanted to “follow her brain out the door,” while
Karen’s “brain shuts down”.
Much to their credit, since returning to college Melissa and Karen persevered in
advancing through developmental math. Both used college support services including
tutors, and both reported spending hours every week working on math. They tolerated
their frustration and anxiety and were able to live with it, albeit uncomfortably. Each
sought skilled and caring individuals, tutors, teachers, and even other students to support
them in translating the language of math into something that they could understand. In
spite of their anxiety, both Melissa and Karen were learning math. Once Melissa
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understood a math concept, she owned it. For Karen, once it “clicked,” she retained the
knowledge.
A comparison of Melissa and Karen’s voice poems provides some insights to the

Melissa’s Voice Poem

Karen’s Voice Poem

I flip out
Throw pencil after pencil
Build a birdhouse with my pencils
Change my attitude
I’m back to being pissed off
I’m so hard core

I take math
I don’t make the right decision
I panic
I don’t read it right

feeling that overwhelmed them as they approach difficult math concepts. Melissa
expressed her frustration with math by throwing pencils, and flipping out. She became
angry and frustrated when she did not understand or comprehend a math concept. Once
Melissa was able to calm herself down, she understood that she needed to change her
attitude in order to learn, but then quickly became irritated again. Melissa stated that she
was “so hard core”, implying that it was difficult to placate or tolerate her feelings of
frustration, and that this internal noise interfered with learning.
Melissa often felt the same frustration in her familial relationships. Building a
house with her pencils was reminiscent of building bird houses with her grandfather. In
both cases, a change of attitude was required. She knew that she must stop building
houses and change her attitude in order to succeed in math, just as she knew she must
change her attitude and tolerate her grandfather in order to be successful in building
birdhouses for her environmental class.
Karen, on the other hand, panicked about making the right decisions in math and
in life. She stated that she doesn’t “read it right”, implying that she does not “read” the
math problem correctly. Karen also had difficulty reading the larger interpersonal
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problems in her life. The consequences of her interpersonal decisions, such as giving her
child up for adoption and not knowing how she would support herself after her divorce,
produced feelings of anxiety in Karen. When faced with this anxiety, Karen could not
focus. She switched or jumped to another topics to avoid feelings of panic as her “brain
shuts down.”
The Bronze Stars - Natalie and Helena
The designation of “Bronze Star” was assigned to students who had scored into
developmental math at RCC but who had not progressed through or completed the
developmental math sequence. Natalie and Helena were classified as the Bronze Stars
because both had scored into basic arithmetic on the LSAT and neither had completed
their basic math requirements at RCC. Natalie had not progressed in basic math past the
level of multiplication and division. Helena has avoided taking any developmental math
at all, successfully bypassing the sequence by taking statistics at a nearby college to
complete her college math requirement5. Both women had an intense dislike of math and
each felt that math had, for years, held them back from reaching their academic and
career goals.
As with the Silver Stars, on the surface Natalie and Helena appeared to come
from vastly different backgrounds and cultures. Natalie lived in a small, rural New
England town. She was the daughter of a blue-collar family whose lives had been
wracked by the double suicide of Natalie’s twin brothers. Helena, in contrast, came from
a large Mexican family. She was raised and educated in Mexico as the daughter of

5 Although Helena fit perfectly in the Bronze Star category when selected for the study in 2003, technically
she no longer fits the category because she eventually passed a statistics course at another college. Because
her story contributes so much to an understanding of relationship issues, I have chosen to keep her in this
category.
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professional-class parents, spending her weekdays in Mexico City and her weekends in
the countryside at her grandparents’ hacienda.
While it seemed unlikely that there would be any similarities in their stories, two
analogous threads emerge from the data. First, both Natalie and Helena experienced
significant personal losses in early adolescence that resulted in feelings of ignominy and
shame. Second, both women shared similar attitudes and feelings about math.
Natalie’s sense of loss and shame stemmed from the suicides of her twin brothers,
which occurred during the period of her adolescence when she was 14 and 15 years old.
Literature on the bereavement-related responses of adolescents whose adolescent siblings
commit suicide reveals that surviving siblings experience intense grief responses and
develop a higher rate of depression following their siblings’ deaths (Brent, Moritz,
Bridge, Perper, & Canobbio, 1996). Natalie’s self-reports would indicate that her
brothers’ deaths resulted in an interruption of the traditional tasks of adolescent
development, including the development of self-identity, of self-motivation, and of the
ability to focus on complex intellectual tasks, causing a break in Natalie’s personal
development and academic achievement. Helena experienced a sense of loss and shame
in adolescence that was both cultural and personal. It was the loss of her hopes and
dreams for herself and her future. According to her story, Helena’s interpersonal struggle
with her stepfather and the disdain of her eighth-grade math teacher played major roles in
causing her to fail important math tests. Helena felt she had disappointed her family
members and had caused them to experience social humiliation, about which she still felt
great pain. In Mexican culture, pain is viewed not solely as a physical experience, but
also as a more complex experience involving physical, interpersonal, and societal aspects
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(Santana & Santana, 2001). Pain is equivalent to suffering, and suffering is what Helena
believed she and her family had endured because of her math failure. A comparison of
Natalie’s and Helena’s voice poems yields the same voice of regret for the experiences
lost in adolescence.
Natalie’s Voice Poem

Helena’s Voice Poem

I was robbed
My education
Everything
My childhood
I just stopped
I didn’t focus on anything.

I still dream about the test
It haunts me at night
It changed my life
I would have stayed
I would have graduated.

Helena was haunted by what might have been. She believed that her problems
with math had shaped her life. For Natalie, it was not math but a life experience,
specifically her brothers’ suicides, that changed her life.
Both Natalie’s and Helena’s intense losses during adolescence had elements of
culturally prescribed shame and guilt that reflected on them and their families. These
psychological burdens had affected their education, especially in the domain of
mathematics. It is also interesting to note that having children had had a positive effect on
both women. For Natalie, having her first child refocused her attention to life and the
living. Residing at home with her parents and sister, Natalie’s children breathed life into
and held hope for the future of this extended family. Helena had conformed to her
family’s traditional Mexican values by marrying and having children, a choice that
strengthened her ties to her family.
While Natalie and Helena’s familial experiences were different, the academic
consequences were the same. Interpersonal strife had resulted in both Natalie and Helena
facing academic barriers directly related to mathematics. Natalie was “stuck” in basic
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math, held back by a loss of focus associated with her second unplanned pregnancy.
Helena, on the other hand, perceived math as the only “obstacle” in her life.
Natalie had not yet found a way to cope with her frustration in a manner that
allowed her to progress in math. She had no clear long-term goals. She seemed content,
for now, to leave math on the back burner. In contrast, Helena was on the move. She had
used her intellect, her quest toward a clear and achievable goal, and her significant coping
strategies to find ways to circumvent years of developmental math by looking outside of
RCC to take a statistics class.
An additional sentiment that the two women shared was a feeling that learning
math had no relevance to their lives. Both Natalie and Helena made statements to the
effect that knowledge of math would not be essential to their future success. Natalie
commented, “You don’t need math in the world,” while Helena stated, “I never felt it
[math] part of my life.”
Cross-Cohort Analysis
The cross-cohort analysis that emerges from interview data reveals a pervasive
presence of low self-efficacy beliefs coupled with high levels of math anxiety among all
of this study’s participants. Further, findings confirm the importance of interpersonal
relationships in the development of attitudes and environments necessary to acquire math
skills and to increase persistence. The chart on the following page is a graphic organizer
that describes the study’s findings across cohorts. Across all cohorts represented in this
study, I found pervasive and, in some cases, debilitating levels of math anxiety. From the
Gold Stars to the Silver and the Bronze Stars, an omnipresent fear of failure and sense of
frustration in the face of math provided the sensitizing stimuli that triggered students’
math anxiety. At the onset of this study, I would have predicted that the Gold Stars,
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students with higher scores in math on the Learning Skills Assessment Test, would have
displayed little or no math anxiety. However, the results have shown otherwise. While the
participant with the lowest level of math anxiety was a Gold Star, the second Gold Star
displayed a level of anxiety that was so intense as to be classified as avoidant.
Participants with high levels of math anxiety could all locate the source of their
anxiety to a particular incident or teacher from their past. In all cases, the frustration and
related anxiety associated with math did not exist in a vacuum. Instead, it appears that
coping styles developed during childhood, in concert with familial interactions and
dynamics, play significant roles in how students cope with the anxiety they experience
when studying math. It is possible that all anxiety-provoking situations produce a
particular coping style within an individual and that this coping style has been learned
and shaped by prior experiences.
Also present across cohort groups was a low level of belief in participants’ faith in
their own abilities to achieve in math. These low self-efficacy beliefs were present in five
of the six participants. Kelly, a Gold Star, was the only exception. While Kelly was
anxious about not understanding statistics, she never doubted her ability to succeed. It
could be said that Kelly’s strong self-efficacy beliefs protected her from experiencing the
debilitating effects of math anxiety felt by the other participants.
Parental and familial relationships appear to be integral factors in determining
students’ overall anxiety levels, some of which were merged into their experiences with
math. Karen’s anxiety in relation to her impending divorce was an external stressor that
reduced her concentration in math. Helena’s childhood experience with her abusive

stepfather had components that were superimposed on and linked with the domain of
math.
In the educational realm, the most significant depressor of student achievement
appears to come from negative student-teacher relationships. Each participant could
remember the name of a math teacher who had a negative effect on her self-esteem or on
her belief in herself as a math student. Further, participants could remember the
classroom setting, their age at the time, and the exact interactions that produced these
negative outcomes. Each of the six students was able to directly relate stories of personal
distress to these negative teacher interactions, some of which began as far back as
elementary school. Participants’ memories of these events and the individual teachers
were vivid. These stories were remembered in great detail and were told with deep
emotion.
It appears that while familial patterns may provide the stimuli that precondition
students for success or failure in math, interactions with ineffective or insensitive
teachers have a tendency to provoke this latent apprehension and anxiety, producing
profound and sustained negative effects on student achievement. For example, Melissa’s
third-grade teacher’s harsh and critical behavior may have worked in concert with her
growing feelings of isolation within her family of origin to produce a math anxiety that
ranged beyond the discipline of math. Similarly, it is probable that Helena’s judgmental
and shaming math teacher’s behavior mirrored that of her stepfather, somehow linking
Helena’s perception of herself as a fatherless child with her inability to succeed in math.
Much to their credit, five of the six of students in this study were resilient. They
had been able to connect with someone on campus for help and support as they
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approached the study of math. All of the students connected with college advisors or
tutors who helped them circumvent math hurdles by providing the positive stimulus that
resulted in their success and/or persistence. Only one student, Natalie, was at risk of
succumbing to the perils of math mods. She was the weakest of all the study’s
participants in terms of focus and goal development. Natalie had connected with tutors
but had not formed the same type of interpersonal bonds and connections to teachers,
tutors, or advisors as had other participants.
Three major themes emerge clearly from the data. A central theme is the
pervasiveness of math anxiety even among high-achieving participants. Second, low
levels of math self-efficacy beliefs were common to all but one participant, Kelly.
Finally, the influence of parents, teachers, and college professionals was clearly
demonstrated. Parents and teachers appear to have the ability to negatively affect student
motivation and success through harsh, ineffective, or negligent interactions. In contrast,
the two students from this sample who did not require developmental math, Kelly and
Susanna, came from families where there was evidence of positive interactions associated
with math and parents, stepparents or grandparents. All students reported that they had
found supportive individuals with whom they could connect among college faculty, staff,
and tutors.
Study Findings and the Literature
Several areas of the literature presented in Chapter Two have relevance to the
Findings of this study. To highlight these juxtapositions, the following section is divided
into five thematic areas, each linking this study’s findings with a specific section of the
literature. Major themes to be discussed in this section include gender and learning, selfefficacy beliefs, stereotype threat, math anxiety, and the influence of interpersonal
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relationships. It is important to remember, however, that the size and design of this study
is exploratory. While this study was not designed to prove or disprove prior research, its
findings do, however, confirm the importance of a number of concepts and themes cited
in the research and literature.
Gender and Learning
In the book Women's Ways of Knowing (1986), authors Belenky, Clinchy
Goldberger, and Tarule outline five ways of knowing: silence, received knowledge,
subjective knowledge, procedural knowledge, and constructed knowledge. It was with
great interest that I observed evidence of these ways of knowing emerging from the
stories told by the participants in this study.
One way of knowing, silence, was clearly reflected in Natalie’s story. The turmoil
of Natalie’s family life had, for the moment, squelched Natalie’s ability to reflect beyond
the concrete and the specific. Her ability to connect with others on campus was
diminished because she lacked the language that would allow her to “enter into the social
and intellectual life of [her] community” (Belenky et al. 1986, p. 26). Like a deer blinded
by oncoming headlights, Natalie appeared to be frozen in place, living at home with her
parents, raising two children, and unable to move forward to make decisions about school
or career choices.
Susanna and Helena originally also shared characteristics of silence as they
submitted to the authority of others as adolescents. Susanna obeyed her mother’s
command to forsake college, and Helena was forced to bend to the authority of her
stepfather. However, each moved on to received knowledge as they began to act on their
own behalf. Their emerging identities allowed them to return to school; however, their
goals for the future were linked to helping others rather than to personal fulfillment. By
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getting a college education, Susanna hoped to provide a better life and be a positive role
model for her son, while Helena wanted to help the Hispanic population find its niche in
American culture. Each was concerned with “strengthening themselves through the
empowerment of others” (Belenky et al. 1986, p. 47).
Other students in this study were also in transition. Moving from passive
knowledge to active knowledge, Karen and Melissa’s experiences had propelled them
into the realm of listening and responding to a subjective inner voice. This change shifted
the impetus for their education from a concern for others to a willingness to understand
and fulfill their own internal needs. For each of these women, outside influences had
brought about this shift in perspectives; Melissa and Karen both described a failed male
authority in stories about their relationships with their fathers or husbands, and they both
expressed indignation and disappointment at the lack of stable male figures in their
personal lives. Each had come to a place in their development where they were making
fresh starts. Melissa’s experience as she traveled the country from job to job had brought
her to a place where she was able to define a future for herself. She was in quest of a
career that would be financially and personally rewarding. Karen’s impending divorce
was just beginning to force her to look at her own inner resources as a source of strength.
Karen was on the cusp of subjective knowing, being pushed over the edge by forces
beyond her control and being drawn forward by the possibility of personal liberation.
Kelly was the one student in the study who had reached a level of constructed
knowledge in that she did not believe that truth and knowledge belong only to the
experts. She wanted to own knowledge, to take responsibility for what she knew. Kelly
stated that she did not want to have to teach herself, but she would if that’s was it would
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take for her to master a subject. Kelly was able to weave her self-confidence in her ability
to succeed with her passion for the subject of math. The result was an unshakable sense
of self that she had successfully been able to pass on to her daughter. She delighted in her
daughter’s academic success. Kelly encouraged her daughter to revel in her coursework,
to change majors if necessary, and to discover her academic passions.
Flowers, Osterlind, Pascarella, and Pierson (2001), using more quantitative
methods that involved a CBASE test to determine which year in school had the greatest
effect on student learning, found evidence to support the contention that learning is a
gendered experience. Their findings show that women start college with lower scores
than men and finish even further behind. I believe that findings based on interviews with
participants in this study provide some insight into why this inequity continues to
flourish. From lower expectations of parents to instructional methods that favor male
students, women are discouraged from acquiring and owning knowledge. Of the six
participants in this study, only Kelly had the ability' and determination to persevere in
higher-level math classes, and even her resolve was shaken when the men in her class
became active learners.
Self-Efficacy Beliefs
As defined by Bandura (1997), self-efficacy theory links a student’s thoughts and
beliefs about her/his abilities to succeed with motivation and performance. While one
aspect of Bandura’s theory is based on skills acquisition, another component is concerned
with an individual’s belief about what she/he can achieve with the abilities she/he
possesses. Bandura’s theory looks at a person’s mastery level or skill development, but it
also looks at the importance of verbal persuasion from others, an individual’s emotional
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state, and other vicarious experiences, including an individual’s physical, state as having
an effect on achievement. Numerous researchers, including Hackett and Betz (1989),
Pajares and Miller (1994), Kassab (2000), and others, have since applied self-efficacy
theory to the study of gender and math. Their findings conclude that a woman who
believes she is capable of doing math will generally take more math classes and receive
higher grades than a woman who believes she lacks the ability to learn math.
Hackett and Betz (1989) were the first to apply self-efficacy theory to women and
math. Their groundbreaking research looked at how males and females determined their
career choices and found that boy’s and girl’s antecedent experiences were significantly
different. Boys engaged in a wide range of activities outside of the home that boosted
their self-efficacy in tasks that required scientific, technical, or mechanical ability. Girls,
on the other hand, were involved in tasks that center on the home, limiting the range of
self-efficacy they could experience in technical areas.
Pajares and Miller (1995) found that self-confidence in the ability to solve mathproblems was a significant predictor of an individual’s success and persistence in math
related courses. Kassab (2000) linked self-efficacy beliefs with community college
women, asserting that women take courses in which they feel they can be successful.
The results of this study corroborate the findings on self-efficacy beliefs, which
proved to be important to all of the participants. Only one participant, Kelly, showed any
signs of positive self-efficacy beliefs, stating that she believed she was good at math.
“I’ve always been good at it, I’ve always liked it.” As a result, she "took all the math
[she] could when [she] was in high school.” She was planning to take advanced math
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classes at a nearby state college and had a college-aged daughter who was contemplating
a change of majors from science to math at her four-year college.
Susanna, who also scored high on the LSAT, had avoided math. Susanna's selfconfidence in her math abilities was severely shaken by a poor grade in a high school
math class. This experience was so traumatic that she dropped out of geometry in her
senior year when she felt she would not be successful, and she had not taken any math
class since then. She avoided taking college-level math at RCC by putting it off to the
end of her program of study. Her story connects with Pajares’ (1997) assertion that
negative self-efficacy beliefs, rather than a lack of skills, are one reason why women
avoid math courses. Susanna clearly had the ability to take and succeed in college-level
math, yet she knew she had to find a way to boost her self-confidence before doing so.
Susanna’s plan was to bolster her confidence with tutors and other support systems, to get
all of her other coursework out of the way, and then to steel herself to tackle math.
All other participants in this study also exhibited negative self-efficacy beliefs in
their math abilities. Participants’ statements included such comments as “math has
always been very difficult” (Melissa), “I’ve never been good at it” (Susanna), and “I'm
scared of math” (Helena). Melissa’s self-confidence first wavered in third grade as she
struggled to learn the times tables. At this juncture, Melissa’s mastery level was low, and
her teacher’s criticism provided the verbal persuasion that cemented her emotional
loathing and low self-efficacy beliefs. Karen’s self-confidence waned when she first
began college 30 years ago and faced her first challenge in math. Again, a teacher's
verbal assault set up an emotional response that continued in the form of math anxiety. It
appears from these results that negative self-efficacy beliefs can appear at any point
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where students encounter math difficulty substantial enough to shake their selfconfidence in their ability to succeed.
Gender and Math
For this topic there are two main areas of discussion: math anxiety and stereotype
threat. The first section, math anxiety, addresses the uncomfortable arousal state
experienced by female students in situations where they are faced with mathematical
tasks that are threatening to their self-esteem. In this state, math anxiety disrupts the
cognitive processes necessary to complete a mathematical task (Ashcraft, 2002). This
arousal state can also be associated with Bandura’s (1997) assertion that emotional
arousal plays a role in developing an individual’s self-efficacy beliefs. The second
heading, stereotype threat, looks at females’ responses to math tasks when they perceive
that they are in situations in which they are going to be compared to males (Schmander,
2001). Under these conditions, women’s performance and persistence are shown to
decrease if their performance is linked to that of men. This study finds evidence of both
math anxiety and stereotype threat present among participants as related in the following
sections.
Math Anxiety
Math anxiety (Ashcraft, 2002) is a tension or fear that interferes with
performance. Math-anxious individuals tend to avoid math altogether, take fewer math
courses, and hold negative self-efficacy beliefs toward math. It is believed that math
anxiety is a factor in why females are less involved in math than males. These assertions
appear to coincide with this study’s findings. Susanna, Karen, Melissa, Natalie, and
Helena all held extremely negative attitudes toward math. Karen and Melissa had
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struggled through their math modules and received lower grades than expected in
statistics; Susanna had avoided math altogether.
Pajares (2004) described the connection between self-efficacy beliefs and anxiety:
“Efficacy beliefs also influence the amount of stress and anxiety individuals experience
as they engage in a task, and, ultimately, the level of accomplishment they realize” (p. 9).
Ashcroft (2000) went on to explain how the linkage between an individual’s math selfconfidence and math anxiety interrupts the focus and attention needed to complete
mathematical tasks:
Generalized anxiety is hypothesized to disrupt ongoing working memory
process because anxious individuals devote attention to their intrusive
thoughts and worries rather than the task at hand. In the case of math
anxiety, such thoughts probably involve preoccupation with one’s dislike
or fear of math, one’s low self-confidence and the like. Math anxiety
lowers math performance because paying attention to these intrusive
thoughts acts like a secondary task, distracting attention from the math
task. (p. 183)
From this perspective, math anxiety is exacerbated in individuals with low
self-efficacy beliefs. These negative beliefs manifest themselves through invasive
thoughts and ideations that distract an individual from the task involved in solving a math
problem. If this is the case, high self-efficacy beliefs could protect an individual against
the damaging consequences of math anxiety. This statement appears to be accurate
because Kelly, the participant with highest self-efficacy beliefs, had the lowest levels of
math anxiety and was the most successful and motivated student in this sample.
Stereotype Threat
The concept of stereotype threat (Shmander, 2001) presupposes that women feel
psychologically threatened when they perceive they are in competition with or are being
compared to men, and that this threat negatively affects their performance. Quinn and
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Spencer (2001) had researched testing situations that suggest that cultural stereotypes
change the testing situation for women. From Kelly’s story, one can come to understand
that the presence of stereotype threat may also substantially affect the classroom
experience for women.
Kelly was the one student in the study with strong math skills and self-efficacy
beliefs. Kelly would be classified as successfully encouraged (Oswald and Harvey, 2003)
in mathematics. She met the criteria outlined by Oswald and Harvey for a successfully
encouraged student because she was encouraged by a parental figure, her grandfather,
and she held high perceptions about her ability to succeed. A further criterion for a
successfully encouraged student is lack of belief in gender stereotypes. Kelly did not
believe in gender stereotypes, and she had encouraged her daughter to major in
nontraditional disciplines such as math and science.
Ironically, in the face of these beliefs, Kelly was the only student who talked
about experiencing stereotype threat in the mathematics classroom, displaying evidence
of stereotype threat in her statistics class at RCC. Kelly mentioned that everyone
struggled in this class; however, there was a group of males who spoke up and asked
questions in class. Even though she was struggling to understand the material herself and
considered herself to be a strong math student, Kelly’s voice was silenced in the presence
of these men. When comparing herself to the men, Kelly reported, “I never spoke up in
class.” Kelly’s voice was effectively silenced as she felt alienated from the dominant
subculture (Friere, 1970).
It is possible to speculate that other participants also experienced stereotype threat
in the form of more culturally defined expectations from family and society. All
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participants talked of men in their lives who were successful at math and of women who
were unsuccessful. It is possible that these observations were shaped by the cultural
influences that inform the psychological state of stereotype threat. As Sadker and Sadker
(1994) posit, because of cultural blindness, those who are the victims of gender inequity
often do not recognize that they are in any way being treated differently.
The research presented in the literature on self-efficacy beliefs, math anxiety, and
stereotype threat is validated by this study’s findings. The more complex challenge, then,
is to try to understand the interpersonal dynamics that shape these forces. To do this, one
must look to the interpersonal relationships central to shaping an individual’s identity as a
math student.
Interpersonal Influences
Previous connections to the literature provide clues to the ways in which
interpersonal relationships affect women’s performance and persistence in mathematics.
Bandura (1997) in his book. Social Learning Theory, posited that one of the sources of an
individual’s self-efficacy beliefs is the social messages she/he receives from others.
Wong (2003) went on to look at the influence of parents and teachers on student success.
In this study, I also sought to determine the influence of interpersonal relationships,
including those with parents and teachers, on women’s success in mathematics.
In the interviews that inform this study, I asked the students questions about
parents, family members, teachers, tutors, and others who may have influenced their math
experiences. Much to my amazement, each woman told stories of personal loss ranging
from a physical separation from parents and families to the death of siblings. As the
interviews progressed, it became a pattern that stories of grief and loss would emerge
from each participant. I have struggled to find a connection between these stories, but the
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only conclusion I am able to draw is that math and the feelings of anxiety and
incompetence that math generates may become associated in students’ minds with
sources of anxiety and discomfort in other areas of their lives. One thing is clear:
interpersonal relationships do appear to affect, both positively and negatively, an
individual’s achievement and persistence in math.
Wong (2003) found that supportive parents and a strong attachment to parents
were strongly associated with students’ motivation to succeed. These findings correlate
with findings for the participants of this study. Two, Kelly and Susanna, the Gold Stars,
shared stories of positive parental or parent-figure support in relation to math. Kelly told
of learning the times table from her grandfather, and Susanna spoke of her stepfather’s
skill in teaching math concepts. There is no doubt that Kelly and Susanna were motivated
students. Kelly intended to persist in taking math when she transfers to a four-year
college. Susanna had carefully thought out how she would approach college-level math,
including when she would take it and which support systems she would employ to ensure
her success.
The Silver Stars, Melissa and Karen, both revealed that their parents had divorced
during their school years and that their parents had not had high expectations about their
academic performance. Melissa’s experience was that her parents did not appear to care
about her struggle with math. Karen stated that she did not remember any specific
support from her parents during her school years. Both Melissa and Karen persisted in
RCC’s math labs and relied on the extensive use of tutors, but their frustration levels
were high when their math abilities were challenged. Oswald and Harvey (2003) asserted
that female students who have low perceptions of their math abilities and were not
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encouraged by their parents could be classified as mathematically adverse, a category that
seemed to fit Melissa and Karen.
Natalie and Helena, the Bronze Stars, both reported significant familial stress
during their early adolescence, stress that had a negative effect on their math abilities.
The suicides of Natalie’s brothers and the resultant family strife interrupted her education
and also took away her ability to focus on her studies. Helena’s embattled relationship
with her stepfather had a negative impact on her ability to concentrate when taking a
difficult math test. Each woman shared a habitus (Bourdieu, 1979) of shame that held
them back from completing their education.
At RCC, Natalie and Helena continued to struggle to overcome the results of their
disrupted education. Helena made great strides, completing a statistics class at a nearby
four-year college and transferring to Mt. Holyoke. Natalie, however, was at risk of not
completing her degree because she had not progressed in her math sequence.
A lack of positive female role models within families was another sentiment
voiced by the women interviewed for this study, and two women spoke about the
negative female influences within their families. Melissa’s mother refused to help her
with math, telling her to “get it [her math homework] away from me.” At the same time,
Melissa’s “step-monster” segregated Melissa from her father’s new family. In addition,
Melissa’s mother’s and grandmother’s embattled relationship estranged her from her
extended family. Susanna’s mother’s prohibition against attending college kept Susanna
from attempting to return to school until three years after her mother’s death.
Other mother/daughter themes that ran through the interviews included Karen’s
decision to give her daughter up for adoption when she became pregnant as a teenager
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and Kelly’s mother’s decision to leave Kelly in the care of her grandparents. Helena felt
pressure to protect her mother from the being hurt and was still haunted by feelings of
shame and fear in the presence of her stepfather. Melissa and Natalie spoke of
grandmothers and mothers who were forced to give up their dreams of attending school
because they became pregnant. Kelly had kind words for her grandmother and mother but
stated that her grandmother (the woman who raised her) had no expectations for Kelly to
further her education beyond high school. A conclusion that can be drawn from the
transcripts is that none of the women in this sample had strong or assertive mothers or
mother-figures actively engaged in fostering their education.
Students throughout the interviews expressed both positive and negative feeling
about teachers of mathematics. Overwhelmingly, participants validated the findings of
other researchers, stating that contextual teaching and learning (Johnson, 2000) and kind
and supportive teachers (Wong, 2002) were essential to their success in math. All of the
women in this study mentioned that whenever they experience success with math it is
under the guidance of kind and inspired teachers. On the other hand, Melissa and Helena
recalled with horror their experiences with ineffective and critical teachers. Their
experiences bear testament to the long-term consequences of toxic teaching.
College personnel at RCC received high marks from participants for their helpful
and supportive interventions. And the college’s tutorial program received consistently
high praise. All of the participants who had taken developmental or college-level math at
RCC reported that they had benefited from the college’s tutorial program. As with
teachers, kind and supportive tutors, gifted at translating the language of math, helped to
guide participants through their math classes.
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Additionally, suggestions from academic advisors and faculty members, as well
as from other students, had positive effects on student success. From Susanna’s academic
advisor’s suggestion that she brush up on math at the Adult Learning Center to Kelly’s
professor’s suggestion to keep on taking courses until she found what she liked, students
in this sample were able to connect with individual professionals outside of classrooms
with positive outcomes. This information validates Valadez’s (2000) finding that
interactions between college personnel and female students aside from classes is an
effective means of encouraging females to participate in mathematics.
The findings on the influence of interpersonal relationships on math performance
and achievement proved to be important in understanding how these relationships inform
student success and persistence in math. Troublesome relationships described by
participants contributed to a number of psychological hardships that appeared to interfere
with focus by decreasing students’ self-confidence and increasing their anxiety. Further,
this study revealed a shortage of positive role models or supportive individuals who
actively engaged with women in the study of math. Where positive role models were
present in the form of parents, teachers, or tutors, students reported a greater likelihood of
success. The importance of recognizing these connections provides valuable information
for parents and teachers on possible ways to increase women’s persistence and success in
mathematics.
Conclusion
The results of this study show that interpersonal relationships are a strong
predictor of student motivation, success, and persistence in mathematics. Troublesome
parental relationships appear to affect achievement by creating anxiety in students during
their childhood or adolescent years, which has the potential to carry over to the college
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setting. Teachers also play an especially important role in encouraging student success.
Students reported positive responses to kind and effective teachers; however, harsh,
critical, and judgmental teachers decreased student self-confidence and motivation and
increased student anxiety. Additionally, all participants spoke about other individuals
besides parents and teachers who had a positive influence on their education. Advisors
and tutors were especially helpful in encouraging students to persist in math. And two
students mentioned supportive individuals such as friends and counselors who
encouraged them to keep trying.
Self-efficacy beliefs, gender stereotypes, and math anxiety were all
distinguishable as sources of student distress, validating the literature and research in the
field. However, it is in the rich and varied details of the complexities of interpersonal
relationships where specific information can be found to inform how changes in parental
and teacher attitudes and actions can promote learning for female students in the area of
mathematics. The findings of this study call out for mothers and fathers who are able to
provide stable family environments and who are engaged in promoting their children’s
academic success. Also called for are kind and patient teachers who understand that
students come from a variety of backgrounds and may require more than instruction in a
particular discipline to succeed. These traits, coupled with an awareness of gender
stereotypes and a bolstering of students’ beliefs in their abilities to succeed would have a
profound effect on proactively increasing women’s success and achievement in
mathematics.
This chapter has analyzed the data within and between cohorts that composed this
study and has compared findings across cohorts. Additionally, the study’s findings have
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been situated in the literature on math, learning and gender. The following chapter will
discuss these findings and suggest ways in which findings might serve to improve
teaching and learning in mathematics at the community college level of higher education.
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CHAPTER 6
VALUING THE STORIES - DISCUSSION
Over the course of the time that I was engaged in the research for this study, I
listened with piqued interest to the stories of women as they described their experience as
math students at a small. New England community college. During informal
conversations with students and in the more formal interviews that informed this study,
women voiced fear and frustration when they talked about mathematics. Undoubtedly
some female students were successful at math and proceeded successfully through their
classes. However, a majority of the women I came in contact with at RCC struggled with
math. More than any other subject in the curriculum, math stood alone as a major hurdle
to be surmounted by women in their pursuit of an associate’s degree.
As described in Chapter 1, the focus of this study was to explore the ways in
which personal, interpersonal, and cultural relationships influenced achievement in
mathematics for women attending community college. The inquiry that guided this study
asked how women’s thoughts, feelings, relationships and ideas about math affected their
ability to achieve success. From these questions and the interviews that voiced answers,
findings reveal insights on possible interventions a community college could provide to
effect positive change in women’s attitudes and achievement in mathematics.
Early chapters of this dissertation introduce the problem, review selected
literature, and discuss the methods used to conduct this research. Chapter 4 contains a
detailed report of the interviews with the six women represented in this study, while
Chapter 5 provides an analysis of the study’s findings through within-cohort and cross¬
cohort comparisons, and connections of the major findings and themes to the research
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and literature. After a review of the study’s limitations, surprises, and significant
findings, this chapter focuses on the community college aspect of the study, proposing
changes to community college curriculum and pedagogy based on the study’s findings.
Throughout the chapter are recommendations for future research.
Limitations and Surprises
In my quest to understand the influence of interpersonal relationships on
academic performance, I devised a series of questions that joined the subject of math to
individuals such as parents, family members and teachers. What emerged from
conversations guided by these questions was both disturbing and unpredictable. I heard
heartbreaking stories describing loss and abandonment, along with inspiring stories of
courage, determination, and success. What this work has done is to reinforce my belief in
the importance of looking closely at women’s lives to understand their motivations,
needs, and experiences. The women interviewed for this study have all struggled to find
their place in the world. Their lives have not been easy, yet each is engaged in the process
of growth and change.
As I listened to each woman’s story, both in person and on written transcripts, a
number of surprises and limitations emerged from the data that related to size and
sample. Part of the process of developing this dissertation included accepting these
limitations; this was best done by noting the tensions as they occurred and later
formulating adaptations and changes that could address the limitations by providing
suggestions for future research.
As a result, the depth of the emotional impact of the stories that emerged from the
interviews and the tensions noted above lead to the formulation of several questions
related to the limitations of this study. The first is directly related to the size of the
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sample. Six women chosen from a small rural community college is but a small sample of
the women taking math classes in community colleges across the country. Do they
represent the whole or are their stories unique? It would be interesting to replicate this
study with a larger sample at a series of urban and suburban community colleges across
the country. The inclusion of traditional-age students with questions designed to
encourage introspection on their math experiences would further expand on this research.
Another limitation related to sample includes the method of sample selection.
While students were selected on the basis of their performance on RCC’s diagnostic math
test, they were also all individuals with whom I had had prior relationships or with whom
I met in the context of my position as coordinator of an “at risk” program at RCC. While
cohorts were segregated by math ability and achievement, all of the women in this study
could be classified as “at risk” either because of age, background, their status as
nontraditional students, or other factors. Inclusion of female students who would not be
classified as “at risk,” for example those in engineering or computer science, would
provide an additional dimension by examining the influences that caused them to flourish
within a predominantly male domain.
A final limitation is that my background is in student affairs rather than in
mathematics. Skilled at taking personal histories and in assessing student needs, I am able
to ask probing questions about relationships and personal stories, but I am not trained in
specific instructional methodologies associated with mathematics. It would be interesting
to participate in future research in collaboration with a member of the math faculty at a
community college. This collaboration would have the potential to truly change the
delivery of mathematics education at the community college providing information that
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could implement changes in the design of math courses to incorporate successful math
strategies with successful student development strategies.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, each story in this study contained threads
that were unexpected. Kelly’s early childhood experience living with her grandparents
and Susanna’s inability to earn her mother’s support to attend college represent
significant life experiences that shaped each woman’s life in unique and imponderable
ways. Melissa’s feelings of alienation and Karen’s impending divorce speak to the
complexity of students’ lives. And Natalie’s struggle to make sense of her brothers’
suicides and Helena’ struggle with her stepfather and her determination to earn a worldclass education in her newly adopted country both shock and inspire. The stories shared
with me by this study’s participants touched me and brought new feelings of respect and
responsibility for the power of qualitative studies and the responsibilities we as
investigators hold to our participants’ well-being.
Significant Findings and Related Discussion
A number of findings emerge from stories of female students as they talked about
their math experience both prior to and while attending community college. Familial
relationships and interactions loom large in forming students’ attitudes and self-efficacy
beliefs prior to attending college. Interactions with teachers also emerge as being
significant and powerful. Further, familial and teacher interactions may play upon each
other to strengthen or undermine a student’s ability to succeed in math.
The results of this study compellingly demonstrate that familial relationships
influence a woman’s ability to succeed in math. Findings show that the two women who
scored highest on the LSAT had significant male family members who took time to help
them with math. Three of the four remaining women had low familial support but were
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eventually successful in completing college-level math in spite of their families; however,
all three had high anxiety levels and two circumvented developmental math completely
by taking classes at other colleges. The one student who scored into developmental math
and had not completed college-level math came from a family background that included a
high level of emotional turmoil.
Given the results stated above, it appears that familial support from significant
male family members such as fathers, grandfathers, or stepfathers may provide positive
results in developing female students’ math skills at the pre-college level. The
significance of this finding is heightened in contemporary American society where more
than 50 percent of marriages end in divorce, and many mothers are raising their children
without the contributions and support of fathers or grandfathers, or other positive male
figures. After being admitted to college, it appears that, independent of familial support, a
majority of students are able to persist in completing their math requirements. However,
significant family turmoil has the potential to interfere with motivation and impede
persistence in completing developmental math.
Interestingly, a variety of mother-daughter stories also emerged from the data.
One student told of her mother’s inability to care for her as an infant, physically and
emotionally abandoning her at birth. Another told of the turmoil of turning her daughter
over to an adoption agency. One participant’s mother prevented her daughter from
attending college. Two of the six women talked of their mother’s preoccupation with
their own failing marriages. One student describes how she struggled to protect her
mother from knowing about the abuse she suffered at the hands of her step-father. And
two women tell of their mother’s or grandmother’s frustration at not having achieved
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their career goals. From broken marriages to broken dreams, the mothers of students in
this study had passed on a legacy of frustration and defeat. None of the students
interviewed spoke of their mothers or grandmothers as positive role models in their
success with school or with math. In fact, it was evident that mothers or maternal figures
often played a negative role in developing their daughters’ math skills. Melissa’s mother
hated math and told her to, “get it away from me!” She refused to even look at her
daughter’s math homework. Students most often spoke of their mothers as victims of
unsatisfied or broken lives, a legacy that their daughters are trying to escape.
Another predominant feature among all students in this study was a sustained
level of math anxiety. While I had read about math anxiety and observed it in students for
years, I did not at first include it in the literature review because I failed to realize its
importance or to understand how it affected achievement. After analyzing the interviews,
it was clear that the presence of math anxiety played a role in students’ ability to succeed.
Whether students’ anxiety originated inside the classroom, outside of the classroom, or in
their personal lives, anxiety can become linked to and associated with the subject of
mathematics. Once this happened, the presence of math anxiety affected both persistence
and performance for the student.
Four of the study’s six participants reported chronic and debilitating levels of
math anxiety that had been with them since elementary or high school. Two women
reported first experiencing math anxiety as college students. Regardless of their age at the
time of first onset, five of the six students were able to connect their math anxiety directly
to a specific teacher, incident, and/or place in time. The sixth student was unable to link
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the source of her anxiety to a specific incident or person, but she was able to connect her
longstanding lack of success in math back to her earliest memories of school.
The source of participants’ math anxiety appears to stem from their perceptions
that they were somehow at personal and social risk in math classes. The fear of public
ridicule or failure in front of their peers was closely associated with this anxiety. Linked
closely to personal identity, math became associated with students’ intra-psychic feelings
of personal success or failure.
An additional finding showed that the power and authority held by math teachers
was perceived by students as predominantly threatening. Melissa stated that her thirdgrade teacher “was just crotchety and we didn’t want anything to do with her, she
terrified you. So she made you hate back.” Helena still had nightmares about her stem
and judgmental eighth-grade math teacher. These memories and other memories
associated with math appear to form a psychological barrier. To protect the self, women
withdraw from the subject. Susanna, a superior student, left her algebra II class in high
school and has not returned to the mathematics classroom in over 20 years. Helena’s
dread of math caused her to commute over an hour and a half each way for an entire
semester in order to find a supportive environment in which to take a statistics class. A
lack of success in math during childhood and adolescence appears to prevent women
from finding and feeling the confidence and efficacy they need to be comfortable and
successful in the mathematics classroom.
Also demonstrated was the fact that students were able to succeed when they
perceived that they were supported by kind and knowledgeable teachers, tutors, or other
members of the college staff. The presence of supportive teachers, advisors, and tutors
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played a role in helping Kelly decide on a change of majors, directing Susanna to a
successful experience on the LSAT, and guiding Karen through her math requirements.
In each case, students were grateful for the interventions and reported that college
personnel had saved them from wasting time, money, and effort by offering skilled
guidance and support.
Implications for Community Colleges
Students do not come to classrooms as blank slates; they exist within a larger
context that includes jobs, families, and personal identities. When students come to class,
this wider context is often unknown to teachers and others involved in their education.
One thing is clear, however: math teachers can assume that many female students will
come to class with some degree of math anxiety already in place. The question then
becomes, what does one do with this information? In this section I offer several answers
to this question by proposing suggestions to increase community college students’
success in mathematics. These proposals stem not from my knowledge of mathematics
but, rather, from my understanding of students’ emotional and psychological states as
they approach math. I have gleaned this knowledge from more than 10 years as a student
affairs professional at a community college, from listening to the stories of hundreds of
female students over the course of these years, and from the results of this inquiry.
The first and perhaps most important suggestion is that math teachers become
familiar with the theories of math anxiety and self-efficacy beliefs and how these theories
influence student performance. It is important that teachers understand the ways in which
math anxiety interferes with the thought and reasoning processes that students require as
they approach increasingly difficult math tasks. An example of this idea is that teachers
should not automatically mistake miscalculation for a student’s lack of ability or
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motivation. It is important for a faculty member to understand whether the miscalculation
is more closely associated with a tension or anxiety that contributed to mistakes or
whether a student did not understand the math concept. This distinction is significant
because in each case the remediation required is different. If a student is tense and
miscalculates, then remediation must address managing the tension. This is in contrast to
a student who does not understand the math concept. In this case remediation requires
attention to teaching the math concept in such a way as to increase the student’s
comprehension.
Community college math teachers may further encourage student success if they
design and implement strategies for overcoming anxiety and incorporate these strategies
as part of the math curriculum. One such approach might be for teachers to tell students
at the beginning of the semester that they are aware that students in class may be anxious
about math, bringing the idea of math anxiety to the forefront. Supportive teachers may
successfully reassure students by highlighting the methods they will use to reduce anxiety
and increase students’ self-confidence.
Another strategy could include implementing studies designed to evaluate the
success of policies and methods used in a math department. For example, a study could
be designed to analyze the success of a recent change in RCC’s developmental math
sequence. Recently, it was decided that RCC students would no longer be allowed to use
calculators in developmental classes, and many students have reported that this change
has heightened their anxiety. A careful and studied analysis of this change in policy,
based on the goals and objectives that motivated the change, should be implemented in
order to determine the effectiveness of this ban. Since the change is recent, taking effect
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in the Fall 2003 semester, it remains to be seen what the impact will be to student
persistence and success. Whatever the outcome, I would suggest that the success or
failure of this initiative be determined by a careful study that evaluates its effectiveness in
reaching the goals of the math department.
Finally, one cannot discount the importance of kindness and empathy in
supporting student success. As with other forms of anxiety, confident and empathetic
teachers and tutors provide students with a support system that encourages them to
exchange their fear of failure for a willingness to take a risk. Effective teachers boost
self-confidence in their students’ ability to succeed. Every student in this study
mentioned a tutor or teacher whose kindness and empathy encouraged her to continue to
persevere in math. These qualities should be incorporated into community colleges’
criteria as they hire math faculty, especially in developmental math.
Another way to improve community college teachers’ instructional effectiveness
is to borrow evaluative techniques commonly used by elementary and high school
teachers. Techniques such as peer observations between faculty members, videotaping
lessons, and the use of student feedback forms could provide a plethora of information on
instructional practices. Peer coaches could also provide examples of “best practices” in
community college teaching and learning, and staff development programs could be
instituted to expand teachers’ knowledge of instructional strategies. However, I believe it
would be a deterrent if changes of this nature did not originate with the faculty itself.
Other professionals at the community college can also contribute to student
success. Workshops and programs specifically directed toward reducing math anxiety,
including specific instructions on what to do when one experiences anxiety in a testing
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situation may already be in place on campuses; however, they are often programs that
professionals have used over a number of years. Updating existing offerings and
developing new ones could bring a fresh approach to an old problem. In my program for
at-risk students, we have recently replaced a former staff member with someone whose
individual expertise is in successfully guiding students through developmental math. We
are currently offering biweekly drop-in sessions for math students and have increased the
number of math workshops that are or will be offered each semester. Results so far have
been positive. The new staff person has a fully booked schedule of appointments,
highlighting the need for this service, and attendance at math workshops has outstripped
attendance for all other workshops offered by the program.
Additionally, findings confirm that community college women respond positively
to contextual teaching and learning. Adding real-life applications to abstract
mathematical concepts has merit. And while some students function well in the modular
setting, where they work on their own, most stated that a classroom with a supportive
teacher who moves ahead at a measured pace is what they would prefer. It is my hope
that this information will prove to be helpful to RCC as the college evaluates its
developmental math series.
In writing this section I must acknowledge that faculty may wrongfully interpret
this analysis as critique of their practices. That is certainly not my intent. I fully
understand the difficulty in providing remediation for students who come to college with
little or no math skills or abilities. I further acknowledge that I do not have the procedural
expertise of a mathematician in developing mathematics educational practices. I salute
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RCC’s math faculty for providing a strong program that has resulted in success for many
students.
As stated in Chapter 1, my goals in designing this study are liberatory and the
suggestions delineated in this section are proposed to facilitate safe passage for women as
they complete the mathematics classes required for their degree. By surmounting the
hurdle of math, they come closer to achieving their goals and to achieving in ways that
their mothers might not have imagined.
Implications for Future Research
The topics for future research that arise from this dissertation are vast and varied.
Several appear in earlier sections of this chapter including those listed below.
1.

A similar study could be designed, in concert with math faculty from community
colleges, which focused on women’s stories and mathematics.

2.

A new study could also take into consideration a broad range of institutions
including large and small urban, suburban, and rural community colleges adding
depth and range to the findings of this study.

3.

Research at community colleges serving specialized populations, such as those
situated on Navajo and other Native American reservations, could benefit from
methods that start with the stories of their students.

4.

Another qualitative study might focus on female students who have succeeded at
math and are pursuing engineering, computer science, or other prestigious mathbased fields.

5. The literature on gender and learning could benefit from continued attention to the
stories of female students in an attempt to assess what motivates and contributes
to their success in math related fields.
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6.

A closer look at community-college women’s self-efficacy beliefs with attention
to how these beliefs emerge from their consciousness could provide educators
with information about the internal barriers that students bring with them to the
classroom.

7.

While there is extensive research on the existence of math anxiety among female
college students, more research could be done on female-friendly ways to
counteract this anxiety. An excellent topic for action research, individual
community college professors could use their classroom as laboratories for
developing new and better pedagogies for math instruction. If ways are
discovered to ease the burden of math for community college women, this could
help clear a path toward their college degree and provide hope for a brighter
future.
In conclusion, I humbly acknowledge the burdens and challenges that some

community college women face in their quest to obtain a college education. They are
anxious, stressed, and sometimes under-prepared; however they are also determined,
resilient, and eager to work hard to reach their goals. Where math presented barriers to
success, the participants in this study strove to find ways through or around the obstacles.
As faculty and staff at community colleges, we can help clear the way by understanding
and validating women’s experiences by designing appropriate curricula and interventions,
by continuously seeking new knowledge about the community college experience, by
applying what we learn in college classrooms, and by improving opportunities for student
success.
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APPENDIX A
PRELIMINARY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The following questions and requests served as talking points for the interviews.
Each question was touched on at some point during the course of each participant’s
interviews.
This list of questions was asked of those participants enrolled in developmental
math:
1.

Can you describe for me what it is like studying math here at RCC?

2.

How did you come to be in the math labs at RCC?

3.

In your opinion, do you believe that you are good at math? What experiences or
individuals support your belief?

4.

Can you tell me about a time when you were good at math? What were those
circumstances?

5.

Tell me about someone you know who is especially good at math.

6.

Tell me about someone you know who is especially bad at math.

7.

Could you see yourself as ever having a career that required extensive knowledge
of math?

8.

In your opinion, is there anything that would make studying math easier for you?

9.

Are there any reasons or individuals to which you credit your achievement in
math?

In addition to the above questions, the following questions were asked of participants
who had completed math modules and were enrolled in college-level math:
1.

In your opinion, was taking math modules at RCC helpful to you?

2.

How did you feel about math while you were taking math modules?
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3.

Has anything happened to change how you feel about your ability to do math?

4.

Can you tell me about a time when you were good at math? What were those
circumstances?

5.

Tell me about someone you know who is good at math.

6.

Tell me about someone you know who is bad at math.

7.

Can you explain the reasons why you enrolled in college-level math?

8.

Now that you are taking higher-level math, how do you feel about your ability to
do math? Has this changed since taking math modules?

9.

Are there any reasons or individuals to which you credit your achievement in
math?

10. Could you see yourself as ever having a career that required an extensive
knowledge of math?
The following questions were asked of those enrolled in college-level math and who
did not require developmental math:
1.

Can you describe for me what it is like studying math here at RCC?

2. Tell me about the first time you knew you were good at math. What were those
circumstances?
3. Tell me about someone you know who is especially good at math.
4. Tell me about someone you know who is especially bad at math.
5.

Are there any reasons or individuals to which you credit your success in math?

6. Would a career that involves an extensive knowledge of math be attractive to
you?
7.

Is there anything that could improve your skills and abilities in the area of math?
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APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER
Math Stories: Troublesw/w Relationships
A Study of the Importance of Relationships on Women’s
Achievement in Math at a Rural Community College
University of Massachusetts
Consent for Voluntary Participation
I volunteer to participate in this qualitative study and understand that:
1.

I will be interviewed on two occasions by Christine DeGregorio using an informal
interview format. The first interview will be guided by a short series of questions.
In the second interview I will be given the opportunity to review and comment on
the transcripts from the first interview.

2.

Christine DeGregorio can be reached at 413-684-5296 or by e-mail at
cdegrego@berkshirecc.edu.

3.

The questions I will be answering address my views and feelings about my
achievement in math, including information about individuals who have
contributed to my achievement.

4.

The interviews will be tape-recorded to facilitate analysis of the data.

5.

A final collective story will summarize information from my own and other
participants’ interviews. I will be allowed to read and comment on the story
before it is published in the dissertation.

6.

My name will not be used, nor will I be identified personally in any way or at any
time. I understand it will be necessary to identify participants in the dissertation
by the level of math courses they take at the college.

7.

I may withdraw from part or all of this study at any time.

8.

I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other publication.

9.

I understand that results from these interviews will be included in Christine
DeGregorio’s doctoral dissertation and may also be included in manuscripts
submitted to professional journals for publication.

10.1 am free to participate or not participate without prejudice.
11. Because of the small number of participants, approximately six, I understand that
there is some risk that I may be identified as a participant in this study.

Researcher

Date

Participant
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